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(a) Correctly showing in a clear and conspicuous
manner each element of information required to be dis-
closed by Section 4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939;

(b) Setting forth the common generic name of fibers
in the required information on labels, tags or other
means of identification attached to wool products.

It is further ordered That respondent Spinner in Yarn Co.
Inc. , a corporation, and its offcers , and respondent's representa-
tives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or
other device , do forthwith cease and desist from furnishing a
false guaranty that any wool product is not falsely or deceptively
stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified when respondent
has reason to believe that such wool product may be introduced
sold , transported or distributed in commerce.

It is further ordered That respondent Spinnerin Yarn Co.
Inc. , a corporation, and its offcers , and respondent's representa-
tives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or
other device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale or dis-
tribution of yarn or any other textie products in commerce, as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting the character or
amount of constituent fibers contained in yarn or any other textile
products on invoices or shipping memoranda applicable thereto or
in any other manner.

It is further ordered That the respondent herein shall within
sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the man-
ner and form in which it has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

NATIONAL TEA CO.

ORDER, OPINIOKS , ETC. , IK REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 7453. C01nplaint , March 26, 1959-Decision, March 4. 1966

The Commission , having set aside the initial decision of its hearing examiner
makes new findings of fact and conclusions of law on the record , and OT-
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ders the National Tea Co., the Nation s fifth largest retail food chain

not to acquire any stock or assets of any retail food store for a period of

10 years without prior Commission approval.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
the party respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter
more particularly designated and described , has violated and is
now violating the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act (U. S. C. , Title 15 , Section 45), and Section 7 of
the Clayton Act (U. , Title 15 , Section 18), as amended and
approved December 29 , 1950 , and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as fo1lows :

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent , National Tea Co. (hereinafter re-
ferred to as respondent), is a corporation organized in 1902 under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois, with its princi-
pal offce and place of business located at 1000 N. Crosby Street
Chicago 10 , Ilinois.

PAR. 2. Respondent is contro1led by Loblaw Groceterias Co.
Limited , Loblaw Companies , Limited , and George Weston , Lim-
ited , a1l of which are Canadian corporations.

PAR. 3. Respondent is engaged in the business of operating a

chain of approximately 883 retail food stores in 16 States of the
United States and se1ls a wide variety of merchandise , inc1uding a
substantial number of items manufactured , processed and pack-
aged under trademarks or brands owned or contro1led by the res-
pondent. Respondent operates its own bread and cake bakeries in
Chicago , Ilinois , Hopkins , Minnesota , Milwaukee , Wisconsin , De-
troit , Michigan, and Denver, Colorado. In addition, the respon-
dent manufactures or processes coffee , peanut butter , salad oils
preserves , extracts and soft drinks. Meat packing plants are op-
erated by respondent at Fergus Fa1ls , Minnesota , Denver, Colo-
rado , and Port Huron , Michigan. Respondent is engaged in com-
merce , as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act and the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. The three Canadian corporations referred to in Para-
graph Two hereof also control or own outright many corporations
and concerns engaged in the manufacture , processing, sale and
distribution of merchandise in the United States, and a sub-
stantial volume of such merchandise is sold through respondent'
stores.
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Certain members of the board of directors of the respondent
and the Canadian corporations heretofore mentioned also own or
control an interest in corporations or businesses other than the
respondent, and some of these corporations and businesses sen a
substantial volume of merchandise to the respondent for sale
through the respondent's retail outlets.

PAR. 5. Respondent is one of the largest retail food chains in
the l:nited States and, as of July 23, 1957 , ranked fifth in total
sales volume among the food chains of this country. Respondent'
net sales increased from approximately 270 mi1ion donars in
1948 to 681 mi1ion donars in 1957, an increase of approximately
411 mi1ion donars , or over 250 percent.

PAR. 6. The food industry is the largest segment of the Ameri-
can economy. According to the 1954 Census of Business, there
were 385 000 food stores of an types in the United States. As of

1954 , 6 334 grocery stores had individual sales of one mi1ion dol-
lars or more, and 16,466 stores reported sales figures ranging
from $300,000 to one mi1ion donars each.

Concentration of grocery store sales in large corporate chains
has been intensified in the United States through sustained pro-
grams of corporate acquisitions. Twenty percent of the grocery
stores in the United States accounts for over seventy-two percent
of the total grocery store sales in the country. From 1954 to 1957
some thirty-six corporations absorbed eighty-eight grocery chains
and thereby acquired during this period over one and a half bil-
lion donars in total sales.

PAR. 7. Beginning in 1921 , the respondent initiated a policy of
expansion by acquiring a large number of food retailers and other
concerns engaged in the manufacture , processing and distribution
of food products.

As a result of its policy of expansion by acquisition, the respon-
dent has purchased, in selected localities , more than 1 300 retail
grocery stores , numerous warehouse facilities , packing and pro-
cessing plants, as we11 as other interests.

A11 of the acquired corporations , prior to and at the time of the
acquisitions , were engaged in commerce , as "commerce " is defined

in the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act. Res-
pondent' s acquisitions include , among others, an or part of the
stock or assets of the fo11owing corporations:

1952
C. F. Smith Company, Detroit, Michigan , including 211 stores.
Northwest Piggly Wiggly Co. Duluth , Minnesota , including 6 stores.
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George T. Smith's Market Baskets, Inc., Lansing, Michigan, including 6

stores.
Dole Super Markets , Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan, and Kalamazoo, Mich-

igan , including 6 stores.
1953

Food Center Stores, St. Louis, Missouri, including 28 stores.
1954

Capitol Stores , Inc., Baton Rouge, Louisiana , including 28 stores.
1955

H. A. Smith Markets, Inc. , Detroit, Michigan, including 9 supermarkets
and a meat packing plant.

1957
Miler Supermarkets, Inc., Denver, Colorado, including 27 supermarkets.
Tolerton & Warfield Co., Sioux City, Iowa , including 85 stores.
Logan s Super Markets, Inc. , Nashvile, Tennessee, including 9 stores.
DeVan Horner , Inc., Mobile , Alabama , including 7 stores.

1958
Il1nois Valley Stores Co. , Peoria, Ilinois, including 7 stores.
Del Farm Stores , Chicago , Ilinois, including 12 stores.

PAR. 8. The effect of the aforesaid acquisitions by the respon-
dent , individually and collectively, through increased concentra-
tion and otherwise , may be substantially to lessen competition or
to tend to create a monopoly in the processing, manufacturing,
purchasing and distributing of products sold in grocery stores
and in the sale of merchandise in retaiJ grocery stores within the
meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

PAR. 9. The foregoing acquisitions alleged and set forth in Par-

agraph Seven hereof constitute a violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act (D. , Title 15 , Section 18), as amended and ap-
proved December 29 , 1950.

PAR. 10. The acquisitions hereinbefore described tending sub-
stantial1y to lessen competition or to create monopoly are to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute an unfair
method of competition and unfair acts and practices in commerce
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 11. The foregoing acquisitions , acts and practices , as here-
inbefore al1eged and set forth , constitute a violation of Section 5

of the Federal Trade Commission Act (D. , Title 15, Section

45).

Mr. John T. Walker supporting the complaint.

Kirkland, Ellis , Hodson, Chaffetz Masten by Mr. Hammond
E. Chaffetz, Mr. William R. Jentes, Mr. William J. Lederer and
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Mr. Karl F. Nygren Chicago, Il.,

Washington, D. , for respondent.
and Mr. Frederick M. Rowe

69 F. T.

INITIAL DECISION BY EARL J. KOLB, HEARING EXAMINER

APRIL 5, 1963
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This proceeding is based upon a compJaint charging the respon-
dent, National Tea Co. , a corporation , with violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act and Section 7 of the Clay-
ton Act , as amended and approved December 29, 1950 , by reason
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of certain acquisitions made by respondent subsequent to Decem-
ber 29 , 1950.

This proceeding is now before the undersigned hearing exam-
iner for final consideration on the complaint, answer thereto , tes-
timony and other evidence and proposed findings as to the facts
and conclusions, together with briefs and reply briefs presented
by counsel. The hearing examiner has given consideration to the
proposed findings submitted by both parties and briefs in support

thereof, and all findings , conclusions of law proposed by the
parties respectively, not hereinafter specifically found or con-
cluded aTe herewith rejected, and the hearing examiner having
considered the record herein and being duly advised in the prem-
ises, makes the following findings of fact and conclusions drawn
therefrom and order.

NATIONAL TEA CO.

1. Respondent , National Tea Co. , is a corporation organized in
1902 , under and by virtue of the Jaws of the State of minois , with
its principal offce and place of business located at 1000 North
Crosby Street, Chicago 10 , minois.

2. Respondent is engaged in operating a chain of retail, self-
service, cash and carry, food stores dealing in groceries , fresh
fruits , vegetables , bakery and dairy products , frozen foods , meats
poultry, fish and other items. Generally the products that respon-
dent sold included nationally and Jocally known and distributed
merchandise , as well as items manufactured , processed or pack-
aged and sold under trade names or brands owned or controlled
by the respondent.

3. In 1955 , Loblaw Groceterias Co. , Limited , a Canadian corpo-
ration and subsidiary of George Weston, Ltd. of Canada, pur-

chased a substantial portion of the common stock of ~ational Tea
Co. , and as of June 1 , 1957 , said Loblaw Groceterias Co. , Limited,
owned 724 857 shares of the common stock of National Tea Co.
amounting to 34. 17 % of the common stock of National Tea Co.
The offcers and directors of National Tea Co. , owned 1.77% of
said common stock and the remaining 64.6% was distributed

1 Prospectus da.ted .June 18, 1951. shows that private brand mcrchandise amounted to
approximately 10% of total business (CX 38, p. 4). Prospectus dated November 14 , 1955.

shows private brand merchandise accounted for 20% of total business (CX 39, p. 5). H. V.

McNamara testifyins; on September S, 1geO, in this proceeding stated that for the past

15 yeal"S National Tea has been known for its policy of stocking nationally known brands.
(Tr. 787.
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among nearly 6 000 stockholders. Loblaw Groceterias Co. , Lim-
ited , in addition to operating a number of food stores in Canada
also controJled a New York corporation , Loblaw, Inc. , which op-
erated over 180 food stores in western New York , Pennsylvania
Obio , and West Virginia, with annual sales of over $240 000 000
in 1957. In June 1962, National Tea Co. , acquired 115 supermar-
kets with annual sales of $115 000 000 , which had been operated
by Loblaw, Inc. , in the Youngstown and Pittsburgh areas. The
purchase price of $23,000 000 was payable by delivery of

362 963 shares of National Tea common stock. This transaction
increased ownership of the Canadian Loblaw organization in Na-
tional Tea Co. , from approximately 35% to 45 %.

4. At the time of the issuance of the complaint, on March 26
1959, respondent operated a chain of approximately 932 retail
food stores in 18 states , located in the Middle West, West and
lower Mississippi VaJley. As of January 3, 1959, respondent
ranked fifth in sales volume among the food chains of the coun-
try. Respondent' s gross sales for the 53 weeks ending January 3
1959 , was $794 162 135.' The operations of the respondent have
been decentralized and are handled through twelve separate terri-
torial branches , each of which is under a branch manager who re-
ports directly to the president and each of which is a substan-
tiaJly complete and integrated unit with its own warehouse facili-
ties to serve the stores under its jurisdiction. The headquarters of
such territorial branches are located in Chicago, Minneapolis
Milwaukee , Indianapolis , Detroit , Kalamazoo , St. Louis , New Or-
leans , Memphis , Davenport , Denver and Sioux City, Iowa. As of
January 3 , 1959 , the 932 stores operated by respondent were dis-
tributed among the territorial branches and located in the various
states as foJlows :

ex 681.
J ex 43 A, p. 7.
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5. At the time the complaint was issued , respondent operated
its own bread and cake bakeries in Chicago, minois; Hopkins
Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Detroit, Michigan and Den-
ver , Colorado. In addition , respondent manufactured or processed
coffee, peanut butter , salad dressing, preserves , extracts and soft
drinks. Meat packing plants were operated by respondent at Fer-
gus Fans , Minnesota; Denver , Colorado and Port Huron , Michi-
gan.

6. Respondent is now and at an times mentioned herein has
been engaged in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Clay-
ton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.
7. For a number of years both prior to December 1950

and subsequent thereto, respondent has followed a policy of
expansion involving in part , acquisition of various existing chain
stores. As part of its policy of expansion , it was the plan of the
respondent to expand out into new territories by first acquiring a
chain store in such territory. When such chain was so acquired
the respondent would close those stores of the chain which were
unprofitable and relocate , expand or improve the other stores.
This policy was clearly expressed in respondent's report to share-

holders for 1957 , in which the following statement appears:

The year of 1957 has been another year of expansion as your company

moved into the states of Colorado , )Jebraska, and \Vyoming and strengthened
its position in other states. Major acquisitions added chains in Denver, Colo-
rado; Sioux City, Iowa; Nashvile , Tennessee; Mobile , Alabama , and (in Jan-
uary 1958) Peoria, Ilinois to the ever-increasing territory of "National
Land". This expansion, which occurred largely in the last half of 1957 , to-
gether with normal growth from new and relocated stores , is being reflected
currently in sharply increased sales (up to 23.49 % in the first period of
1958 over the previous year) and in greater profits. The improvement in
earnings is not experienced so quickly as the increase in sa1es, because there

are many expenses of setting the new acquisitions into operation which first
must be absorbed. I\' everthe1ess the profits for 1957 were up a satisfying
15% ovel' 1956 , whereas the sales for the year increased 10%. It is ex-

pected that the full effect of the expansion wil be realized in 1858.

8. H. V. McNamara joined National Tea Co. , in 1945 and was
made president in 1947. At that time National Tea stores were
sman neighborhood stores with very few supermarkets, and
many stores without meat departments. He began operations by
se1lng out the smaller stores or closing them and began expan-

ex 43 A, p. 8.
6 Tr. 559-560 , 1283-1284.
1 ex 8 , p. 2.
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sion by opening new stores in areas where there were none and
where it was felt that the type of store would be supported.

9. A summary of the number of stores operated at the close of
each year and total sales of respondent for the years 1945
through 1959 is as foJlows:
YEAR
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1950
1949
1948
1947
1946
1945

SALES
$829, 518,000

794 162,000
681 132 000
617 636,000
575 585 000
520 300,000
462 281,000
405,220,000
361 321 000
315,218 000
274,332 000
270 176 000
217, 915, 000
157 641 000
106,868,000

NUMBER OF STORES
910
932
883
761
744
711
688
765
624
634
655
659
702
693
749

RELEVANT LINES OF COMMERCE

10. The parties agreed that the foJlowing are the lines of com-

merce involved in this proceeding:

(a) Groceries and related products, as a class, sold in food

stores as defined by census;

(b) Groceries and related products, as a class , sold in grocery
stores as defined by census;

(c) Fluid milk and cream as a class , sold in food and grocery
stores;

(d) Frozen desserts as a class , sold in food and grocery stores;
(e) Fresh fruits or vegetables as a class , sold in food and gro-

cery stores.
11. Food stores , as defined in Census Standard Industrial Clas-

sification , are establishments primarily sellng food for home con-
sumption and preparation. Grocery stores are a subclassification
of food stores. The remaining lines of commerce, fluid milk and
cream , frozen desserts and fresh fruits and vegetables are all sold
in food and grocery stores. Consequently, it is the opinion of the
hearing examiner that for the purposes of this proceeding, it is

Tr. 685- 689.
9 ex 8, ex 43 B.
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not necessary to define the Jines of commerce down to the product
classification , as suggested. Instead, the line of commerce involved
in this proceeding can be considered as groceries and related
products normally sold by food and grocery stores.

RELEVANT GEOGRAPHIC MARKET

12. The relevant geographic market coincides with the area of
effective competition in this proceeding. The relevant geographic
market is local in nature , but not Jimited to the extent proposed
by respondent to the immediate neighborhood surrounding each

store. In determining the effect of the mergers upon competition
it must be recognized as shown in this record, that the chain

stores as a rule have a number of locations in the metropolitan
area , and consequently the chain as a whole competes with all
grocery and food stores within the metropolitan area, and the

area of effective competition should not be limited to the immediate
neighborhood surrounding each store. As testified to in this record
the respondent generally used newspaper advertising. This ad-
vertising was not purchased on a store by store basis , but covered
all the stores in the particular area.

ACQUISITIONS SINCE DECEMBER 1950

13. The corporate acquisitions of respondent occurring subse-

quent to December 29 , 1950, and which are challenged in this pro-
ceeding are as follows:

1. Gamble-Skogmo , Inc.
2. C. F. Smith Company
3. Piggly-Wiggly
4. George T. Smith Market Baskets

5. Dole Super Markets , Inc.
6. Food Center Stores of Missouri
7. Capitol Stores, Inc.
8. H. A. Smith Markets , Inc.
9. Fred Montesi , et al.

lOa. Maker s of Marshall, Inc.
lOb. Maker s of Albion
lOco " Tom Maker, Inc.
11. Edenton-Lamb Company, Inc.

Minneapo1is, Minn.
Detroit, Mich.
Duluth, Minn.
Lansing, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.
St. Louis, Mo.
Baton Rouge, La.
Port Huron, Mich.

Memphis , Tenn.
Marshall , Mich.
Albion, Mich.
Charlotte, Mich.
Jackson, Tenn.

1/1/51
4/19/52
4/24/52
7/23/52
7/30/52
5/15/53
2/1/54

9/21/55
10/11/55
4/21/56
4/21/56
4/21/56
5/14/56
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Name of Acquired
Company

12. Miler s Super Markets, Inc.
13. Tolerton & Warfield, Corp.

14. Logan s Inc.
15. De Van-Horner , Inc.
16. Illinois Valley Stores Co.
17. Del Farm Foods, Inc.
18. Kalamazoo Market Baskets Inc.

Headquarters
(City State)

Denver , Colo.
Sioux City, Iowa
Nashville, Tenn.

Mobi1e , Ala.
Peoria, Il1.
Chicago, Il.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Effective
Date of Ac-

quisition
5/15/57
7/22/57
10/6/57
10/6/57
1/11/58
3/14/58
9/2/58 '"

14. The corporate acquisitions hereinbefore listed have been
separated into two classifications: Horizontal acquisitions in mar-
ket areas where National Tea was already operating retaiJ stores
and market extension acquisitions where expansion is being made
into new market areas where ~ational Tea did not operate stores.
Tabulations have been prepared showing information on each of
the acquired companies and market share information available.
These tabulations have been divided into Table I , Horizontal Ac-
quisitions and Table II, Market Extension Acquisitions as fol-
lows:

Re8pondent'e Proposed Finding No.
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15. Between January 1 , 1951 and September 14 , 1958, respon-
dent also acquired assets from the following listed partnerships
or individual proprietorships , each of which acquisitions is chal-
lenged in this proceeding:

Name of Acquired
Company

Headquarters
(City State)

Gulfpol't, Miss.

Charleston, Mo.

Colorado Springs,
Colo.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Fort Dodge, Iowa

Effective
Date of
Acquisi.

tion
Ashton
Barkett' s Super Market
Food Banks Stores

3/31/55
5/14/56
4/21/58

Guidon & Co. (d/b/a Arlington Market)

Slim s Sun Market
9/1/58

9/14/58 n

16. At the time of the acquisition of the various companies by
National Tea, as herein described , said acquired companies were
in competition , in their local trading areas , with one or more na-
tional chain stores , local chain stores , supermarkets or retail food
stores.

17. In substantially all acquisitions herein referred to, respon-
dent obtained a signed covenant that the sellers would not engage
in the retail grocery, food or meat business in the cities involved
for a period of five years.

18. Detailed description of the various companies acquired by
the respondent is more fully set out as follows:

(A) Gamble-Skogmo , Inc.
19. On January 1 , 1951 , respondent acquired for a cash consid-

eration of $963 780 certain assets of Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., of

Minneapolis , Minnesota , consisting of the fixtures , equipment , in-
ventory and leases for 21 stores located in Minnesota , South Da-
kota, North Dakota and Wisconsin , which stores had sales of

762 536 or an average of $322 000 per store, for the 12 month
period preceding their acquisition. Two of the stores were located
in Minneapolis , and one in each of the 19 other communities in
which Gamble-Skogmo operated. By 1959, National Tea had
closed or relocated 15 of the Gamble stores while opening only
eight stores in acquisition communities outside Minneapolis.

20. The respondent was operating in nine of these communities
prior to the acquisition of Gamble-Skogmo as follows: Minneapo-
lis, Grand Rapids, International Falls , St. Cloud , Long Prairie

l1Respondent' s Proposed Finding No. , ex 4.15 J.
12 Respondent' s Proposed Finding No. 41.
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and Hibbing, Minnesota, Grafton , North Dakota, and Aberdeen
and Watertown , South Dakota. The sales of the acquired stores
and respondent's stores in each of these communities for the 12
months preceding the acquisition are shown in the following
table:

City
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Cloud , Mi-nn.

Grand Rapids, Minn.
Hibbing, Minn.

International Falls, Minn.

Long Prairie, Minn.
Grafton, N.

Aberdeen , S.

Watertown, S.

Sales 12 months Prior

to AcquwitionAcquired National Tea
$ 854 068 $16 959, 503

024610 934 939
271568 986 864
563,200 772,210
149,477 640 958
106,948 149,639
173 747 316,232
453,941 1 072 066
157,900 656,935 "

21. The only other market share data of record for any of the

above communities shows that in five of the six communities res-
pondent' s market share declined between 1954 and 1958. Respon-
dent' s sales and its percentage of food store sales in each of the
six communities for which data of record is available for the
years 1954 and 1958 were as follows:

National Tea Sales

and Percentage of Food Store Sales

City or Town

Minneapolis, Minn.
Grand Rapids, Minn.
International Falls, Minn.
Grafton, N.

Aberdeen, S.

Watertown, S.

Sales
($1000)1954 1958

$30,099 $19,044210 944
270 1 703378 289434 1,037632 896

Percentage of
Food Store Sales
1954

19.
38.
41.5
22.
21.3
16.4

1958

13.
17.
64.
11.
12.
15.3 H

22. The record indicates that the decision of Gamble-Skogmo to
sell its grocery stores to the respondent was motivated by its de-
sire to give up the food business in order to concentrate its capi-
tal , talents and facilities on that company s "more traditional
lines " general merchandising,

13 ex 399W- 2, 395-
"cx 4711
15 ex 456 A--On May 1 , 1953, the Commission commenced an investigation of five

acquisitions made by respondent as follows: Gamble-Skogmo Inc. , Piggly-Wiggly Northwest
Inc. . C. F. E,mith Co., George T. Smith Market Baskets Inc. , and Dole s Super Markets Inc.
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(B) Piggly- Wiggly Northwest, Inc.
23. On April 24 , 1952 , respondent acquired the assets of Pigg-

ly- Wiggly Northwest, Inc. , of Duluth, Minnesota for a cash con-
sideration of $439 865, which assets included six stores located in
St. Louis County, Minnesota. The purchase price did not exceed

the estimated value of physical assets acquired. In 1951 , the ac-

quired company had sales of $3 650 591."
24. At the time of the acquisition , respondent was operating

one store in Duluth which it had opened in October 1951. During
1952 , this store had sales of $1 495 568. Since the acquisition , res-
pondent has closed two of the acquired stores and replaced three
others,"

25. Respondent's sales in Duluth decreased from $5 674 000 in
1954 to $5 238,000 in 1958 and its market share of food store
sales in that city declined from 17.9% in 1954 to 15.3% in
1958.

(C) H. A. Smith Markets, Inc.

26. On September 21 , 1955 , respondent acquired the assets of
H. A. Smith Markets , Inc. , of Port Huron , Michigan, in exchange
for shares of respondent's stock having a value of approximately

860 000. Included in the acquisition were nine stores and a
meat packing facility. Four of the stores were located in Port
Huron and one in each of the following communities: Algonac
Mt. Clemens, Detroit, Marine City and St. Clair, Michigan.
Sales of the acquired company for the 12 months prior to acquisi-
tion was $6,625 000.

27. In Port Huron , the only city where more than one store
was acquired , respondent's sales decreased from $4 330 000 in
1956 to $3,810 000 in 1959. During the same period , respondent'
market share of total food store sales in Port Huron declined
from 22. 9;70 to 19.6%. One of the four acquired stores in Port

This investigation was made to determine whether any of the acquisitions involve possible
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. This investigation was closed without prejudice
on August 27, 1954. In its closing letter the Commission stated that on the basis of the
avtiiIab!e facts, it alJpears that the matter rloes not warrant further investiR"ation by the
Commission. (RX 14 , RX 15).

16 ex 70 , Tr. 1861 , ex 537 B.
11 Commission s Proposed Finding 191 , RX 10 Table Q.
18 ex 479-1nvestigation by Commission closed without prejudice, see Footnote No. 15.
19 CX 93, 95.

," Commission s Proposed Finding, p. 142 , ex 455 J.
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Huron was closed immediately and respondent has opened no ad-
ditional stores in this community.

28. Respondent sold the store in Algonac to the store s former
manager in June 1959." The store in Mt. Clemens was closed 
March 1956 and the Detroit store in August 1957." No new stores
have been opened in communities where acquisitons were made
except Detroit.

29. Prior to the acquisition , respondent was already operating
stores in Detroit and Mt. Clemens. However, despite the acquisi-
tion , respondent' s market share of food store sales in Mt. Clemens
declined from 12.4% in 1954 to 8.5% in 1958." The H. A. Smith
store respondent acquired in Detroit, was closed in August 1957.
Respondent' s market share of food store sales in Detroit in-
creased from 1.7% in 1954 to 2. 8% in 1958.

(D) Tolerton Warfield Complly
30. On July 22, 1957 , respondent acquired 85 stores, a ware-

house and a cookie and cracker manufacturing facilty from To-
lerton & Warfield Company, an Iowa Corporation , of Sioux City,
Iowa, in exchange for respondent's stock valued at $1 875 720.
The acquired stores were known as the Council Oak Stores , 40 of
which were located in the State of Iowa , 27 in Nebraska, 14 in

South Dakota , and 4 in Southern Minnesota.
31. This acquisition was primarily an expansion into new terri-

tory and was the basis for the establishment of the Sioux City
branch of respondent. Only three of the 85 acquired stores were
located in communities where respondent was already operating
retail food stores, namely Worthington, Minnesota, Watertown
and Brookings , South Dakota '" each of which were smal1 towns
with populations of less than 15 000. "" The total number of food
stores operating in these three towns, the total food store sales

and respondent's market share of such sales in these communi-
ties , in 1954 and 1958 , are shown in the fol1owing table:

RX 10, Ta.ble M.
l ex 400.

CX 67,
ex 479.

., RX 10, Table C.
26 ex 455-Z-49.
27 ex 215.
28 ex 215, ex 218 B.

CX 479.
o ex 451.
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Total number
of Food Stores

Total food
store sales

Respondent'
market share

1954 1958
($1 000)

$4,244 $3,544
857 5,859
283 2,734

1954 19581954 1958

Worthington , Minn.
Watertown , S.

Brookings, S.

10/
16.4%
23.

16.
15.
29. 1% 31

32. Tolerton s sales had increased from $18 016 150 in 1952"
to $21 802 000 during the 12 months immediately preceding the

acquisition." Subsequent to the acquisition , respondent closed 11
stores in 1957 , eight in 1958 , nine in 1959 and one in 1960 , while
opening only one store in a city where a store had been acquired.
Sales of the acquired stores had declined to $18 361 096 by 1959

while sales in al1 communities in which Tolerton had operated
stores and which were served by respondent in 1959 had declined

by more than $1 000 000, to approximately $20 673 000 in that
year,

33. Eleven of the acquired stores were located in Sioux City,
Iowa , two of which have since been closed by respondent, while
one new store has been opened. Respondent's sales in Sioux City
declined from $4,735 000 in 1958 to $4 637 000 in 1959 , during
which time its market share of total food store sales in that city
declined from 16. 3% in 1958 to 15. 570 in 1959." With the excep-

tion of Sioux City, only one Tolerton store was located in each of
the towns where a store was acquired.

(E) Del Farm Foods , Inc.

34. On March 14 , 1958, respondent acquired the stock of Del
Farm Foods, Inc. , of Chicago , Ilinois , for a cash consideration of

450 000. Included in this acquisition were twelve supermar-
kets , a warehouse and a bakery (since closed), al1located in the
city of Chicago." The acquired corporation was a profitable
rapidly growing local chain whose sales had increased from
$11 745 000 in 1954 to $18 378, 000 in the 12 months immediately
preceding the acquisition. '" Del Farm s sales were $19 897 000 in
1958 , however , in the first ful1 year under respondent's owner-

CX 67 , 479.
'"CX 40, p. 12.
33 ex 396 A-
ex 67, ex 400.

CX 400.
36 RX 10 , TabJe G.

"ex 67.
3S ex 260.

ex 632 B, 395.
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ship, sales declined to $19 696 000 in 1959 , and Del Farm s share

of the total Chicago food store sales likewise declined from
7870 to 1.72% between 1958 and 1959.
35. In 1958, total food store sales in the City of Chicago

amounted to $1 117 648 000. Respondent's market share of such
sales represented 11. 1% in 1958 , which had increased from 9.
in 1954. The market share of total Chicago food store sales of the
four largest grocery retailers also increased from 35. 170 in 1954
to 39.7% in 1958 , while the total number of food stores in Chi-
cago declined from 9 312 to 7 739 during the same period of
time." In 1954 , respondent operated 162 stores in the City of Chi-
cago , which was the largest number of stores operated by any of
the other chains in that area. By 1959, the number of stores oper-
ated by respondent in Chicago had declined to 137 , which number
was stil larger than the number of stores operated by any of the
other chains in that area. Respondent's sales in the Metropolitan
area of Chicago, which includes Cook, Du Page, Kane, Lake
McHenry and Will Counties, Ilinois , increased from $166 milion
in 1954 , to $234 milion in 1958. Such sales represented 10. 770 

the total food store sales in that area in 1954 and 12.3% in
1958."

36. In general , Del Farm s stores were located in different com-
petitive areas in Chicago than were respondent' s stores." Respon-
dent' s president, then manager of the Chicago branch, testified
that the only National store in competition with Del Farm was "
little , old, dirty store that we closed."" The record indicates that
the Del Farm stores were not in direct competition with respon-
dent' s then existing stores since they were a different type of op-
eration , geared to a different clientele. In addition , the Del Farm
stores carry a different line of products than respondent' s stores.
For example, in 1958 , Del Farm purchased no produce through
respondent' s procurement offces '" purchased no meat from res-
pondent' s meat packing plants " and purchased only coffee from
among the 18 products available from respondent' s manufactur-
ing plant." Finally, as evidence of the different nature of the Del
Farm operation, the acquired stores were not included in, and

.0 RX 10 , 'lnble D.
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made a part of , respondent' s Chicago branch , but were used to es-
tablish , and have been operated since the acquisition as , respon-
dent' s Del Farm branch.

(F) Kalamazoo Market Baskets , Inc.

37. On or about September 3 , 1958 , respondent purchased cer-
tain assets of the Kalamazoo Market Baskets , Inc. , for $107 238
from the trustee in bankruptcy, which sale was confirmed by the
District Court for the Western District of Michigan. The acquired
assets included three stores in Kalamazoo, Michigan . (two of
which were closed one month later , on October 4 , 1958), and the
store fixtures and inventory of one closed store. The record indi-
cates that an of the stores were in poor condition and poorly lo-
cated." Kalamazoo Market Baskets had experienced Josses in its
operations during the four years preceding its acquisition by res-
pondent. "

38. The circumstances surrounding this acquisition clearly
demonstrates that the "failng company" doctrine wouJd apply in
this case.

(G) C. F. Smith Company
39. On ApriJ 19 , 1952 , respondent acquired an of the stock of

C. F. Smith Company of Detroit , Michigan , for $1,670 728. In-
cluded in this acquisition were 210 food stores located in and
around Detroit , as wen as a warehouse and a bakery, also located
in Detroit. Quite a number of these stores were sman service
stores , only 66 carried meat , and not over 10 were considered su-
permarkets. Although the acquired stores had sales of
$36 053 000 for the 12 months immediately preceding the acquisi-
tion , during the 3% months preceding the acquisition, C. F.

Smith Company lost $636 824 and as of the date of the sale it had
earned a surplus deficit of $61 133 and current liabiJties exceeded

current assets by more than $278 000.
40. The minutes of respondent's board of director s meeting at

the time they were considering the purchase indicate they recog-
nized that most of the C. F. Smith stores were obsolete and would
have to be closed quickly, and that the purchase was made largely
because the price was considered to be less than liquidating
value."' This acquisition was an expansion into new territory and

.i ex 31 , ex 265 , ex 316 and ex 395.
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was the basis for the establishment of a new branch of the Na-
tional Tea Co. , with headquarters in Detroit.

41. Immediately following the acquisition , respondent began a
program of closing many of the acquired stores and began replac-
ing them with modern supermarkets. Only nine of the old C. F.
Smith stores were stiI operating by the end of 1955 , and only two
in September 1960. MeanwhiJe , respondent had opened 20 new
stores in this area.

42. As indicated above , the C. F. Smith Company had sales of
$36 053 000 during the 12 months immediately preceding the ac-

quisition. For the fiscal year ended December 31, 1954, respon-
dent' s sales in the Detroit Metropolian area, which included
McComb, Oakland, and Wayne Counties, Michigan, were only
$27 792 000 which represented a market share of 89'0 of food
store sales in that area. By the close of 1958 , such sales and mar-
ket share had increased to $44 383 000 and 3.9% respectively. In
the Detroit corporate city limits, respondent's market share was
1.7% in 1954 and 89'0 in 1958..

(H) George T. Smith Market Baskets, Inc.
43. On July 23, 1952, respondent acquired the stock of George

T. Smith Market Baskets, Inc., of Lansing, Michigan for
$725 000. The acquired corporation operated six stores in Lansing
and East Lansing, Michigan , which stores had sales of $6 737 000
during the 12 months prior to acquisition. The acquisition also in-
cluded a bakery and warehouse in Lansing.

44. The acquired company sales had increased from
767 576 in 1948 to $6 141 751 in 1951. This sales increase con-

tinued temporariJy under respondent's management, with sales
(including those of a new store opened by respondent in 1953)
reaching a high of $9 748 000 in 1954. Since 1954 , however , res-
pondent' s sales decreased to $7 781 000 in 1958 and to $7 119 000
in 1959 , whiJe its market share of total food store sales in the
Lansing area decreased from 22. 9% in 1954 to 14. 69'0 in 1958.

45. This acquisition, together with the Dole s Super Markets
acquisition on July 30 , 1952 (discussed hereunder) was used to
establish the Kalamazoo branch of respondent..

J ex 455 Z 4g- Investigatiun of this acquisition by the Commission was closed without
prejudice , see Footnote :Ko. 15.
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(I) Dole s Super Markets, Inc.
46. On July 30 , 1952, respondent purchased for a cash consid-

eration of $296 615 the stock of Dole s Super Markets , Inc. , which
company operated six stores , four in Battle Creek and two in Kal-
amazoo, Michigan. In the 12 months prior to the acquisition
these stores had total sales of $6 825 000 , the four stores in Batte
Creek accounting for $5 079 000 of this amount. Respondent's
Batte Creek sales subsequently declined to $3 873 000 in 1959.

47. Both of the Dole stores acquired in Kalamazoo were subse-
quently closed , however , respondent has since opened four new
stores in that community. Its sales in the Kalamazoo Metropoli-
tan area increased from $1 678 000 in 1954 to $3,791 000 in 1958
which sales represented 8;70 and 1;70 of total food store sales

in that area in 1954 and 1958, respectively.

(J) Food Center Stores
48. On May 16, 1953 , respondent purchased the stock of Food

Center Stores , a complex of corporations , for a cash consideration
of $5 780 600. Included in the acquisition were 28 stores , 10 lo-
cated in St. Louis County, 15 in the city of St. Louis , 3 in St.

Clair County, Ilinois , and a warehouse located in St. Louis. This
acquisition was an expansion into new territory and was the basis
for the establishment of the St. Louis branch of National Tea
Co. 56

49. Prior to the acquisition , Food Center s sales increased from
$25 455,322 in the fiscal year ended July 31 , 1951 to $30 795 404
during the 12 months immediately preceding the acquisition..
Subsequently, however, respondent's sales in localities where
stores were purchased declined to $28 410 663 in 1959. In the city
of St. Louis, where 15 stores were acquired, 8 have since been
closed or relocated and 12 new stores opened.

50. From 1954 up to and including 1959 , respondent opened 41
new stores , located in St. Louis and five counties adjacent thereto
in Missouri , and six neighboring counties in Illinois.

51. Respondent's sales in the St. Louis Metropolitan area

which consists of the city of St. Louis , Jefferson , St. Charles and
St. Louis Counties , Mo. , and Madison and St. Clair Counties , Ili-
M ex 151, ex 156 , ex 455 J, RX 10 Table I, RX 10, Table J, ex 455 Z 49.
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nois , in 1954 and 1958 were $33 421 000 and $47,385 000 , respec-
tively. Its market share of food store sales in this area increased
from 6.5% in 1954 to 7.7% in 1958 , while its market share of
food store sales in the corporate city of St. Louis declined from
1 % in 1954 to 7.4% in 1958.

(K) Capitol Stores, Inc.

52. On February 1 , 1954 , respondent acquired the stock of Cap-
itol Stores, Inc., for $3 986 304. The acquired company operated
28 stores and two warehouses in Louisiana. Ten of the stores
were located in Baton Rouge, six in New Orleans and twelve in
other smaller communities in that state. The two warehouses
were located in New Orleans and Baton Rouge." This acquisition
was an expansion into new territory and was used to establish the
New Orleans branch of National Tea Co.

53. Sales of Capitol Stores increased from $12 005, 000 during
the fiscal year ended September 30, 1950, to $21 403 000 in the
twelve months immediately preceding the acquisition." Respon-
dent' s sales in the Baton Rouge Metropolitan area increased from

017 000 in 1954 to $10 294 000 in 1958 , however its market
share of food store sales in that area decreased from 20. 7ro 

1954 to 17.6% in 1958. During this same period of time , respon-
dent' s sales in the New Orleans Metropolitan area , which area in-
cluded .Jefferson, Orleans and St. Bernard Parishes, Louisiana
increased from $4 916 000 in 1954 to $13 842 000 in 1958. These
sales represented 3.2 % of the total food store sales in this area in
1954 and 5.4ro in 1958. In the corporate city of New Orleans
alone, respondent's market share of total food store sales was

2% in 1954 and 4.5% in 1958.
54. Since the date of the acquisition, respondent has closed

eight of the ten stores it acquired in Baton Rouge and opened four
new stores. Its market share of food store sales in that city has
declined from 21.6% in 1954 to 16. 77ro in 1959.

55. Respondent's entry into Baton Rouge stimulated competi-
tion in that area. Mr. Harrelson, an employee of Capitol Stores

left that company when it was acquired by respondent and
founded Food Town, Inc." Food Town s success provides an ex-
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ample of ease of entry and growth by an independent retailer
Starting with a single store in 1954 , Food Town has opened six
additional stores in Baton Rouge and five stores in outlying
towns. An of these stores are supermarkets, some in shopping

centers. Mr. Harrelson testified that he is at no competitive disad-
vantage vis- vis large chains since he receives al1 available dis-
counts and al10wances and is able to buy and sel1 his products at
prices comparable to those of National and other large chains.
There are at least six or seven other " top notch" independent re-
tailers in the area.

56. Of the six acquired stores in New Or leans , three have been
closed. Although National opened four new stores, its market
share declined from 4.21 % to 3.8% between 1954 and 1959.

57. Among National's many competitors in New Orleans is
Schwegmann Brothers Giant Super Markets. This 10cal1y, owned
independent operation began in 1946 with a relatively sman store.
Sales and profits grew steadily and Schwegmann opened four ad-
ditional supermarkets , one of which , opened in 1957 , is the largest
supermarket in the world. At present the company s annual sales
are about $60,000 000 and Schwegmann estimates his share of
New Orleans :l1etropolitan area grocery business at 20%.

58. Mr. Schwegmann testified that respondent furnishes "
competition" to his stores. His stores buy direct from al1 national
manufacturers in carload quantities and sen to the public at re-
tail prices lower than national chain competitors.

59. Some of the other independent supermarket operators in
New Orleans include Nicholson , Pap s, Puglia s and Economical
Foods. Some of these stores are large , modern supermarkets. n

60. Most of the foregoing independents buy either from the

Consolidated Companies warehouse (which is owned by the
former owner of Capitol Stores) or from the P. A. Menard whole-
sale warehouse. P. A. Menard sponsors a voluntary group of su-
permarkets , the Bel1 Stores sponsors another voluntary group of
smal1er stores , the S & S Markets , and supplies the six Piggly-
Wiggly supermarkets. In addition , there is an IGA wholesaler in
New Orleans and a cooperative wholesaler, Louisiana Grocers

MTr. 1815.
61 Tr. 2189.
GR RX 10, Table B.
9 Tr. 1809-10.

70 Tr. 1810-11.
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Cooperative. A & P and Winn-Dixie also compete in New Or-
leanR.

61. With respect to the Capitol Stores respondent acquired out-
side New Orleans and Baton Rouge , there is little statistical data
in the record concerning the communities in which these stores
operated.

(L) Fred Montesi, et ai.

62. On October 11 , 1955 , respondent acquired eight stores and
a warehouse from the Fred Montesi interests for a cash consider-
ation of $2 848 571. The Montesi interests consisted of nine indi-
viduals and two corporations. Six of the eight stores were located
in Memphis , Tennessee , one in Columbus , Mississippi and one 

Jackson, Tennessee." The sales of these eight stores during the
12 months prior to the acquisition was $11,200, 000.

63. The acquisition of these stores was for the purpose of ex-
pansion into new territory, and was the basis for the establish-
ment of the Memphis branch of respondent . In a press release is-
sued by respondent September 4 , 1955 , it was stated:

National has announced that the Memphis operation wil not be absorbed
by any present branch but wil be the foundation of building a new branch of
operations for the company and plans are already under way for expanding
this new branch to 40 or 50 stores in the Memphis area of Tennessee and the
bordering areas of Arkansas and Mississippi.

* * * * * , * ,

The Memphis acquisition soldifies the National Tea Co., area of operations
from Xorth to South throughout the Central States , no\V reaching lminter-
rupted from the Canadian Border to the Gulf of Mexico. With the completion
of stores now operating or under lease Nationa1 wil serve a 14 State area

running from Minnesota down to Lousisiana and from the Dakotas across to
Ohio. 7

64. The six stores that were located in Memphis had sales of
S10 289 000 in the 12 months prior to acquisition. Although res-
pondent opened seven new stores in Memphis and closed only two
its total sales in :\1emphis declined to $8 911 000 in 1959 , and its
market share of the total food store sales in that city declined
from 7. 6% in 1956 to 9;70 in 1959.

65. In connection with the acquisition of the eight stores from
the Montesi interests, respondent entered into separate agree-
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ments with Louis Montesi, Frank Montesi, Joe Montesi, John

Montesi and Fred Montesi , whereby respondent agreed to pay
each of said individuals $50 000 in payments of $10 000 each year

beginning March 15, 1956 and ending 11arch 15 , 1960 , on condi-
tion that said individuals wil not compete with respondent dur-
ing said period in the Memphis area.

66. In 1958, there were 997 food stores in Metropolitan Mem-
phis serving a population of approximately 600 000. Of these
stores , 594 were large enough to have paid employees. Only 34 of
these 594 stores were operated by the three national chains in
Memphis, Kroger, A & P and Nationa1."

67. In addition to the chain stores , competition is supplied by
numerous independents. Such independents had over 77.9 % of
Memphis food store sales in 1960. '" Among the principal indepen-
dent retailers and supermarkets in the Memphis area are those
which are served by Malone and Hyde , a voluntary wholesaler or-
ganization. These retailers account for approximately 40 % of
Memphis food store sales. Malone and Hyde maintains a Memphis
warehouse and it provides its members with group buying advan-
tages and with the whole range of services also provided by
chains, including group advertising, centralized accounting, as-
sistance in selecting store locations, planning layouts and design-

ing and remodeling stores , acquisition of leases for supermarkets
access to private label products , and management consultation. In
contrast to respondent's declining sales in Memphis , Malone and
Hyde s sales have risen from $7.6 milion in 1945 to $84.5 milion
in 1962 , with a 13.4 % increase for the past year.

68. On the question of ease of entry into the food store market,
it is material to consider the new Montesi Supermarket. In 1960
Mr. Montesi (from whom National acquired its Memphis stores
in 1955), after the expiration of his and the other seHer s agree-

ment not to compete with respondent in the Memphis area, re-en-
tered the retail food business in Memphis by opening a large su-
permarket. With 26 check-out counters and sales of approxi-
mately $200 000 a week , this is the largest supermarket in Mem-
phis and one of the largest in the South. It is open 24 hours a
day." In 1961 , Montesi' s one store placed about 75'10 as much ad-
vertising in the Memphis newspapers measured by Media Rec-
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ords , as did National with eleven stores."' More important , Mon-
tesi' s sales in this one store are greater than those of an of Na-
tional' s Memphis outlets put together.

(M) The Maker s Acquisition
69. On ApriJ 21 , 1956 , respondent acquired for a cash consider-

ation of $217 463 the stock of Tom Maker , Inc. , Maker s of Mar-
shan, Inc. , and Maker s of Albion , Inc. These acquisitions were
primariJy an expansion into new territory. Each of these three
corporations operated a single store located in Charlotte, Mar-
shan and Albion, Michigan , respectively. During a period of ap-
proximately -eleven months immediately prior to acquisition , the
three Maker s Stores had a combined loss of more than $51 000
and as of the date of acquisition , they had a net working capital
deficit in excess of $168 000. The sales of these three stores in the
12 months prior to acquisition were $3 247 000. Respondent'
sales in the three towns in which these stores were located de-
creased to $3 033 782 in 1959.

(N) Edenton-Lamb Company, Inc.
70. On May 14 , 1956 , respondent acquired under its expansion

program , the assets of a single store in Dyersburg, Tennessee for
$117 104 from Edenton-Lamb Company, Inc. , of Jackson , Tennes-
see , which company was primariJy engaged in the wholesale gro-
cery business. In the twelve months prior to acquisition , this store
had saJes of approximately $633 000. By 1959 , sales of this store
had increased to $655 000.

(0) Miller s SupeT Markets , Inc.
71. On May 15 , 1957 , respondent acquired the stock of Mmer

Super Markets , Inc. , of Denver , Colorado for $7 578, 150. Included
in this acquisition were 25 supermarkets located in Colorado and
two in Wyoming; a warehouse, a frozen food distributing com-
missary, a meat processing faciJity and a bakery, the latter
named facilities located in Denver County, Colorado. Of the 25
stores acquired in Colorado , 18 were located in Denver , 3 in Ara-
pahoe County, 2 in Jefferson County, 1 in Adams County and 1 in
Weld County. The other two acquired stores were located in
Cheyenne , Laramie County, Wyoming. One additional store in
Denver was in the course of construction at the date of acquisi-
tion , which was opened shortly thereafter.
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72. Prior to the acquisition , Miler s sales had increased from
$24 397 000 in 1952 to $42 499 000 during the 12 months immedi-
ately preceding the acquisition , and its net income had increased
from $405 709 in 1954 to $583 654 in 1956 . Subsequent to the ac-
quisition , respondent's sales in Denver , where the majority of the
stores were located, decreased to $28 123 000 in 1959 , from the
pre-acquisition level of $29 391 000, although respondent had
opened two new stores in Denver during that time. From 1958 to
1959 , respondent's market share of total food store sales in Den-
ver declined from 21.4% to 19.2%-"

73. This acquisition was primarily an expansion into new terri-
tory and was the basis for the establishment of respondent's Den-
ver branch , the eleventh of its retail branches. Respondent had
been negotiating with the owner for the purchase of the Miler
faciJities for about five years prior to the acquisition . This was
respondent' s first entry in the retail store business this far west
however , it had been operating a modern meat packing plant in
Denver for some years , which plant supplied fresh beef to most of
the respondent's stores throughout its territory. The addition of
the Denver area stores brought respondent's total number of
stores in operation to 788.

(P) Logan s Supermarkets , Inc.

74. On October 6 , 1957 , respondent acquired the assets of Lo-
gan s Supermarkets , Inc. , of Nashvile , Tennessee , for a cash con-
sideration of $745 280. At the time of the acquisition , Logan s op-
erated nine stores in Davidson County, Tennessee, seven of which
were located in Nashvile and one each in Donelson and Madison
Tennessee. The purchase price did not exceed the estimated value
of the inventories , store fixtures , and other physical properties ac-
quired.

75. The sales of Logan s Supermarkets fluctuated between
$4.33 milion and $4.86 mi1lon from 1951 to 1957, and in 1957
its sales amounted to $4.7 milion. Of the seven stores acquired in
Nashvile , respondent has since closed two, and has opened no
new stores in that city. Respondent's sales in Nashvile declined
from $2 966 000 in 1958 , the first full year of operation after the
acquisition, to $2 831 000 in 1959 , and its market share of total
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food store sales in that city declined from 3.98 % to 3. 57 % dur-
ing the same period.

76. The acquired Logan stores were included in respondent'
Memphis branch. This branch has suffered a net taxable loss in
each year from 1956, with a loss of $263 779 to and including
1959, in which year it had a loss of $979 702. During this period
of time respondent acquired eleven stores, including the nine
Logan stores , and built 19 new stores in the Memphis warehouse
area.

(Q) DeVan-Horner , Inc.

77. On October 6 , 1957 , respondent acquired the assets of De-
Van-Horner, Inc. , of Mobile , Alabama , in exchange for shares of
respondent's common stock valued at $624 853. Included in the as-
sets were seven stores and a warehouse located in Mobi1e County,
Alabama."' Five of the stores were located in the city of Mobi1e
and one each in Chickasaw and Citronel!. DeVan-Horner s saIes

had increased from $3, 915 000 in 1954 to $7 032 000 in 1956 and

to $7 878 000 in the ten months immediately preceding the acqui-
sition. "" However, at the time of the acquisition, the acquired
company was in dire need of working capital, with insuffcient
funds available to pay its current bank loans in the amount of
$217,220; as of October 6, 1957, it had current liabi1ities of
$586 594 and current assets of only $567,648. In short , the com-
pany was in financial diffculty and had to "raise cash or seH
out." 94

78. Subsequent to the acquisition , respondent's sales in the area
served by DeVan-Horner declined to approximately $4 805 000 in
1959 from the pre-acquisition Jeve! of $7 878 000 for the ten

months immediately preceding the acquisition." One of the five
acquired stores located in Mobile has since been closed and one
new store has been opened , nevertheless, respondent' s sales in

that city declined from $4,247 000 in 1958 to $3 573 000 in 1959

and its market share of total Mobi1e food store sales decreased

from 511'0 to 5.88% during that same period.
79. One of respondent' s leading competitors in the Mobi1e area

is Delchamps , Inc. , a local fami1y controlled corporation which
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operates 39 stores, 19 of which are located in the city of Mobile.
Delchamps estimates its share of the Mobile retail grocery busi-
ness at 35 %, more than any other retailer in town , including N a-

tional Tea, A & P and Winn-Dixie. This corporation operates its
own warehouse and ice cream plant. The warehouse handles dry
groceries , produce and frozen foods. In addition , Delchamps has
certain other private label products packed for it.

80. Mr. O. H. Delchamps , Sr. , testified that his stores are at no
competitive disadvantage in relation to respondent or any other

large chain operating in Mobile, and that De1champs ' prices are
as low as anyone in town " and that it does more advertising

than the chains. He also testified that other successful local re-
tailers include Mr. CampbeJl, who operates ten supermarkets
under the name HFood Town " and Mr. Greer , who operates a
small string of supermarkets under his own name. In addition
there are ten or twelve IGA sponsored stores and about a dozen

convenience" stores operated by Pak- Sak.

(R) Ilinois Valley Stores Company
81. On January 11, 1958 , respondent acquired the assets of Il-

linois VaJley Stores Company, of Peoria , I1inois , in exchange for
shares of respondent' s common stock valued at $713 835. The ac-
quired company operated seven stores in Peoria and TazeweH
Counties , Ilinois , four of which were located in the city of Peoria
and one each in Peoria Heights , East Peoria and Pekin , Ilinois.
The lease on a warehouse in Peoria was also acquired but was al-
lowed to expire six to nine months later and was not renewed.
The sales of I1inois VaHey Stores increased from $4 546 000 in
1954 to $6 053 000 in the twelve months immediately preceding

the acquisition. '" Respondent closed two of the acquired stores
relocated another , and opened one new store in Peoria , neverthe-
less its sales declined to $4 250 000 in 1959 and its market share of
total food store sales in the area served by Ilinois VaHey declined
from 8.62% in 1958 to 7.63% in 1959.

(S) Ashton Store
82. On March 31 , 1955 , respondent acquired the assets of the

Ashton Store , located in Gulfport, Mississippi , from the estate of
Sharles F. Ashton , the deceased former owner, for a cash con-
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sideration of $100 978. This acquisition was primariJy an expan-
sion and was respondent's initial entry into the State of Missis-
sippL 102

(T) Barkett' s Super Market
83. On May 14 , 1956 , respondent acquired the assets of Bar-

kett' s Super Market, located in Charlestown , Missouri , from PhiJ-
lip J. Barkett and his wife , for a cash consideration of $69,045. In
the 12 months immediately preceding the acquisition, Barkett'
had sales of $908 000. By 1959 , respondent's sales had declined to
$665 000. ""

(U) Food Bank Stores
84. On ApriJ 21 , 1958 , respondent acquired the assets of the

former Food Bank Inc., and Audubon Food Bank Company from
the former principal stockholders of these two corporations , for a
cash consideration of $720 378. These corporations were dissolved
prior to the acquisition with ownership of assets reverting to the
stockholders. The assets included three supermarkets located in
Colorado Springs , Colorado. This acquisition was primariJy an
expansion into new territory and it was respondent's initial entry
into Colorado Springs.'" During the 12 months immediately
preceding the acquisition , these three stores had total sales of

285 000. Since the acquisition, one store has been closed and
two stores (both in the planning stage at the time of acquisition)
have been opened. During 1959, respondent's sales in Colorado
Springs amounted to $5 216 000.

(V) Guidone and Company, d/b/a Arlington Market

85. On September 1, 1958 , respondent acquired the assets of
Guidone and Company, a partnership, which operated one store
known as Arlington Market, in Indianapolis, Indiana , for a cash
consideration of $857 035. Sales of this store during the 12
months prior to acquisition were $5 200 000. In 1959, such sales
had declined to $4 536 000. Respondent's 28 stores in the Indian-
apolis area had combined sales of $40,935 000, in 1957. In 1958
its sales had declined to $34 590 000 , excluding the sales of Ar-
lington Market, which sales represented 20.8 % of the total Indi-
anapolis food store sales. lOB
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86. In 1958, respondent operated 28 supermarkets in Indianap-
olis , which were more than any of its competitors; during this pe-
riod A & P operated 12 stores , Kroger 19 , Colonial 17 and Marsh
4. Among the independent competitors in Indianapolis are GaI-
yan s 7- , :voore s, Food Fair , Stop & Shop, Walt' , Preston
State Road Supermarket , Big Ten , the A & G stores, Richard'
and the Regan Stores. '"

(W) Slim s Sun Mart
87. On September 14, 1958 , respondent acquired the assets of

Slim s Sun Mart of Fort Dodge , Iowa , from the proprietor of such
store , for a cash consideration of $189 942. Limited data is availa-
ble for comparison of pre-and post-acquisition performance , how-
ever, the record does disclose that the acquired store had sales of
$316 000 for a four month period in 1958 , preceding its acquisi-
tion. Annualizing this figure would indicate annual sales of ap-
proximately $945 000. In 1959 , the first fu11 calendar year after
its acquisition , this store had sales of $891 000. '" Respondent had
one store in Fort Dodge at the time of the acquisition , the sales of
which declined from $1 040 000 in 1954 to $811 000 in 1958. Dur-
ing this same period respondent' s market share of total food store
sales in Fort Dodge declined from 10.6% to 7. 5%.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The line of commerce relevant to this proceeding involves
groceries and related products , norma11y sold by food and grocery
stores, and thc relevant geographic market or area of effective
competition is local in nature and is genera11y confined to the met-
ropolitan area in which the acquired company operated its store
or stores.

(2) In the course of this proceeding, the parties agreed to in-

clude fluid mil, and cream , frozen desserts and fresh fruits and
vegetables as lines of commerce. These items cannot be considered
as separate Jines of commerce , as there is no testimony or other
evidence in this record which would support a finding that these
items have any practical or economic significance in determining
the competitive effect of any of the acquisitions involved in this

proceeding.
(3) There are 23 acquisitions involved in this proceeding, none

of which has been shown to be in violation of Section 7 of the
1m ex 416 A , Tr. 1750 Tr. 714.
10S ex 244 , ex 455 . , ex 479.

ex (;, ex 479.
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Clayton Act. Furthermore the record does not establish that the
cumulative effect of these mergers is such as to require corrective
action under Section 7. In fact , the Commission in its opinion in
Foremost Dairies Inc. , Docket 6495 at page 52 (60 F. C. 944

1091), has disposed of this contention:

We have previously rejected the argument under Section 7 that certain ac-
quisitions in a series of acquisitions , none of which can be shown to have the
adverse effect on competition required by Section 7 , become ilegal and may
be ordered djv sted for the reason that the cumulative effect on competition

of these prior mergers may be such as to make any future acquisition ilegal.

(4) The Commission is foreclosed from proceeding under Sec-
tion 7 of the Clayton Act as to five of the twenty-three acquisi-
tions involved. On May 1 , 1953 , the Federal Trade Commission
commenced an investigation of acquisitions made by ~ational Tea
of Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. , PiggJy-Wiggly Northwest, Inc., C. F.
Smith Company, George T. Smith Market Baskets, Inc. , and Dole
Super Markets , Inc. These investigations were closed without prej-
udice August 27 , 1954. There is no evidence in this record of any
change in fact or subsequent predatory or other acts by respond-

ent, which would warrant the Commission in vacating its action
of August 27 1954. Insofar as violation of Section 7 of the Clayton
Act is concerned , these particular acquisitions must be disre-
garded.

(5) The jurisdiction of the Commission over acquisitions under
Section "I of the Clayton Act is limited to corporations. The acqui-
sitions challenged in this proceeding include Ashton Stores, Bar-
kett' s Super Market , Food Bank Stores, Guidone and Company,
d/b/a A:rington Market , and Slim s Sun Mart , all of which were
operated as individual partnerships or proprietorships. Therefore
these acquisitions do not come within the jurisdiction of Section 7

of the Clayton Act.
(6) The Kalamazoo Market Baskets, Inc. , was acquired from

the trustee in bankruptcy, and this acquisition clearly comes

within the "failing company" doctrine and cannot be considered
as a violation of Section 7.

(7) The deletion of the foregoing acquisitions leave for consid-
eration three acquisitions listed as horizontal: H. A. Smith Mar-
kets Inc. , ToJerton & Warfield Corp. , and Del Farm Foods , Inc.,

and nine expansion acqnisitions into geographic markets not pre-
viously occupied by the respondent: Food Center Stores of Mis-
souri , Capitol Stores, Inc. , Frcd Montesi , Maker , Edenton-Lamb
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Company, Inc. , Miler s Super Markets, Inc. , Logan s Supermar-

kets , Inc. , DeVan-Horner, Inc. , and Ilinois Vaney Stores Inc.
(8) The acquisition of the H. A. Smith Markets Inc. , while

listed as a horizontal merger, was in fact an acquisition for ex-
pansion purposes. With the exception of one store each In De-

troit and Mt. Clemens; the remaining seven acquired stores were
located In geographic markets where respondent did not operate
retail stores. Four of these stores were located in Port Huron and
one each in Algonac , Marine City and St. Clair , Michigan. Each
of these localities constituted a separate and distinct geographic
market area. In Port Huron respondent's sales decreased in the
first four years of operation from $4 330 000 in 1956 to $3, 910 000
in 1959. During the same period , respondent's market share of
food store sales in Port Huron decreased from 22. 95'0 to 19.65'0.

No finding or Inference can be made that this acquisition has had
or may have , any adverse effect upon competition In the market
areas Involved.

(9) The Tolerton & Warfield acquisition likewise is an expan-
sion acquisition , primarily made for the purpose of establishing a
Sioux City branch. The 85 stores acquired from Tolerton & War-
field were distributed through Iowa , ~ebraska , South Dakota and
Southern Minnesota. There was an over-lapping of respondent'
stores and the acquired stores in only three sman towns where
each had one store , Worthington , Minnesota; Watertown , South
Dakota; and Brooklngs , South Dakota. The remaining 82 ac-
quired stores were expansion acquisitions. During the 12 months
prior to the acquisition, July 22 , 1957 , Tolerton & Warfield sales
were $21, 802, 000. These sales declined to $18 361 000 In 1959.

(10) The acquisition of the Del Farm Foods , Inc. , consisting of
twelve stores was a horizontal merger to the extent that respon-
dent' s stores and the acquired stores were located In the Chicago
Metropolitan area. Respondent contends that these stores cater to
a different clientele and do not compete with respondent' s stores
in the Chicago area. The acquired stores were not Included In , or
made a part of, respondent's Chicago branch, but were used to es-
tablish , and have been operated since the acquisition as , respon-
dent' s De! Farm branch. The record does not support any Infer-
ence or finding that this acquisition has had , or may have , any ad-
verse effect upon competition in the relevant geographic market
area.

(11) Taken as a whole, the legislative history iluminates con-
gressional concern with the protection of competition , not competl-
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tors and its desire to restrain mergers only to the extent that
such combination may tend to lessen competition. (Brown Shoe
Co. v. United States 370 , U.S. 294) Ordinarily, where the ar-

rangement constitutes a horizontal merger between companies oc-
cupying the same product and geographic market, whatever com-
petition previously may have existed in that market between the
parties to the merger is eliminated. (Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, -"tpm. However, in the present case , nine of the remain-
ing acquisitions were made for expansion into geographic mar-
kets not previously occupied by the respondent. In so doing, the

respondent has not eliminated competition in the geographic mar-
ket occupied by the acquired company. It is a substitution of re-
spondent for the acquired company with litte or no impact upon

competition in the market area involved.
(12) In discussing this feature of expansion or conglomerate

mergers , the Commission in its opinion in Foremost Dairies , Inc.
Docket 6495 (60 F. C. 944 , 1084), stated:

Amended Section 7 is designed to prevent the deVf lopment of monopoly in
its incipiency. The test is not intended to be mergers resulting in substantial

market power and actua1 elimination of competition but rather mergers
which may tend to lead to this end result. This distinction between proof as
to actual injury required under the Sherman Act, and potential injury under

Section 7 is well documented in decisior.s involving horizontal and vertical
mergers. Applying this distinction to market extension mergers leads to
logical inference that under Section 7, the necessary proof of vioJation of the
statute consists of types of evidence showing that the acquiring firm pos-
sesses significant power in some markets or that its over.all organization
gives it a decisive advantage in effciency over its smaller rivals.

(13) The present proceeding can be distinguished from the
Foremost case, No logical inference can be drawn from this re-
cord that the respondent possesses significant power in any geo-
graphic area or that its over-an organization gives it a decisive
advantage in effciency over its smaner rivals. The market shares
of the respondent in any of the geographic markets involved in

each of these acquisitions , was not suffcient , to establish any deci-
sive advantage over its smaner rivals. In fact , in substantiany an
of the geographic markets , the market share of respondent has
declined after the acquisition. This is true whether it be a hori-
zontal or an expansion acquisition. It was stated in Foremost
Dairies , Inc. , Docket 6495 supm that:

* * * The evidence shows that it is commonplace for the market share of
merging companies to decline for a time after the merger for reasons not re-
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lated to the uHimate effect of the merger. One such reason as reflected in thi.s
record is that if an acquiring company discontinues the brand of the acquired
company, it may lose those customers having strong loyalty to the discontin-
ued brand. Respondent's president testified as to this normal decline after an
acquisition. Respondent' s board chairman also testified to this fact but stated
that he believed that such postacquisitjonal declines would last for only six

months or less. Wh le the timing and magnitude of such declines may be de-
batable , it is obvious that such declines do occur for reasons which have little
relationship to the long-run effect of mergers on the state of competition.
(Commi sjon Opinion , p. 38) (60 F. C. 1079)

(14) The above described loss of customers because of the ac-
quisitions is not necessarily applicable to the facts in this pro-

ceeding. In a number of the acquisitions , the respondent contin-
ued the name and identity of the store which had been acquired
for the purpose of making an orderly change-over without too

great a loss of customers. Furthermore, the declining sales and

market shares were more than commonplace since this decline

continued not for six months or less , but for several years and in
some instances , had not recovered at the time of introduction of
testimony in this proceeding.

(15) One of the criteria for determining or evaluating the le-
gality of a merger is the ease of entry into the competitive mar-
ket. In the present case , no foreclosure of competitors is involved.
The area of effective competition is local in nature. The ease of
entry may be established by reference to the CapitoJ Stores and
Montesi acquisitions. In the acquisition of the Capitol Stores

Harrelson , an employee of Capitol Stores , left the company at the
time of the acquisition and founded Food Town , Inc. , starting with
a single store in 1954 and ending up with six additional stores in
Baton Rouge and five stores in outlying towns , an supermarkets.
Harrelson testified that he is at no competitive disadvantage and
is able to buy and sen his products at prices comparable to tbose
of respondent and other large chains. In the Montesi situation , re-
spondent acquired eight stores operated by the Montesi interests
with an agreement that the individuals would not re-enter the re-
tail store business in :l1emphis for a period of five years. At the
end of this five year period , said Montesi re-entered the retail food
business by opening a large supermarket, the sales of which were
greater than an of respondent's Memphis outlets put together.

(16) When the complaint was issued in this proceeding, it con-
tained a charge of violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. During the trial of this case , no testimony or
other evidence was introduced bearing directly upon violation of
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Section 5. In the proposed findings submitted by counsel support-
ing the complaint , no proposed finding of violation of Section 5
was submitted and the proposed order submitted was limited to
the Section 7 charges. From this , it must be concluded that the
charge of Section 5 violation has been abandoned. In any event
the cumulative effect of all the acquisitions is not suffcient to
warrant an order to cease and desist from making any further ac-
quisitions.

(17) In accordance with the foregoing decision the fol1owing

order is entered.

It is ordered

ORDER

That the complaint herein be dismissed.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION , MARCH 4, 1966

By DIXON Commissioner:
The complaint in this case alleged that certain acquisitions by

respondent National Tea Co. violated Section 7 of the Clayton
Act , as amended by the Celler-Kefauver Act, 15 D. C. 18 ' and
Section ,; of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 D. C. 45.

Evidence was presented that, in the period 1951-1958 , National
Tea acquired 26 companies or groups of companies 3 owning a
total of 485 retail grocery stores, plus a number of warehouses
bakeries , and food manufacturing or processing plants. The 26 ac-
quired companies , in the 12 months prior to their respective ac-
quisition , had total retail food sales of $251 milion. They would
have ranked-if combined into a single chain-14th in the coun-
try in 1958. ' National Tea itself emerged in that year as the 5th
largest food chain in the na.tion ' with more than 900 stores hav-
ing aggregate sales of $794 milion in some 500 cities and towns.
1 This provision prohibits corporations enga!led in commerce from acquiring the stock

or assets of other corporations engaged in commerce "where in any line of commerce in
any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition. . . may be substantially to lessen
competition , or to tend to create a monopoly.

2 "Unfair methods of competition in commerce , and unfair. . . acts 01' practices in com-
merce , aJ'e h. reby declared unJawful."

'See the 8.ccampanying Findings of Fact, p. 315, for a Jist of these firms and a summary
description of each. Only 24 of these acquisitions arc challenged here, however. Kalamazoo
Market Basket was an adjudged bankrupt at the time of its acquisition and Pick Save,
of Park Forest, Illinois, was later s01d by respondent. In addition , three of the other
acquired corporations-Ylakers of Marshall, Makers of Albion , and Tom Makers-are referred
to in certain of the exhibits as the "Makers " group. This I/rouping- would reduce the number
of acquisitions at issue here to 22.

1 See Findings , p. 313 , for a list of the 20 largest chains of 1960 and a summary of their
respective sales volume, market shares, geographical scope of operations, and number of
stores operated.

Ibid.
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The amount of competition affected by these acquisitions is sub-
stantial by any standard. The 485 acquired stores were located in
some 188 cities in 16 States. According to our count, 8 of these ac-
quisitions-involving some 36 stores located in 17 cities and
towns-were whony or partial1y "horizontal" in character
the acquired firms operated one or more stores in towns where
NationaJ Tea was already doing business.' The rest of these ac-
quisitions-involving some 450 stores located in more than 150

cities in which respondent had not previously operated-were of
the so-caned "market extension" variety. Precise market share
data is not available for al1 of the re1evant city and county mar-
kets , particularly for the smaner towns not induded in the Cen-

sus reports of community food store sales. In a number of these
markets , however , it has been possible to compare the saJes of the
acquired stores in the 12 months prior to their acquisition with
the total food store sales in the relevant cities and counties , thus
providing what wou1d appear to be a reasonable estimate of the
market shares heJd by these acquired stores at the time of their
acquisition. These are tabulated in Appendices B , C , and D of the
accompanying Findings. It appears, for example, that the ac-
quired stores held, in the 12 months prior to their acquisition

county market shares ranging from .42 ro of total food store sales

(held by one of the acquired flrms in Hennepin County, Min-
nesota) to a high of more than 35% (held by the acquired Capi-
tol Stores in West Baton Rouge , Louisiana). Somewhat higher
shares were held by the acquired firms in the narrower 

city mar-
kets within those counties. ' The accompanying table on the foJ-
lowing page lists the acquisitions in issue here according to the
number of stores owned, together with their respective sales v01-

ume in the 12 months prior to acquisition and both our own and
respondent' ' estimate of their market position at that time in at
least one of the cities in which they operated.

Respondent began its acquisition program short1y after a
change in ownership in 1945. In that year a Mr . John F. Cuneo
Chicago financier, bought a substantial share of the company
stock and brought in as its executive vice president and general

6 Findings, pp. 329-330; and Appendix D.
1 See Findings , Appendix C.
BRX 10.
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manager a former Kroger executive, Harvey V. McNamara.
Shortly thereafter, McNamara became president , replacing Robert
V. Rasmussen , son of the company s founder. At that time , Nation-
al was a regional chain operating in 8 States , primarily in only 
IJinois , Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Total sales for the year 1945

were $107 milion. As the new president of the company, Mc-
N amara promptly began a "plan" of expansion designed to cover
all of the then 48 States-a "plan to cover the United States like a
book." " By the end of 1958 , sales had grown to $794 milion and
McN amara was thus able to report to his stockholders that "sales
have increased approximately 700 percent since 1944. " " The ac-

quisitions challenged here gave him approximately $250 milion of
that increased sales volume directly, doubtless much more indi-
rectly."

Numb!! Acquired Firm s Share of Total Food
Stores Acquired Store Sales in Selected Cities
Owned Firm
by ACQ. Total Comm.'s Nat,

Acquisitions Firm Sales City Est. Est.

Edenton-Lamb 633,000 Dyersburg, Tenn. 14. 82%
Ashton 802 000 Gulfport, Miss.
Barkett' 908 000 Charleston, Mo. 18.

Slim 945 000 Fort Dodge, Iowa

Guidone (Arl. Mkt.) 200,000 Indianapolis, Ind.
Makers 247, 000 Marshall, Mich.

Albion, Mich. 
Charlotte , Mich.

Food Bank 285 000 Colorado Spgs., Colo. :' 18. 13.

Piggly-Wiggly NW 927 000 Duluth, Minn.

G. T. Smith 737, 000 Lansing, Mich. 116, 20.
Dole Battle Creek, Mich. , 22. 19.825 000
Il. Val. Stores 053 000 Peoria, Ill. 111.

De Van-Horner 099,000 :\obiIe, Ala. 12.

Montesi 200 000 Memphis Tenn. 6.40
Columbus, Miss. 10.46

Logan 798,000 Nashville , Tenn.
H. A. Smith 625,000 Port Ruron , Mich. 22.

Del Farm 17, 650, 000 Chicago, Ill. 1.64 1.78

Gamble- Skogmo 362 000 Minneapolis , Minn.
Ribbing, Minn.

U Findings , p. 318.
10 Findings, p. 321.

11 See tr. 1'!12-1713.
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Numb!'!' Acquired Firm s Share of Total Food
Stores Acquired Store Sa.!es in Selected Cities
Owned Firm
by Acq. Total Comm, Nat.

Acquisitions Firm Sales City Est. Est.

Miler 499 000 Denver, Colo. 20. 20.
Englewood, Colo. 13.

Capitol Stores 980 000 Baton Rouge, La. 23. 20.
New Orleans, La. 14 

Food Center 467 000 St. Louis Mo.
St. Ann Mo. 41.47

Tolerton & Wartie

r 85

802, 000 Sioux City, Iowa 13. 16.
CarroIl County, IOWj 2.

C. F. Smith 210 26,362 000 Detroit, Mich. .41

National's largest competitors , with the exception of A & P
and , for a while , two others , responded with similar merger pro-
grams of their own. During the period 1949-1958 , the 20 largest
chains of 1960" made 147 acquisitions (including more than 40
other "chains " or firms with 11 or more stores), acquiring 1 676
stores having aggregate sales of $1.49 bilion. '" National Tea re-
mained the leader of this merger movement; the 485 stores it ac-
quired in the period 1949-1958 amounted to 28.9;;, of the aggre-
gate number of stores acquired by the 20 largest chains during
those years , and the $251 million sales volume it acquired from
those stores amounted to 16.8 % of the total sales volume ac-
qui,' ed by the 20 largest chains as a group.

This merger movement led by National Tea portends a drastic
restructuring of the national food market as a whole and of the
individual markets in which these acquisitions occurred. Nation-
ally, the period 1948-1958 witnessed an enormous shift of sales
volume from the "independent" to the "chain" sector of the in-

dustry, and from the smaller to the larger "chains." " While total
food store sales increased by some 60 ;to-from an estimated $30
billion in 1948 to $49 billion in 1958-the total number of grocery
stores (which account for about 90% of all food store sales) de-
clined by approximately 100 000 , or nearly 30;to. Similarly, the

"N. 4, jlUpra.
13 Findings, p. 326. In the following 3-year period , 1959-1961 , B-dditional acquisitions by

these firms brought the total sales volume acquired by them between 1948 and 1961 to
approxi ately 52.2 bilion.

1- Findings, p. 326.
15 While a " chain " is sometimes referred to as a flJ.m operating 4 or more stores , the

man' common definition in the industry, a:nd the one accepted here. is an organization
operating- 11 or more stores. An "independent" is a non-chain e.. a fJrm operating le
than 11 (1-10) stores.
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chains" themselves-the firms with 11 or more stores-declined
in number, dropping from 210 in 1948 to an estimated 180 in
1958. But their share of all food store sales increased by an esti-
mated 9.6%-from approximately 30.4% in 1948 to 40% in
1958." In terms of do1lars , this shift from the independents to
the chains totaled approximately $4 bilion (9.6 % of $49 bilion),
a loss that is nearly twice the total sales volume of, for example
the entire retail shoe industry.

Even more significant , however , is the increasing concentration
within the already concentrated "chain" sector itself. As noted,

the number of such firms decreased from 210 to 180 between 1948

and 1958. " But the 65'0 gain was not evenly distributed among
the entire 180; the 20 firms that were later to emerge as the 20
largest retail grocery chains in 1960 gained 9%-bringing their
share of all United States food store sales up from an estimated
21.1 % in 1948 , to 30. 1 % in 1958-while the remaining members
of the "ehain" group, some 160 in number , gained only .6%, that

, from 9. 3 % of all food store sales in 1948, to 95'0 in 1958." In

short, even the "medium-size chains" are merely holding their
own; the 20 largest have gotten virtually everything lost by
the " independents. " 19

This industrywide movement was particularly pronounced
after 1954. Dr. Wilard F. Mueller , Direetor of the Federal Trade
Commission s Bureau of Economics, gave the fo1lowing expert
opinion as to the significance of this increasing trend toward con-
centration in food retailing: " If the top 20 chains of 1960 and a1l
other chains with 11 or more stores were to continue to expand
their market shares at the respeetive rates which they experi-
enced between 1954 and 1958 (CX 455- 28), by about 1981,

16 Findings, p. 324.

)1 Economic Inquiry Into Food Marketing, Part I (Staff Report to the Federal Trade
Commission , January 1960), p, 146. While there was some non-acquisition movement into
and out of this classification, the fact remains "that, in the absence of met'gel's and
acquisitions , there would no", be 49 more chains in operation-at least jf we assume that
none of the 49 would have dropped below 11 stores or Jiquidated wmpletely in the interim.
Ibid.

18 Findings, pp. 323-325,
Respondent attributes the decline in the number "nd sales volume of the smaller

independents to what it calls the "supermarKet revolution. " This term refers to the recent
trend toward large , self-service establishments (supermarkets), and away from the small
clerk-service type of store, For example , it is pointed out that a single supermarket with
annual sales of, say, $500 000 can and does frequently replace 10 smal , oldel' stores

having annual sales of S50 OOO each. But this technological change to larger stores does not

explain why, when the conversion frum the small to the large store occurs ownership
of the new supermarket (and thus the sales volume) ends up in the hands of a chain
that ranks among the nation s 20 largest rathcr than an independent, See F:ndingl, p, 323,

59,
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chains of 11 or more st01'es (about 180 of them) would be doing
all of the groce1'y store business, with the top 20 of 1960 doing

84 percent and all others 16 percent. " 20

An even sharper pattern of chain dominance is already emerg-

ing in many of the local retail food markets involved here. As
these largest chains pursue their parallel policies of geographical
expansion , they inevitably meet each other in a number of cities.
The result is frequently a market completely dominated by 3 or 4
chains. For example, one of the acquisitions chal1enged here is

National's acquisition of Miler , a 27 -store chain with more than
20% of the Denver, Colorado , market. Safeway was already in
Denver , having entered by acquisition in 1931. Immediately after
National' s acquisition of Miler s in 1957, Dil0n acquired the 8-

store King Soopers chain. At that point, 3 chains-National Tea,
Safe way, and Dilon-had 64. 1,/0 of all food store sales in Denver.

This record shows a similar pattern in numerous other cities in
which these acquisitions occurred. In Sioux City, Iowa, respon-
dent and 3 other chains had 31. 8,/0 of the market in 1958; in Chi-
cago, ~ational and 3 other chains had 38 %; in Lansing, respon-
dent and 3 other chains had 47. 3,/0; in Baton Rouge , Louisiana
National Tea and 2 other chains had 50. 1,/0; in Indianapolis , In-
diana , respondent and 4 other chains had 58. 8,/0; in Peoria , mi-
nois , National and 3 other chains had 59,/0; in Englewood, Colo-

rado, respondent and 2 other chains had 60,/0; in Port Huron

Michigan, National and 3 other chains had 60.8 %; in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, respondent and 2 other chains had 62.8 % ;

and in the three Michigan towns of Albion , Marshall , and Char-
lotte, respondent and 3 other chains had 82.4,/0.

III
It was precisely this kind of market arrangement Congress was

concerned with in the merger law. "That' (cJ ompetition is likely
to be greatest where there are many sellers , none of which has
any significant market share . . . is common ground among most
economists , and was undoubtedly a premise of congressional rea-
soning about the antimerger statute. United States v. Philadel-
phia Nat' l Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 363 (1963), (footnote omitted; em-
phasis added). That premise is fully established on this record.
Respondent recognizes two distinct kinds of competition- hard"
and I' soft," 22 Hard competition comes from "regional chains

2U Tr. 1941-1942 (emphasis added); Findings, p. 327.
l ex 4l6-A (Price-Waterhouse compiJation), and ex 454.
'2 \Vhen about to enter II market, National sizes up the

it is hard OT 80ft. Tr. 430 (emphasis added); Findings, p. 320.

competition. as to whether
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soft competition comes from (a) "interstate chains" and (b)
mom and pop" stores. The latter are too weak to engage in ser-

ious competition with their larger rivals; the large " interstate
chains" are said to "share" a certain "opinion" about price
competition. One of respondent' s offcials described his competition
this way:

Q. Now, would you say that the greatest competition. . . was coming from
mom and pop grocery stores , or from the so-called interstate retail chains?

A. 1" can t say it was coming from interstate chains. I believe they
pretty well shared our opinion. Certainly it didn t come from the mom and
pop grocery stores.

Q. I see.
A. It came from local competition which operated more than one store.

Let's say it that way. 2!

There is more here, however, than the mere inference that
competiton becomes less vigorous as a community s food market
fa1ls into fewer and fewer hands. National Tea stipulated that it
varies its prices from city to city, and even sometimes from store
to store within a particular city, "depending on local competitive
conditions. "" In respondent' s accounting records , these price dif-
ferences are reflected in the "gross profit" or "markup" each
store is able to take , and in the "contribution " " it is therefore
able to make to overa1l operating costs and net profits. A store
that encounters particularly intense competition has to lower its
prices to meet that competition '" and thus take a sma1ler markup
than stores located in areas where the competition is less press-
ing. Hence respondent' s records of the "gross profits" or markups
of its individual stores 27 give a reasonably accurate measure of
the intensity of competition in the various cities in which those
stores are located. These show city-to-city variations ranging as

2J ex 481 (sitpulated testimony), pp. 253-254 (emphasis added); Findings, p. 321.
2' Tr. 1949; Findings, p. 357.
25 "Sales less cost of goods-gross profit. Gross profit Jess diTect store expenses-store

contribution. " ex 365-A; Findings, p. 352 , n. 189. The store s "contribution " Jess its
proportionate share of "overhead" (warehouse and home offce expenses , including advertiR-
ing), equals net profit, before taxes. Ibid.

2a " Intensified competition in several trading areas forced us to sacrifice profit margins
in ordel' to maintain traffic and hold customers in our stores. " Findings, p. 3S4 , n. 195. Re-
spondent' s economist-witness testified that intensc competition make it "more diffcult to
earn a satisfactory profit. " Findings , PP. 3157-358. Another of respondent's witnesses equated
more competition price-wise" with " reduced oss margin. " Another testified that :-ational's
consistently higher

" "

gross profit" in Dyersburg, Tennessee, was proof that it was not
charging Jowerpriccs " there. And another of respondent switnesses testified that a "price

war " affects "your mark-up. " Findings, p. 358 , n. 209.
2' ex 4QQ-A through 400- 21 (in camera) indicates the 1959 sales of each of respondent'

stores and its "gross profit" or markup as a percent of sales.
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high as 9 %-from a "gross profit" margin of less than 11 % in
one city to a high of more than 20 % in another city.

As might be expected , respondent's "gross profit" or markup
tends to be higher in the chain-dominated cities, lower in those
communities "where there are many sellers , none of which has
any significant market share." Respondent's Memphis branch, for
example, has operated at a net loss since it entered that mar-
ket by acquisition in 1955 , reaching a high of $1 149 598 in 1959

or a net Joss of approximately 5 on each donar of sales. '" Its
Denver branch , on the other hand , enjoyed before-tax profits of
$J , 604 887 that year '" or nearly 3. profit on each donar of
sales. And respondent's Indianapolis branch earned before-tax
profits of $4 085 248 in 1959" more than 4.81 per donar of sales.
The principal factor in these differences lies in the different
markups National is able to take in these areas. In the Memphis
branch , the "gross profit" margin or markup was approximately
14. 5% in 1959 , compared with more than 18% in both the Denver
and Indianapolis branches. These margins, in turn, are obvi-
ously related to the different market structures prevailing in
those cities, in Memphis, respondent and the other chains had
only 24. 1,/0 of the market; in Indianapolis and Denver they had
58.8% and 64.1 %, respectively. If competition is to retain its
meaning as the price-regulating " invisible hand" of traditional
economic theory, then we are constrained to find that National'
acquisitions in Indianapolis '" and Denver have substantiany less-
ened competition in those cities.

The numerous acquisitions involved here portend stil more
however, than a substantial lessening of competition. The statute
recognizes that the effect of an acquisition may be even more
drastic-that it may also "tend to create a monopoly." Competi-
tion , as the Supreme Court noted in Philadelphia Nat'l Bank

supra is likely to be greatest not merely when " there are many
seners" but where , in addition , no single one of those seners "has

o Findings, p. 354.

9 ex 357 (in camera).
,0 ex 362 (in camera).
"ex 361 (in camcra).
": ex 357. 361 , 362 (in camera). For the grosR margins of the inrlividual stores in

Memphis , Denver, and Indianapolis , see ex 400- , 400- , 400- (in camera).

"Respondent' s Indianapolis a quisitjon was one of the " horizontal" acquisition . The
acquired firm, Guidone (Arlington Market ), operated only 1 store but that single establi8h-
ment was a giant supermarket with annual sales of 55.2 milion-some 14 times the
sales volume of the minimum-size "supermarket" ($375 OOO)- with an estimated 2. 98% of
th.. large Indianapolis retail food market. Its acquisition brought respondent's share of that
market tp 20. 8% in 1958.
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any significant market share," National Tea has a "significant"
market share in scores of these local markets. Available data per-
mitted an analysis of its market share in 399 of the 514 cities in
which it operated retail stores in 1958. In 258 of these 399 cities
respondent had 10% or more of the market; in 175 of them , 15%
or more; in 120 , 20% or more; in 73 , 25% or more; and in 29
cities , more than 35 % of the market."'

The "significance" of these market shares is demonstrated by
the use it makes of them. It uses its market power in these com-
munities to -( 1) charge higher prices to consumers than in other
areas; (2) exact discriminatory price concessions and promotional
allowances from suppliers; and (3) subsidize its below-cost oper-
ations, particularly its high-cost building and advertising pro-
grams , in the more than 100 cities where competition is stil
vigorous enough to limit its pricing power.

It should be noted at the outset that National Tea makes no
pretense of superior economic "effciency." Indeed, it readily
concedes that the various economies of scale involved in food re-
taiJng are realizable in a single store of optimum size and that its
own operation of more than 900 stores in 18 states , with yearly
sales of $794 mjIion , gives it no advantage in effciency over its
largest one-store competitors. For example, National introduced
into the record here a 1962 statement by one of its independent

competitors in Memphis, a Mr. Montesi , operator of one of the
largest supermarkets in the country, '" to the effect that he takes a
gross markup of 15% (over cost of goods sold), incurs direct and
indirect expenses of 10;70, and thus realizes a net profit of 5;70.
National Tea operated 11 stores in Memphis in 1959 , with total
sales of $8 milion (as compared with $12 mjIion for Montesi'
single store). Respondent's stores took approximately the same
markup as Montesi' an average of some 14.34% as compared
with his 15%. But whereas Montesi's low costs enabled him to
earn a 5 % profit, ~ ational's higher costs left it, as noted above,
with a net loss of more than 5;70 or a 5t loss for each dollar of
goods sold.

As noted above , an analysis was made here of ~ ationaJ's mar-
ket share in 399 of the 514 cities in which it operated retail stores
in 1958. An analysis was also made of the gross margins taken by

3. ex 463; Finrlings, p. 351.
35 National bought :Montesi out in 1955 , paying each of the 5 members of the Montesi

family S10 OOO per year for their agTeeJrcnt not to compete in Memphis or within 250 miJe
of ::emphis for a period of 5 Yea1":;. Findings , p. 321. At the end of that period , Montesi
re-entered Memphis , building the store referred to he)"

.8 RX 6; Findings, p. 360.
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its stores in those different cities and of the "contributions" " re-
ceived from each. The results are tabulated below:

Average A vera
Market Share Number Gross Profit" Contribution

(percent) of Cities Ratio RatiQ
35. and over 17.
25. 0% to 34. 17.
20.0 % to 24. 9 % 17.
15.0% to 19. 17.
10.0% to 14. 17.

0% to 16.4% 1.6%
9 % and under 14. 3%)

These comparisons reveal " as the Commission s Chief Econo-
mist testified

, "

a very striking relationship between National
Tea s market share in cities and the magnitude of its average
gross profit and its average contribution" to overhead and profits.
For example , in the 48 cities in which National Tea enjoys a

market share of less than five per cent, the average contribution
to overhead of stores from those cities is a negative 2.3 per
cent. . . . At the other extreme , in cities in which National Tea
enjoys a market share of 35 percent and above, and there are 29
such cities , National Tea has an average contribution to overhead
of six and. a half pe,' cent or approximately eight cents higher
than in the first group of cities I mentioned.

" "

This striking correlation between market position and profita-
bility is independent of respondent' dollar sales volumes in the
respective cities-that is , " 35 % market share yields a sharply
higher rate of profit than a 5 

ro share , notwithstanding the fact
that the 350/ market share might represent sales of , say, only $5
milion in a sma11 town and the 5 % market share a sales volume

, say, as much as $25 milion in a much larger town." In short
the correlation shown here is between profitability and market
power, not profitability and economies of scale.

Another significant feature of respondent' s operation is shown
in this table. Since its "overhead" expenses are not less than 20/

1 As noted above, gross marg-in (or "gross profit") is defined by respondent as total
sales :ess cost of goods sold. Deducting all direct More expensc!; (rent, payroll, and the
like) from that gross margin gives the " contribution " of each store to (a) "overhead"
(expenses of the branch warehouse and home offce , incJuding advertising), and (b) net
profits. In 1958

, "

overhead" ranged from 2% in the acquired DeJ Farm (Chicago) branch
to 4.7% in the Ilcquired Memphis (Montesi) branch. Findings, p. 352.

" ex 4&3; Findings, p. 355.

"" Tr. 1756 (emphasis added); Findings, pp. 355-356.
40 ex 464- , B.
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of sales in any of its branches " National is operating at a net

loss in at least the 141 of these cities where it holds less than 10%
of the local food market subsidizing its expansion in those cities
out of the hio:her profits it earns in the other cities where it has a
larger market share. The National Tea Company is not , however
an eleemosynary institution; it seems reasonable to suppose that
it expects to recover , in time , its losses in those 141 cities. And on
the basis of the record before us , we can only conclude that this
wi1 be done not by effciencies and economies in food retaiJng,
but by a steady enlargement of its market shares in those cities
unti it acquires the same kind of pricing power it now en-
jovs in those other cities where it is already the dominant seneI'.
And we need not speculate on either its capacity or wi1ingness to
pay the price this kind of growth requires; its year-after-year
losses in Memphis, reaching a high point of $1.17 mi1ion in 1959,
is a persuasive demonstration of both power and will.

Respondent' s growth technique does not include, however , such
crudities as predatory undercutting of its competitors ' prices. On
the contrary, it has , as noted , a distinct aversion to even normal
price competition; its preferred competitive weapons are acquisi-
tion , the receipt of special price concessions and promotional al-
lowances from suppliers , and massive store-building and advertis-
ing campaigns. National' s announced "policy" had been to enter
new markets by acquiring, where possible , the larger and more
vigorous "regional" chains-the ones that would have been most
likely to prove formidable competitors if not removed at the out-
set. New stores are then built around this acquired nucleus , both
within the city where the acquired firm was located and in sur-
rounding cities close enough to be served by the acquired ware-
housing facilities. If the market is still competitive , respondent
begins an intensive advertising campaign in lieu of cutting prices.
For example , respondent' s net advertising expenditures per donar
of sales were approximately 5 times as large in Memphis as in
Denver in 1959," Even in absolute terms , the Memphis expendi-
tures were more than double those in Denver ($237,639 as com-

pared with $105 581), although sales in the Memphis branch
were less than one-half those in the Denver branch.

Kational Tea does not have to carry the whole burden of these
expansion costs , however. Much of it can be and is shifted to its
suppliers. For example, its Denver branch received total price

n See Findings . pp. 352, 353.
4. ex 528-D; Findings , pp. 348-349.
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concessions and promotional allowances of $27 308 from Beatrice
Foods in the singJe month of December 1961 , or 12.5% of its
total purchases from Beatrice in that month." That suppEer
next largest customer , King Soopers , received only 61'0 in such
discounts and a1lowances. On an annual basis, those concessions
from that single supplier would total more than $300 000. In Chi-

cago , National's newJy acquired Del Farm branch received 1959
advertising allowances from suppliers that not only covered its
entire advertising expenditure, but an excess or net gain of
$42 876." Respondent's buying power is probably even more ef-
fective against its sma1ler suppliers. One of its offcials testified,
for example , that only the "extremely sma1l packers" give dis-
counts or advertising a1lowances on meat products. Respondent
does not like "dealing with the big packers" and their "depart-
ment heads, " preferring, instead, " to build connechons with our
sma1ler independent packers, because we always felt we got
a better deal of handling their products.

"" "

In Memphis aJone
this witness said, "we do business with 32 packers. " 46

A number of these acquired firms held very substantial shares
of one or more local markets. But , more importantly, each was a
part of a "cumulative series" of acqujsitions that make up a
Jarger whole. As noted above , these firms-ranging in size from
several one-store organizations with annual sales of Jess than $1
mimon each to a 27 -store chain with saJes of more than $40 mil-
lion-operated an aggregate of 485 stores with total sales of some
$250 million , a volume that would have made them the 14th larg-
est in the nation if combined into a single "chain." And while the
acquisition of a single enterprise with annual sales of $250 mil-
Eon may appear more significant than a series of acquisitions in-
volving 25 firms with sales of $10 milion each , the ultimate effect
is the same. Indeed , it was the inability of the older Sherman Act
to cope with " individually minute" lessenings of competihon that
led to the enactment of the merger law: "Imminent monopoly
may appear when one large concern acquires another , but it is un-
likely to be perceived in a small acquisition by a large enterprise.
As a large concern grows through a series of such sma1l acquisi-
tions , its accretions of power are individually so minute as to
make it diffcult to use the Sherman Act test against them 

43 Findings, P. 347.

., Finding's, p. 349.
4! Tr. 531; Findings

, p.

4( Tr. 530; Findings, p.
364, n. 234.

364. n. 234.
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S. Rep. No. 1775, 8Ist Cong. , 2d Sess. 5; Brown Shoe Co. 

United Sta,tes 370 U.S. 294 , at 333-334 (1962). The significance
of such power in the aggregate , of the relationship between each
part and the wbole , is here graphica11y i1ustrated by this respon-
dent' s below-cost operations in more than 100 cities throughout
the country and the obvious fact that its power to maintain them
stems not from the structure of or anything that has occurred in
those particular markets , but from its capacity to exact noncom-
petitive prices from consumers in scores of other cities.

Similarly, this series of acquisitions by National Tea is itself a
part of a larger whole-the moving force that triggered , as noted
a merger movement of enormous proportions in the giant food in-
dustry. "Where several large enterprises are extending their
power by successive sma11 acquisitions, the cumu1ative effect of
their purchases may be to convert an industry from one of intense
competition among many enterprises to one in which three or
four large concerns produce the entire supply. Ibid. Here we
have already noted the economic testimony that, if the 1954-1958
trend toward concentration in the food industry continues, by
about 1984 the 20 largest chains would be doing 84 % of the coun-
try s retail grocery business." This result would hardly be com-
patible with the "mandate of Congress that tendencies toward
concentration in industry are to be curbed in their incipiency,
particularly when those tendencies are being accelerated through
giant steps striding across a hundred cities at a time. 

. . .

Brown Shoe , supra" at 346.

The remedy in such cases is always a diffcult and delicate mat-
ter. We are , of necessity, required to engage in a certain amount
of economic forecasting. The proper object of an order is of
course to dissipate any restraints on competition that may have
already resulted from the cha11enged acquisitions and to halt any

future tendencies toward monopoly they may have set in motion.
In many cases , only divestiture can reasonably be expected to res-
tore competition and make the affected markets whole again.
Here, however , we beheve a lesser remedy wi1 suffce. Certainly it
is clear that "this is " as the Supreme Court said in Brown Shoe
an appropriate place at which to ca11 a halt." Ibid. But that can

be accomplished in this case , we feel , by prohibiting further ac-
quisitions, without requiring divestiture. While there is evidence
in this record that existing competition has to some extent al-
ready been lessened in a number of these markets , we believe the

::. 

8upra.
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various dynamic features of the industry itself-particularly the
relative ease of entry into it-wi1l in time , if no further acquisi-
tions are permitted , effectively dissipate those not yet insuperable
restraints. At least we think it appropriate , in the circumstances
of this case, to give those natural forces of competition a chance
to correct the imbalances in those markets before turning to the
more stringent remedy of divestiture.

An appropriate order wil be entered.
Commissioner Elman dissented and has filed a dissenting opin-

IOn.

Commissioner Jones concurred and has filed a concurring opin-
ion.

DISSENTING OPINION

MARCH 4 , 1966

BY ELMAN Commissioner:
The Commission finds that a1l but two of the 26 acquisitions

cha1lenged here are unlawful.' These acquisitions involved some
188 city markets , more than 150 of which are markets where Na-
tional Tea, prior to making its acquisitions , had not been a com-
petitor. No two acquisitions occurred in the same market. In mak-
ing its finding of ilegality, the Commission makes no analysis of
the structure of any of the markets involved; ' it gives no reasons
why any particular acquisition is unlawful;' nor does it make
any distinction between large or sma1l acquisitions. Some were
miniscule; six separate acquisitions in Michigan whose combined
market share in their counties of operation tota1led 3. 26 % ; a sin-
gle store in Indianapolis having 2.98% of that market; Del
Farm , having 1.61'0 of the Chicago market; two Gamble- Skogmo

lane acquisition heJd not unlawful involved a firm which National Tea has disposed of;
the other was a bankrupt firm.
, The Commission need not have analyzed all 188 city markets; but it should at least

have analyzed a representative sample for each acquisition. B.-own Shoe Co. v. United StateB.
370 U. S. 294 , 340-41. In two cases the Commission pretends to make a market analysis.
These relate to the acquistions of Del Farm in Chicago and Miller s in Denver. Del Farm
was a horizontal acquisition of 12 stores holding 1.6% of the ChicaR'o mllrJ,et at the time:
National Tea had 9%: National and 3 other chains held 38% of the market. These few
market share statistics hardly constitute an adequate market analysis or a basis for 
finding of illegality. In Denver , National Tea made a market extension acquisition of Mil-
ler , then holding about 20% of that market. Subsequently 2 other chains entered the market
and the 3 chains together then held 64.1% of the market. The recitation of these statistics
is certainly not an adequate IT. arket analysis. Compare Beatrice Food8 Co" Docket o. 6653

(decided April 26 , 1965) (67 F. C. 473J : cf. Procter Gamble Co. , Docket No. 6901 (decided
November 26 , 1963) (63 F. , 14651.

'The hearing examiner analyzed the individual acquisitions and found that none was il-
legal.
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stores in Minneapolis holding .54% of that market; six Piggly-
Wiggly stores having a 4.99 % share of the market; Ashton s in
Gulfport, Mississippi , involving a singJe store having a 2470
market share; Logan , a single store with little more than 3 % of
the Nashvile market.

The Commission s blanket findings of iIegality are thus unex-
plained in the terms req"ired by Section 7-that the effect of a
challenged acquisition "may be substantially to lessen competi-
tion , or to tend to create a monopoly" in a properly defined " econ-
omically significant market" (Brown Shoe Co. v. United States
supra at 332, 335). In this case the "economically significant"
markets are the local markets in which the mergers occurred and
to which retail food competition is limited. But if the holding on
the merits is unexplained , it seems to be directJy refuted by the
Commission s reasoning supporting its choice of relief.

Where the effect of an acquisition may be to substantialIy
Jessen competition in the re1event economic market, the normal
remedy required to protect the pubiic interest in the maintenance
of competition in that market is to simpJy undo the harmful effect
of the acquisition by restoring the independence of the acquiring
and acquired firms through divestiture. ' Here , however , the ma-
jority finds that divestiture is unnecessary because "the various
dynamic features of the industry itself particularly the relative

ease of entry into it" wil " effectively dissipate" the restraints
resulting from the acquisitions. (Opinion , p. 278.

But the Commission cannot have it one way in determining the
merits and another in determining the appropriate relief. If Na-
tionaJ Tea s past acquisitions were unlawful because their likeJy
effect, individual1y or cumulatively, was to lessen competition in
any market , the public interest requires that divestiture be or-
dered-and I do not know why the Commission should hesitate to
issue such an order if it has any confidence in the correctness of

its decision on the merits.
On the other hand , if this series of acquisitions by National

Tea-which , according to the majority opinion (p. 277), was "the
moving force that triggered * * * a merger movement of enor-
mous proportions in the giant food industry has not impaired
the "dynamic features" of the market and the "natural forces of
competition ; if, after all these acquisitions , entry into the indus-

United States E. 1. dnPont de NemOI!rB Co., 366 L'. S. 316 , 326-31; Beatrice Foods
Co., Docket No. 6653 (Opinion Accompanying Final Order. issued December 10 , 1965)
168 F. C. 1003J; Foremost Drdries Inc. Docket Ko. 6495 (decided April 30 , 1962), p. 53
l60 F. C. 944, 1092J.
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try remains easy; and if competition in the markets in which
they occurred is so strong and so effective as to be able to over-
come the bad effects of the acquisitions , what is the basis for the
conclusion that their probable effect is to "substantial1y lessen
competition ? The majority refers in general terms to "competi-
tive restraints" resulting from these acquisitions which market
forces wi1 "effectively dissipate ; but exactly what "competitive
restraints" does the Commission have in mind? The market-ex-
tension acquisitions did not reduce the number of the sel1ers in
local markets. Did they eliminate any local competitors whose ex-
istence was necessary to the maintenance of competition in any
market? If so , why does not the Commission require that such
local competitors be restored? Did the elimination of National
Tea as a potential competitor in any of these local markets have
any real competitive significance? If so , why does not the major-
ity required divestiture in order to restore National Tea as a po-
tential competitor? Did these acquisitions by National Tea in
these local markets raise substantial barriers to entry by others
Certainly not, for the majority asserts that entry remains easy.

Did National Tea s entry dampen the competitive vigor of the
firms it encountered in local markets? Certainly not , for the ma-
jority recognizes that competition is sti1 "dynamic." Surely, if
the acquisitions had any of these harmful probable effects , the
Commission would not be reluctant to protect the public interest
by issuing the normal and appropriate remedial order of divesti-
ture. (See general1y BeatTice Foods Co. Docket No. 6653 (Opin-
ion Accompanying Final Order, issued December 10 , 1965). ) (68

C. 1003)

When one turns to the terms of the order issued here , more
questions arise. The Commission enters a 10-year injunction
against any future acquisitions. On what basis does the Commis-
sion assume that future acquisitions wi1 have an injurious effect
upon competition in entirely distinct geographic markets , when
the Commission finds that the chal1enged acquisitions did not
have such effect in the 188 markets involved here? Why wi1 the
dynamic features of the industry" and the "natural forces of

competition " which render divestiture unnecessary here, not also
operate in any new market that respondent enters in the future?
How will a future merger in an entirely new market "snuff out"
competition in this industry when it is found here that the chal-
lenged acquisitions did not do so in the 188 markets where they
occurred?
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The order provides, to be sure, for possible Commission ap-
proval of future mergers. But, in view of the Commission s dispo-

sition of this case , one must ask: What standards wil be applied
in passing on future proposed acquisitions? Since everyone of
the 26 acquisitons challenged here has been allowed to stand, on

what basis wil the Commission find that number 27 must fall?
If number 27 is al1owed , at what point wil the Commission say
N 0 more ? Will the Commission examine a particular proposed

merger according to the standards of Section 7 to determine its
probable effects upon competition in the market in which it
occurs? If so , it would have to make the kind of examination of
local market conditions which the Commission has not made here
and which , according to the concurring opinion , need not and can-
not be made. In view of the Commission s broadside finding of il-
legality as to the mergers involved here , without regard to ei-
ther the size or significance of any particular acquisition , and ir-
respective of the structure and competitive conditions of the mar-
ket in which the acquisition took place , every future proposed ac-
quisition wil be no less ilegal. How , then, can the Commission
approve any acquisition presented to it in the future by respon-
dent or by any other large food chain?

The far- reaching scope of the Commission s decision here thus
emerges clearly. The essence of the Commission s action today in
this case is to announce-on the basis of the record in a single
case where not a single one of the 26 challenged acquisitions has
been ordered to be undone-a general rule that, from this day
forward , al1 acquisitions of any kind by large retail food chains
are illegal because they increase "national concentration " even

though they may have no effect whatsoever on competition in the
local markets where they occur. This is , in effect, a general rule of
per Be ilegality-a rule which , it seems to me , cannot be justified
by the record of this particular adjudicative proceeding. If a rule
so drastic in scope is to be established , it should be by act of Con-
gress and not by a decision of the Federal Trade Commission in
this case.

By eliminating a large and important market for assets in this
industry, an important stimulus for new entry and successful en-

trepreneurial effort may be seriously impaired. ' Some acquisi-
tions by national chains may stimulate competition in local mar-
kets dominated by regional independents or chains by replacing a

See Turner Conglomerate MeToersand Section of the Clayton Act, 78 HSTV . L. Rev

1313, 1317 (1965).
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weak or ineffective competitor with a stronger, more vigorous
one; some of the acquisitions held unlawful here may have had that
effect.' Mergers may often be a desirable route for expansion and
growth. ' Congress did not prohibit al1 mergers, but only those
found , upon careful examination, to be likely to injure competi-

tion or produce monopoly. It imposed upon the Commission and
the courts a duty to assess the legality of mergers by a realistic
and pragmatic standard , and to make an informed judgment, not
an intuitive hunch or guess, as to the merger s probable, not
merely theoretically possible, effects upon competition.' In my
view, the Commission has here ignored the Congressional man-
date.

The Commission s decision , stripped to its essentials , is based on
two hypotheses. The first is that the sharp reduction of the num-
ber of food retailers operating national1y is suffcient reason to

prohibit future acquisitions regardless of the structure of the

particular local markets in which the mergers occur , the ease of
entry into the market, the vigor and success of local competitors
or other dynamic characteristics of the market.

Reliance on "national concentration" statistics and upon the re-
duction in the number of sel1ers operating national1y is whol1y in-
appropriate here for a variety of reasons.

6 For example, at the time KationaI Tea acquired the more- than-200 store operations or
C. F. Smith in Michigan , that firm had suffered a drastic decline. After NationaJ Tea ac-
quired it, most of the acquired stores were closed and Nationa\ Tea replaced some of them
with more modern facilities.

7 Of particular relevance here is the recent statement to the National Food MarketinJ'
Commission made by Henry Bison , Jr" Esq., General Counsel to the National Association of

Retail Grocers, an organization representing mainly the relatively sman and rniddle-sized
retail grocers in the United States. Mr. Bison warned a ainst the dangerous effects upon
competition in the retail food industry which might result from any flat prohibition upon
mergers, Baying:

One of our concerns with respect to Section 7 is the. it be applied in retail food distri-
bution only after a careful analysis of the com'Petitive effects in each case.

The law should not discourage mergers and consolidations by firms which are aimed at
strengthening their effectiveness as a competitor. It should never be applied to forecJose
growth not only by internsJ means but also by acquisitions which build up effective com-
petitors.

The presence of numerous signiflca.nt competitors requires that room for growth be kept
open so that meaningful competition is preserved. Where there is a reasonable probability
that an acquisition wil have the condemned effects of substantialJy lessening competition 01'

tendinll to create a monopoly, the law shouJd certainly apply. A flexible guide is desirable
in applying the law against mergers , for then the focus is 'Placed on a realistic appraisal of
their competitive effects , rather than merely relying un over sim'Plifled assumptions and broad
generalizations. The former a'Pproach wiJ assist in 'Promoting decentraIized and deconcen-
trated markets in food distribution. whiJe the latter frustrates the purpose of the antitJ'ust
Jaws by stifling stronger competitive factors.
Statement before National Commission on Food Marketing. Novembej' 8, 1965, pp. 13-15.
8 S. Rep. No. 1775 , 5Ist Cong. . 2d Sess. (1950), 'P. 6; Turner Bupra note 5 , at 1316-18.
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The economicany relevant markets in food retailng are local
not national. The great bulk of the acquisitions made by National
Tea occurred in local markets in which National Tea was not pre-
viously a competitor-and hence were so-caned market-extension
mergers. Although these mergers reduced the number of food
retailers in the United States, they did not in themselves reduce
the number of seners or affect concentration in the economicany
relevant local markets. Even in the case of horizontal acquisitions
where every merger automaticany increases concentration and re-
duces the number of seners in the economicany relevant market
an acquisition of a substantial competitor is , at worst, only pre-
sumptively unlawful (United States v. Philadelphia National
Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 364-65). Here, since the acquisitions (most
of which could hardly be considered substantial) did not in them-

selves reduce the number of seners in the relevant economic mar-
kets , and did not increase concentration , it is essential that other
aspects of market structure-e. , barriers to entry, potential
competition-be analyzed , and that the impact of the acquisitions
upon them be assessed.

It is a truism that a series of "sman bites" affects market
structure in the case of horizontal acquisitions (by reducing the

number of seners) or , though less simply, vertical acquisitions
(presumably by obstructing the nonintegrated firm s access to the
market). But the issue here is how, and whether, a series of
smal1 bites" into the number of national1y operating food re-

tailers can or wil be translated into changes in the structure of
the economicany relevant local food retailing markets where no
bite" (but only a substitution) occurs. " The answer to that ques-

tion wil not be found in the simple notion that a large number of
market-extension acquisitions has already taken place and may
take place in the future. Nor wil it be found in the language
from court decisions , so studiously conected in the majority and
concurring opinions , dealing with horizontal and vertical acquisi-
tions.

Despite the fact that the Commission has in previous decisions
made a careful elaboration of the unique problems involved in

Beatrice FoorU Co., Docket No. 6653 (decided ApriJ 26, 1965) (67 F. C. 4731; Foremost
Dairies. Inc., Docket Ko. 6495 (dedded April 30, 1962) (60 F. C. 944J; cf. Procter &
Gamble Co., Docket No. 6901 (decided November 26, 1963), pp. 52-53 (63 F. C. 1465, 1570,
1571).

10 The majority does suggest that this case also involves vertical effects. But the extent of
National Tea s integration is so limited, its slIJes to its own stores so insigTJjficant , and its
share of the "national" food market so smal1-1.6%-that these alJeged vertical effects can-
not seriously be considered a basis :for a finding o:f megality.
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market-extension acquisitions and the distinctive analytical tools
which they require (BelLtrice Foods Co. , supm; Foremost DlLiries
Inc. , supm) , there seems to be a good deal of confusion on this
point. I think a simple mustration is in order even at the risk of
belaboring the obvious. Suppose that the United States were di-
vided into 10 separate geographicaUy relevant markets, that
there were 100 seUers in each market , and hence , 1000 in the en-
tire United States. Then suppose that 20 of these seUers em-
barked on a program of systematic geographical expansion
through acquisition and that each of the 20 purchased 5 separate
firms , no one of which being in a market in which the acquiring
firm had previously operated. The total number of firms operating
in the United States is reduced from 1000 to 900 , and there is an
increase in the share of national sales held by the 20 firms. To be
sure

, "

national concentration" is thereby increased; but that
would be cause for concern only if there is a national market
whose competitive structure is thereby affected. If there is no na-
tional market , and if the only economicaUy relevant markets are
local, it is necessary to determine whether the increase in "na-
tional concentration" is causaUy related to a probable lessening of
competition in the local markets.

The fact is that the mergers in our ilustration, as in the case

before us, did not reduce the number of seHers in any economi-
cally relevant market, nor did they increase concentration in
those markets. Without more information , we have absolutely no
indication that the acquisitions affected the economic structure of

these local markets in any way. Nor do we have a basis for pre-
dicting that if this series of "small bites" should continue on the
same pattern (through geographical expansion into new markets
rather than horizontal elimination of direct competition in the

same market), the structure of any local markets wil be sig-
nificantly affected or a substantial threat of oligopoly created.

This is not to say that a trend of increased market-extension
mergers could not have an effect on the structure of the local
markets. If the acquiring firms have adequate market power in a
suffcient number of markets , they may be able to bring that
power to bear in the new markets into which they expand, or

they may be able to bring market power acquired in the new mar-
kets to bear in the markets in which they previously operated.
The result might be to eliminate or discipline existing competi-
tors in these markets , and to discourage potential new entrants.
Whether this will occur, or is likely to occur, depends first of aH
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upon whether the acquiring firms do have adequate market power
to achieve these results. A firm finding itself engaged in vigorous
competition across a broad number of markets , and even in many
cases in a struggle for survival , is unable to withdraw its re-
sources from those markets for the purpose of disciplining competi-
tors in other markets. Conversely, even a firm with market power
in one area may find , because of conditions of entry, the existence
of potential competitors , the nature of the industry itself , the
vigor and great number of local competitors , and the insignific-
ance of the market share it acquired , that it is unable to exploit to
advantage in the newly entered area the market power it has
elsewhere.

Conceivably, the character of the industry may be such that a
geographically diverse scale may confer unique advantages. But
on the other hand , it may be that such advantages do not exist or
that sellers who are less geographically diversified operate at a
more effcient and effective scale of organization and have the ad-
vantage over the more geographically far-flung organizations.
Furthermore , our simple ilustration is static. The fact may be
that the industry is dynamic. Technological or social changes may
dictate a lessening in number and a correlative increase in the
scale of enterprises with no necessary corresponding diminution
in competition. To the contrary, such a change , insofar as it re-
flects innovation and effciencies and more even distribution of
power, may mean increased competition. Further, while
some flrms may leave through failure or acquisition , other new
and more vigorous competitors may be continually entering.

These considerations by no means exhaust the economic inquiry

which is essential if we are to answer , in deaJing with the kind of
acquisitions involved in this case , the question posed by Section 7
wil the probable effect of these acquisitions be to substan-

tially lessen competition or create a monopoly? To a more de-
tailed analysis of the relevant considerations involved in this

case , I wil turn presently. For the moment the ilustration should
serve to demonstrate that (a) the reduction in the number of food
retailers nationally can in itself be no more than a danger signal
inviting closer scrutiny, and (b) even further reduction in the
number of sellers nationally through market-extension mergers,
while conceivably the basis for a guess as to a possible trend to-
ward oJigopoly, does not in itself furnish the basis for a solid
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judgment of the 

p,'

obable effects of the acquisitions in the local

markets in which the retailers do business.
At all events , the statistics in this record regarding "national

concentration" are, for the purpose of predicting trends to oJigo-
poly, highly equivocal to say the least. Part of the decJine in num-
bers of retailers is simply attributable to economic and social
changes. The "Mom and Pop" grocery store , with its Jimited num-
ber of food Jines , and its ability to service a Jimited area , and the
single Jine food store such as the bakery, the butcher shop, or the
vegetable market , have in large numbers become obsolete. The au-
tomobile and the growth of the suburbs have caused a revolution
in food retailng. The supermarket which can service a wide geo-
graphical area and offer the consumer a choice of all his food
needs in a single stop has become the predominant form of enter-
prise in food retailng.

In addition , while acquisitions have no doubt contributed con-
siderably to the decline in numbers , and some of the statistics
would indicate that a substantial part of the shift in national

market share has gone to the 20 leading chains , the majority it-
self points to the dangers and impracticality of attempting to ex-
trapolate trends from the available statistics." Thus the Commis-
sion bases its dire predictions about likely concentration by 1984
on statistics for the years 1954 and 1958; but if one uses instead
figures for the years 1958 and 1964, the indication is that the

trend toward concentration of national food sales in the hands of
the leading chains has slowed considerably. On these latter fig-
ures , the 180 chains owning 11 or more stores increased their
share by 3 % while the 20 largest chains increased their share by

only 1.9%; the 10 largest by only 8ro; and the 5 largest by only
ro. Indeed , these figures exclude the growth lag of A & P

by far the most dominant chainY If A & P were included , it would
be shown that the 20 largest chains lost market share. Accord-
ingly, while supermarket chains are general1y increasing their
national share , it would appear that the greater part of the in-
crease is falling to a large number of chains (presumably the
local or regional chains) and that the dominance of the leading
chains is being eroded. Indeed , even in the period between 1948
and 1958 , in which the share of the 20 largest chains increased at
its most rapid rate , the share of food chain store sales held by the
six largest chains declined by 10 %. Meanwhile, during that pe-

11 Findings , p. 343, n. 154.
In 1958. A & P had 9. 7% of the national ma.rket , Safeway, its neal" est competitor, only

4%: National Tea, on!y 1.6%.
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riod 69 chains increased their sales by more than 200 %!' These
and other figures in the record, might indicate that there is a
growing equalization of power among a greater number of chains.

Furthermore , the statistics used by the majority do not mean-
ingfully reflect the relative distribution of the shift from the sin-
gle-unit "Mom and Pop" stores. A chain as defined by the maj 01'-

ity, and in the statistics it relies upon , is a multi-unit firm having
11 or more stores. However , there is evidence in the record dem-
onstrating the competitive importance and vitality of multi-unit
retaiJ food chains in the 2-10 unit category. This group has expe-
rienced a dramatic and dynamic growth rate. H At the same time,
it appears likely that the greatest decline was suffered by the ob-

solete one-unit "Mom and Pop" stores. Nevertheless, the sta-
tistics upon which the majority relies lump the latter group to-
gether with the 2-10 unit firms. By thus averaging the trends in
the one-store and 2-10 store categories , the majority masks the
important growth and vigor in the 2-10 nnit category.

In the majority s view, increases in "natjonal concentration
reflect an increase in the chains ' leverage vis-a-vis suppliers. Ac-
cording to the majority, this fact supports a finding of ilegality

under Section 7 for two reasons: it provides the national chains
with increased power to obtain price advantages from their sup-
pliers , and it poses a threat to competition at the supplier leve1. I
disagree with these conclusions.

First, regardless whether there is theoretically a "national
market" on the buying side , the fact shown by this record is that
each National Tea branch purchases 10cally. Consequently, the
discounts it receives do not appear to be substantially different
from those received by the local firm which it replaced. Second,
the record also shows that many retailers affliate with voluntary
or cooperative wholesale groups , and thus qualify for suppliers
volume discounts which substantially reduce or eliminate any ad-
vantages the national chains may have in this regard. Conse-
quently, it has not been demonstrated that the acquisition by Na-
tional Tea of any of the local firms involved here created any new
threat to competition because of unfair or discriminatory price

advantages. To hold that the substitution of a national chain for a
local firm automatically poses such a threat to competition is sim-
ply to condemn geographic diversification or "bigness" itself. Nor
does the majority opinion explain how, and at what point, a re-

C. Staff Report Economic Inquiry

pp.

13-14.
Ji RX 7. TabJe N: RX 9A.

Into Food Marketing, Part I ("Food Inquiry
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duction in the number of nationaJ buyers becomes injurious to
competition at the supplier leve1. Does the majority mean that
every market-extension merger, which necessarily reduces the
total number of buyers in the "national" market, is ilegal because
it "may" lessen competition among their suppliers? There is , in
this record at least, no support for the conclusion that a mere

increase in the size or growth of the food chains has impaired
competition at the supplier leve1. The maj ority s "findings" as to
such possible effects of these acquisitions on competition among
suppliers are sheer speculation."

The maj ority s second hypothesis is even more questionable. The
majority s antennae detect that the expansion of national chains

wil ultimately result in the triumph of ineffciehcy and "soft"
competition , again regardless of any dynamic market forces at
work in the industry. In this view , chains are in themselves anti-
competitive ahd every enlargement of their domain through
mergers in new markets is unlawfu1. To be sure , the fact that Na-
tional Tea operates in many markets is not looked upon as a po-
tential source of subsidized predatory behavior." Rather , in the
Commission s view , it is the condition which wil enable National
Tea and other chains simply to endure despite their relative inef-
ficiency, and eventually, no matter how dynamic the industry is
and no matter how vigorous and superior local competition may
be, to impose their purported philosophy of "soft" competition
upon all sellers in the local markets.

This theory is , at least in the present state of our knowledge
simply too speculative to be accepted as a valid basis for the far-

15 " lBlased soldy on the relative degree of market concentration in grocery buying and
sellng, economic theory suggests that in most industries the balance of bargaining power

would rest with manufacturers , but that in the less concentrated industries the largest chains

wou1d be ab)e to induce supplier to grant them disc -iminatol'y prices-in the absence of
effective enforcement of the Robinson-Patman Act. But jf 1'lich price discrimination were
extended to more and more buyers, it would soon become so commonplace that it would

force a readjustment in prices quoted to all buyers, Hence, in the less concentrated manu-

facturin indust,'ies large retailers might have little market advantage in their dealings with
grocery manufacturers.

Unfortunately, available empirical evidence is too scanty to permit genel"aJization as to
the precise nature, extent, and impact of price discrimination, But insofar as price discrim-

ination in favor of particular retailers is persistent rather than temporary, it places other
retailers at a competitive disadvantage, and therefore ultimately influences the effectiveness
of industrial I,e1'fol'mam:e. This is therefore an area which warrants further study and con-

tinuing public conce1'n.

J'h.1eller & Garoian Changea 1n the Market StrHct1lre of Grocery Retailing 144-45 (1961).
18 As the Cummission recognizes, there is no evidence that :National Tea has ever userJ

profits in any of its markets to subsidize predatory behavior, In view of the losses it has

sustained in many markets, nny subsidhation has been solely for the purpose of enabHng
National Tea to survive,
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reaching decision which the Commission is here making. It is in-
deed in conflict with the record. Under the Commission s theory,
a national chain can and wil subsidize, for prolonged periods , los-
ing operations in particular markets through high advertising ex-
penditures. Eventua1ly the losing branch, without having to
match local competitors ' effcient operations , wil expand its mar-
ket share to the point where it begins to profit. The expansion of
its market share in this way wil be at the expense of the local
competitors , who wil perish despite their effciency. The diffcult
and questionable assumptions underlying this theory are best il-
lustrated by the single purported example of successful "subsidi-
zation" discussed by the majority. In its Davenport branch, Na-
tional Tea sustained losses for a number of years. In 1959, it fin-

a1ly showed a profit. But, notably, in that year its absolute sales
(and almost certainly its market share) declined from the preced-
ing year in which it showed a substantial loss." The only conclu-
sion that can be drawn from this example is that National Tea
operating like any other rational business firm , fina1ly succeeded
in making this operation profitable by increasing its effciency,
not by expanding its market share at the expense of local com-
petitors.
The Commission s second hypothesis seems to rest ultimately

on statements made by Kational Tea s executives , purportedly re-
flecting its philosophy of "soft" competition and preference for
the "quiet life." But surely no agency knows better than this
Commission that a longing for " soft" competition is not limited to
chains or other large companies. As Chairman Dixon recently ob-
served

, "

Many people, both large and sma1l, like to talk about
competition , but don t like to be exposed to it." " The purpose of

cion 7 , however , is not to punish the expression of this widely
held desire to succeed in business without rea1ly trying. Whether
the expansion of National Tea or other chains into local markets
creates a substantial danger of lessening competition in those

markets does not turn upon National Tea s " live-and-Iet-live" phi-
losophy or the fact that it is "big" or "conglomerate." The an-
swer can only be found in a careful and detailed analysis of the
nature and economic condition of the industry, the structure of

17 Findings , p. 349: ex 356. Equally significant, National Tea s market share in Memphis
which the majority alleges is the prime example of "subsidization " had been cut in haIf
since the date of acquisition and National Tea appeared to have been steadily losing ground
to more effcient local competitors.
18 Hearings before Rouse Subcommittee No. 4 on Distribution Problems, House Select

Committee on Small Business, 89th Cong. , 1st. Sess., vol. p. 10.
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the relevant geographic markets , and the overall market power
of the national chain and its capacity to bring it to bear in partic-
ular local markets." A chain may yearn for and believe in soft
competition , but unless both industry and local market conditions
and its own overal1 market position permit, its "belief" wi1 re-
main nothing more than that. The fact is that the record contains
no evidence that National Tea or other chains do lead a "quiet
life." To the contrary, there is every indication that their com-
petitors , local and regional as wel1 as national , are making them
run hard.

When one turns away from the Commission s two broad theo-

retical hypotheses and attempts instead the kind of inquiry into
actual market conditions which until now, in cases of this sort

had been deemed essential " it soon becomes apparent that the re-
cord before us , despite its 2,200 pages , contains no support for the
Commission s determination that "this is the time to cal1 a halt"

to acquisitions by the large chains. It is not the number of pages
in the record that should be determinative, but what is contained

in those pages.

Conceivably, a flat prohibition on all mergers by the leading
firms in an industry may in some circumstances be warranted;
but surely a more adequate factual basis would be required than
we now have in respect to the retail food industry. Conceivably, a
wave of market-extension mergers by leading firms in the indus-
try might SO increase the barriers to new entry, so intimidate re-

maining competitors , so effectively eliminate or threaten to elimi-
nate substantial and vigorous middle-sized competitors, and so
completely dry up the sources of potential competition that any

further mergers by the largest firms might be looked upon with
the greatest suspicion no matter how smal1 or weak the acquired
firm might be. Indeed , in such circumstances , the series of mar-
ket-extensions might be condemned as a group, either as an at-
tempt to monpoJize , or because its cumulative effect threatens to
transform industry structure anticompetitively, irrespective of
whether every individual acquisition , viewed separately, is un-
lawful. (Beatrice Foods Co. , supra p. 42 (67 F. C. 726-727).

Compare Edwards, ConglomerrLte BignesB all a Source of Power in ational Bureau of
Economic Research, Business Concentration and Price Policy 331 (1955), with Professor
Stocking s critical review id. at 352. This is not to say that I w0l11d interpret Professor
Edwards ' position as advocating the application of Ii per BC prohibition upon conglomerate
merge'!s. Quite the contrary. See p. 296, n. 32 infra.

20 See , Beatrice Foods Co. , aupra.
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Conditions of this kind did in fact prevail in the dairy industry
and the Commission , proceeding evenhandedly against the lead-
ing firms, not only ordered considerable divestiture to restore

competition but entered orders barring future acquisitions
against each of these leading firms." But in the dairy cases the
Commission had solid evidence justifying a finding that specific
acquisitions were iIegal " and had accumulated the type of de-
tailed information relating to industry-wide conditions which is
essential to the assessment of the likely competitive impact of the
market-exteRsion mergers involved. It had been demonstrated be-
yond question that competition in the dairy industry had already

been seriously impaired: There was extremely high concentration
nationally and in local markets , including those in which the
challenged acquisitions were made. As a result of the combined
effects of widespread acquisitions by the leading firms and tech-
nological changes , there were few remaining local , middle-sized
competitors capable of furnishing effective competition. Prospects
for entry of such competitors grew increasingly dim as the lead-
ing firms entrenched themselves through substantial acquisitions
(such as Beatrice s acquisition of the regional giant , Creameries
of America) in one concentrated market after another and the ac-
quisitions were removing what competition did remain. Already
the picture of most local markets which had emerged following
the wave of acquisitions was one of exceedingly high concentra-

tion of market power in the hands of the same few dominant na-
tional firms and the fragmentation of the remainder of the mar-
ket in the hands of small , insignificant firms clearly incapable of
challenging or checking the national firms ' dominance.

On the basis of these facts , the Commission not only made a
prediction as to the probable effect of the acquisitions challenged,

but also was in a position to lay down some guidelines to business-
men contemplating future acquisitions in the industry.

The picture here is strikingly different. As the Commission re-
21 Beatrice Foods Co. Docket No. 6653 (deciderl Ap1"il 26. 1965) (6.7 F, C. 473J and

Opinion Accompanying Final Order (issued Dec€ITber 10, 1965) (68 F . lOOSJ; Foremost
Dairies, Inc. Docket No. 6495 (Modified Order, issue March 5 , 1965) l67 F. C. 282J; Bor-
den Co. Docket No. 6652 (Order Accepting Agreement Containi"'!1 O,.lel' to Cease and De-
sist, issued April 15 , 1964) (65 F. C. 296J; National Dairy Prod"cts Corp. Docket 1'0. 6651

(Order .Waiving Notice and Accepting Agreement Containing Order to Cease and Desist
issued ,January 30 , 1963) (62 F. C. 1201-

22 In Beatrice the Commission affrmed the hearing examiner s detailed finrlings )"cspect-
inK the structure of individual markets involved in the individual acquisitions and his
analysis of their anticompetitive impact. Here , in contrast, the hearing examiner found no
anticompetitive effects in any relevant market and dismissed the complaint. The findings
and opinion of the Commission made no attempt to fill the gap.

2" Beatrice Foods Co. Docket No. 6653 (decided April 26 , 1965) pp. 44-46 (67 F. C. 473,

728-730J.
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cognizes, this is an industry which is "dynamic" and intensely
competitive. This industry is marked by an extraordinary degree
of growth , innovation , and responsiveness to market conditions.
New entry by local or regional competitors has not been discour-
aged. Nor does it appear that acquisitions by national chains are
drying up, or threaten to dry up, the sources of local competition.

In some areas the evidence indicates that local competitors are
more effcient than nationaJ chains, can outcompete them, and
may be more profitable and faster growing ventures. For exam-
ple, it is clear that Memphis , one of the markets in which National
Tea made an acquisition , is "a stronghold of independents " 24 and

National Tea has apparently been thus far unable to meet their
competition. In 141 of its city markets , National Tea had appar-
entJy been pressed to the wall by local competition and had been
sustaining proJonged, and sometimes heavy, losses.

There is evidence that independent retailers affliated with
cooperative groups which own wholesale facilties, or with whole-
saler-sponsored voluntary groups, can, and do, compete aggres-
sively and effectively with nationaJ chains. New forms of retail
food marketing, such as the "bantam supermarkets" and "conve-
nience" stores giving services not made available by supermarket
chains, are also apparently experiencing great success." The in-
dustry, far from being dead competitively, is bursting with vital-
ity and energy. In general

, "

current trends in grocery store size
are diverse , indicating that food retailers are continuing to display
considerable flexibilty and a wilingness to experiment with new
ways to attract the customer." " Even in markets where concen-

tration is relatively high

, "

it is likely that few , if any, consumers
lack some choice among individual retail firms in fillng their gro-
cery needs. " 27

At the same time , there is little or no evidence that the substi-
tution of National Tea for local or regional firms is likely to have
a fear-inspiring psychological impact upon existing firms or poten-
tial entrants or that it wil in any other way raise , or threaten to
raise, barriers to entry. In my view, the record is simpJy inade-

quate in furnishing any basis for a finding that national chains

enjoy significant advantages over local or regional competitors.

Many of the advantages of large scale operation possessed by

Tr. 1933.

Food Inquiry 7, 57; NARGUS ationaJ Association of Retail Grocers of the U.
Bulletin, January 1966 , p. 26; Convenience Stores Filing Their Ro!e Y, Times, January
23, 1966, sec. 3, p. 1, co!. 8,

26 Food Inquiry 57.
2! Id. at 249.
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national chains appear to be conferred on local independents
through affliation with cooperatives and voluntary groups. Ad-
vertising in this industry is done on a local scale so that the sub-
stitution of a national chain for a local or regional chain would
not appear to make a significant difference. Similarly, while the
Commission points to large price discounts received by National
Tea , the record appears to indicate that individual National Tea
branches purchase locally and separately so that the discounts it
receives may not be substantially different from those received by
the local firm which it has replaced. Indeed, the majority places

heavy emphasis upon the superior effciency of local and regional
competitors. From this one would draw the conclusion that the
advantage lies with them , not with the national chains.
Nor does National Tea appear to have the kind of market

power which could be used as a club or threat to discipline local
firms and discourage new entrants. Generally, in the larger cities
National Tea s market share appears to be relatively small; the
areas in which it does have substantial market shares are ordinar-
ily smaller communities and it is questionable whether they are
likely to provide suffcient support to a policy of disciplinary or
destructive below-cost pricing in other markets. '" Moreover , a

firm which is losing money in 141 markets across the nation
hardly appears to be the kind of colossus whose entry wil
frighten or dampen the competitive vigor of local or regional
firms. There is at least some evidence that it has not done so.

Finally, the record furnishes no guidance on the critical ques-
tion of whether the elimination of National Tea as a potential
competitor had any competitive significance. Every firm , existent
or possible , is in a sense a "potential" competitor and its entry
into the market eliminates "potential" competition. But that does
not mean that every entry into a market by acquisition is likely to
result in a "substantial" lessening of competition within the
meaning of Section 7 merely because it eliminates potential com-

:8 For example, Appendix 8 to Complaint Counsel's Brief shows that in the largest citieH
KationaJ Tea rarely has as much as 10% of the market. In the two biggest city groupings
National Tea has less than 10% of the market in 64 out of 102 cities and a 15% or more
share in only 19 of the 102 cities. Moreover, ex 461 , relied upon by the Commission (Find-
ings , p. 354), shows an apparent lack of substantia! market power which could be brought to
bear to intimidate or discipline in selected markets. Comparing National's so-called contribu-
tion ratio (sales less cost of goods and direct store expenses) with its average overhead of
3.4%, out of 399 cities, National either had a net loss or just about broke even in a total
of 193 cities. Especially since, as Appendix 8 also shows, these 193 cities are mainly the
Jargest cities in which respondent operates, there is surely no basis for concluding that
National Tea had , or through its acquisitions acquired, the kind of entrenched power or
monopoly pro(,ts which would enable it to repel or discipline competitors.
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petition. If a market is already competitively structured , market
behavior wil be regulated by actual, not potential, competition.
But we have almost no information about the structure of the local
markets entered by National Tea , and hence no way of assessing
whether a particular acquisition eHminated any significant poten-
tial competition. Equally important , the apparent ease of entry
into the market, the actual evidence of considerable new entry,
and the lack of any dearth of potential entrants in this industry
cast doubt on whether National Tea s entry into any of the mar-
kets eHminated significant potential competition.

Furthermore , it would appear that in some instances the con-
tribution to actual competition following National Tea s entry

into a new market through acquisition significantly outweighed
any elimination of potential competition between National Tea
and the acquired company. A number of these acquisitions
C. F. Smith , DeVan-Horner , Ashton involved weak or decHn-

ing companies with relatively insignificant shares of the market.
National Tea, after acquiring them, either closed down a good
part of their outmoded facilties and replaced them with new fa-
cilities or buil additional faciHties not only in the acquired firm
market but in adj acent localities in which the acquired firm had
not theretofore been a competitor. Consequently, not only was a
competitively weak entity replaced by a more viable one , but new
competitive facilities were added to the acquired firm s market
and neighboring markets through ~ational Tea s internal expan-

sion , a result which Section 7 was designed to encourage. The ma-
jority s reasoning that ~ational Tea s pattern of internal growth
fol1owing an insignificant acquisition is a basis for finding that

the probable effect of the acquisition was to impair competition is
a non sequitur.

Although , because of the inadequacies of the record, I disagree

with the Commission s decision of this case, I am not insensitive

to the serious questions it raises. Here we have not one but 26 ac-
quisitions; and we have not one but 188 separate geographic mar-
kets. ~ational Tea s acquisitions are a part of a larger pattern of

industry activity, in which the 20 leading chains made 147 acqui-

20 Beatrice Food8 Co" Docket No. 6653 (decided April 26, 1965, pp. 32-36 (67 F. C. 473,

719-722J;cf. United Statcs v. Penn- Olin Chemical Co" 378 U. S. 15H , 174-77. See general-
ly Turner Conglomerate Mer!)eTS and Section of the Clayton Act 78 Harv. L. Rev. 1313.
1362- 86 (1965).
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sitons in a ten-year period. Such a wave of merger activity is
surely cause for serious concern , especially where, as here , there
has been a drastic reduction in the number of retailers. The enor-
mous diffculties involved in any attempt to assess the overa1l im-
pact upon competition of each of these acquisitions is obvious.

But the complexity and diffculty of our task does not authorize
us to throw up our hands , and , as the Commission does today,
simply declare a1l mergers by national chains ilegal per se with-
out an adequate inquiry into the relevant economic conditions of

this industry. I have emphasized elsewhere the need for simpJify-
ing the process for assessing the legality of mergers. '" The case
for simplification need hardly be elaborated upon: Businessmen
require greater certainty, and a jimitation of the scope of inquiry
is essential to rational decision-making and effective administra-
tion of the merger law." But the formulation of simple rules and
the simpJification of inquiry must be consistent with the statute
and in accord with the facts.

Simple rules or guideJines based essentia1ly on market share
data can , consistently with the Congressional directive in Section
, most easily and properly be formulated in the case of horizon-

tal mergers. The acquisition of a direct competitor immediately
reduces the number of se1lers in the market, while at the same
time increasing the market share of the acquiring firm. The as-

sumption that "competition is likely to be greatest when there are
many se1lers , none of which has any significant market share" is

genera1ly consistent with the Congressional poJicy underlying
Section 7 and with economic theory. (United States v. Philadel-
phia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 363.

But market extension mergers such as those involved here do
not in and of themselves change the number of se1lers in a mar-
ket; nor does the merger itself automatica1ly increase the market
share held by any single competitor in the market. The answer to
whether such acquisitions wil ultimately result in a lessening of
competition wil not be found in the mass of market share statis-
tics or concentration ratios so formidably arrayed in the Commis-
sion s findings and opinion. A more extensive economic inquiry is

30 See Rulemaking ProceduTC8 in the FTC' EnfQrcement of the Merger Law, 78 Harv. L.
Rev. 385 (1964); The Need for Certainty and Predictability in the Application of the Mer(J-
er Law 40 N. L. Rev. 613 (1965).

31 United States v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U. S. 321 , 362-63; see generally Bok
Section of the Clayton Act and the Merging of Law and Economics. 74 Harv. L. Rev.
226 (1960); Turner Conglomerate MerfJ TR Clnd S ctwn of the Clayton Act 78 Harv, L,
Rev, 1313 , 13J8-20 (1965); Edwards Tcsts of Probable Effect UndeT the Clayton Act 9 An.
titrust Bull. 369 (1964),
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required." Wi1 the substitution of the acquiring firm in the mar-
ket raise the barriers to new entry? Wi1 its presence frighten or
dampen the competitive vigor of existing firms? Does potential
competition play an important role as a market regulator and did
the entry of the acquiring firm by acquisition constitute the eJimi-

nation of any meaningful or significant potential competition? Is
the industry one in which the national chain has significant ad-
vantages over local or regional competitors? Are there any indus-
try conditions which would indicate that a continuation of wide-
scale merger activity wi1 eJiminate middle-sized local competitors
as an effective source of competition? "'

But the need to make this economic inquiry does not mean that
the only alternative remaining to the Commission is that 
trying to deal with so large a problem on a case-by-case adjudica-
tive basis. On the contrary, this case is an i1ustration of the in-
adequacy of that approach.

First, it would hardly be in the pubJic interest if the Commis-
sion left the determination of the broad economic questions in an
area so vital as food marketing to the vagaries of an adversary,
adjudicative proceeding. In such a proceeding, the focus must be
upon the legaliy of particular mergers and , inevitably, the strat-
egies of both sides are essentially to "win" the case. Moreover, a
test of the thesis advanced by the Commission s staff would turn

,2 Professor Corwin Edwa.rds, who has been particularly concerned with the effects of
conJllomerate mergers, nevertheless recogni:;es the indispensability of such analysis where
conglomerate mergers are involved:

In the merger field , some rules of thumb for the simpler and more numerous CRses

need to be developed , by interpretation if possible, by a.mcndment of the Jaw jf necessary.
They could be formulated most readily for horizontal mergers between competitors, where,
the underlying issues being clear, gain in speed would involve only loss of precision in es-
tablishing the boundary of prohibition. Greater diffculty would be involved in formulating
them for vertical mergers . where preclusion of nccess by competitors is hard to disentnngle

from sensible self-supply and sensible clove. tailing of processes: but even here , rules of thumb
may be possibJe for the less complex cases. Since conglornerate mergers involve concepts of
economic power and competitive effect thnt are stil largely unformulated , cases concerned
with such mergers need full investigation and nnalysis, whatever the cost in delay or im-
mediate ineffectiveness.

Edwards, Tests of Probable Effect Under the Clayton Act, 9 Antitrust Bu!l. 369, 377

(1964).
3 See generally. Beatrice Foods Co. Bupra.; Procter Ga.mble Co., S1lpra. The contrast

between a horizontal and a market-extension case may be neatly ilustrated by a merger

case involving the retail food industry, now pending before the Supreme Court. United
States v. Van s Grocery Co. 233 F. Supp. 976 (S,D. Cal. 1964), probable jurisdiction noted
382 U. S. 806. That case involved 8 horizontal acquisition occurring in the Los Angeles mar-
ket. The rlistrict court dismissed the compJaint, basing it. decision on some of the dynamic
factors in this industry discusserl in this opinion. But since that case involved a horizontal
Rcquisition the issue before the Court would appear to be whether, under the principles of
Philadelphia National Bank, evidence of ease of entry and competitive vigOl' is suffcient to
overcome a presumption of ilegality against horizontal mergers which in themselves elimi.
nate direct competitors and significantly increase concentration in Jocal market.
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solely on the skill and resources of a single adversary whose in-
terest is necessarily a Jimited one. In these circumstances, it is in-

evitable , as has happened here , that the record fails to supply an
adequate and complete picture of the industry-wide competitive
conditons which is so vital to any prediction of the consequences
of wide merger activity, and to the formulation of more general
guideJines.

Second , proceeding on a case-by-case basis places the Commis-
sion in a very diffcult position. The Commission has here made a
variety of findings which should apply not only to respondent but
to other leading national chains. However, these other chains
were not parties to this Jitigation. It would certainly be embar-
rassing to the majority if these other firms were able to refute
the broad assumptions made here on the basis of this incomplete
and inadequate record. The Commission would be caught between
the competing claims of evenhanded treatment of all competitors
and fair and impartial adjudication of cases before it.

Finally, proceeding on a case-by-case basis would entail an
enormous waste of public resources in which the costs to the
public would likely outweigh the success , certain to be minimal
in stemming any anti competitive consequences of this merger
movement. Any doubt on this score is dispelled by the sobering
reflection that this proceeding was instituted in 1959, and its
journey through the courts has not yet begun. 
I have suggested elsewhere that a rulemaking proceeding

(using the word "rule" in a broad , flexible sense , with no per
connotations) is especially well adapted to handle the kind of

problems involved here."" In this industry it is an essential first
step. The most important and diffcult questions here involve an
assessment of general economic facts common to the entire indus-
try. How viable and vigorous are local independents? Does the
vigor of local independents vary from market to market? Are
they capable of furnishing effective competition to national
chains on a long-term basis? What contribution to competition is
being made by the voluntary and cooperative wholesale move-
ments? What impact do " convenience" stores and "bantam super-
markets" have upon competition? Do national chains possess the

"' 

Cf. Pilebury Co. v. C., 354 F. 2d 952 (5th Cir. 1966), remanding to the Commis-
sion a merger proceedjng instituted in 1952.

5Pennanentc Cement Co. DocJu t No. 7939 (decided AP1'il 24, 1964) (65 F, C. 410J: The
need for Certainty and Predictability in the Application of the Merger Law 40 ::.
Re\' , 613 (1965): R11/emalcing Proced11TcB in the FTC's Enforcement of the Mer!)er Law
Harv. L. Rev. 385 (1964).
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kinds of advantages which wm ultimately assure their success at
the expense of local or regional chains? What are the conditions
of entry into the market and who are the new entrants? What ex-
plains the apparently vigorous competition in food retailng ex-

isting at the present time? Does the entry of national chains
through acquisition promise to invigorate and stimulate, rather
than impair , competition in local markets previously dominated
by local indpendents?

A rulemaking proceeding would enable the Commission to ob-
tain a variety of views from members of the industry, economists
and interested members of the public. Such a proceeding might be
coordinated with the investigation currently being made by the
National Food Marketing Commission. On the basis of such a

broad inquiry, the Commission should have an adequate factual
context in which to lay down guidelines both for the use of the
business community and for assistance in any future adjudica-
tions. The factual findings , if appropriate , could serve as rebutta-
ble presumptions of fact in subsequent adjudicative proceedings.

While particular respondents would have an opportunity to chal-
lenge the factual presumptions based upon the findings made in
the rulemaking proceeding, the broad inquiry upon which the
findings were based would make variations from case to case most
unlikely.

Thereafter , litigation arising out of specific mergers would be
simpler , more effcient, and , most importantly, more just. With
the industry-wide general economic facts more accurate and com-
plete , and the parties having been largely relieved of the burden
of conducting a de novo inquiry into them , the focus of case-by-
case adjudication could be shifted to the function for which it 

most suited: an assessment of the specific effects in relevant econ-
omic markets of the particular mergers. Surely, that is more ap-
propriate than allowing a repetition of what the Commission does
here today, using the forms of adjudication to establish a
general rule , prospective in application , on a basis which is ade-
quate to support neither legislative nor adjudicative action. What
the Commission has said in relation to the merger problem in the
cement industry is also applicable here:

Where a problem involves an entin industry made up of a large number of
firms , it may be uneconomical , ineffcient, and inequitable to proceed exclu-

sively on the basis of individual adjudicative proceedings. Industry-wide

problems require, so far as is practicable , industry-wide solutions. We think a
rule-making proceeding is particularly appropriate in dealing with such Sec-
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tioD 7 problems as are here presented in the cement:ndustry. Such a pro-
ceeding affords a better forum than do adjudicative proceedings against in-
dividual companies for organizing and appraising the general economic facts

invoIving industry and market structure that are so important under Sec-

tion 7. (Permanente Cement Co. Docket No. 7939 (decided April 24, 1964),

pp.

9 l65 F. C. 410 , 494).

The Commission s decision to enter an order against National
Tea in this case , and on so flimsy and fragmentary a record to es-
tablish a general and drastic prohibition on future mergers in the
retail food industry, is most unfortunate. In so doing, the Com-
mission has not only taken an action which is legally and econom-
ically unsound , it has missed an excellent opportunity to exercise
creatively the broad and flexible fact-finding powers which would
enable it to make the contribution to effective enforcement of Sec-
tion 7 which an administrative agency is so uniquely equipped to

make.
As to this particular case, there is insuffcient evidence to estab-

lish that the challenged acquisitions , viewed either separately or
cumulatively, violate the statute. I would dismiss the complaint
for insuffciency of proof.

CONCURRING OPINION

MARCH 4 , 1966

BY JONES Commissioner:
The dissent in this case points out the complex fact situations

which are present in cvery merger case and which must be care-
fully weighed in order to determine whether the mergers in ques-
tion may have the tendency substantially to lessen competition.
Four Commissioners have weighed the facts in this case and have
concluded that the acquisitions challenged here have the prohi-

bited statutory tendency. The extensive findings of the majority
are indicative of the fact that, contrary to the dissent's assertion,
no per se approach to ilegality was taken in this case.

There is no doubt, as the maj ority pointed out and as the dis-
sent reiterates , that oligopoly does not yet characterize the retail
food industry. But the majority is concerned with the anticompe-
titive factors in the record which demonstrate that respondent'
acquisitions may substantially lessen competition, while the dis-

sent emphasizes the competitive factors which stiJ operate in this
market and indulges in some wishful thinking that unchecked they
wiJ remain operative and dominant over the anti competitive
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signs which abound in this industry. The dissent agrees that the
record here raises "serious questions" and that the type of merger
activity in which respondent has engaged is "cause for serious
concern" where , as here , it resulted in such "a drastic reduction
in the number of retaiJers." But under the dissent' s recommended
disposition of this case , respondent would be free to continue in
the future to make the same type of market-extension acquisi-
tions as it has in the past without running afoul of Section 7. By
the same token , the dissent would seemingly also condone similar
acquisition policies on the part of aU the other industry members
big or small. Or , at least the dissent would prefer not to adjudi-
cate this question now, but to supplement this " flimsy and frag-
mentary a record" of 2 200 pages embracing the testimony of 21
witnesses, 2 economic marketing experts and almost 700 docu-
ments by holding an industrywide conference to obtain "a variety
of views from members of the industry, economists, and inter-
ested members of the public. " Calling the majority s decision "

throwing up" of hands by the Commission, the dissent would pre-

fer that we sit on them instead and dismiss this case. Thereafter
we should hold a general hearing on the basis of which "guide-
lines" might be issued which hopefuUy wi1 be foUowed by the in-
dustry in framing their future acquisition programs , and if not
wi1 form the basis of rebuttable presumptions of fact in subse-
quent adjudications. The dissent would like to search for more
general economic" industrywide facts on the viabilty of inde-

pendents and the like , and yet it is precisely the generality of the
instant record which the dissent flnds the stumbling block to
making a determination in this case. Just how the proposed in-
dustrywide conference would supply the detaiJs respecting each
market which the dissent claims is lacking here and is essential
in deciding cases of this nature is also not clear.

Information about the concentration trends and competitive ac-

tivities in this industry abounds. The problem in this industry is
not the unavailability of data. The problem is the proper inter-
pretation of such data. I seriously doubt that additional informa-
tion wi1 change the facts contained in this record or wil ever

provide the type of certainty which the dissent apparently needs
in order to make a judgment as to the competitive impact of the
current concentration trends. I believe the issue must be faced
now and adjudicated on the merits. I do not believe that decision
can be evaded on the pretext of an inadequate record. I very much
doubt that in this type of industry consisting of highly localized
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markets the evns of concentration wi1 ever show up in individual
markets until the entire market structure has been irrevocably al-
tered, and for this reason I do not agree with the dissent that an
industrywide hearing and guidelines at this stage are necessary
to enable us to face up to the industry s problems as is reflected in
the instant record. We must know now whether Section 7 is or is
not adequate to cope with concentration when it appears in this
type of industry. How guidelines based on the general economic
facts which the dissent would search for in the industrywide

hearing could help the dissent to reach a judgment and just what
effect they wouJd have on the respondent and other industry
members in view of the adjudication which the dissent urges we
make here is not clear to me. As I understand the dissent's recom-
mendation of guidelines , they would be analogous to a ban on cer-
tain types of future acquisitions albeit without the sanction of an
order. To make them effective as the dissent recognizes , adjudica-
tion would be necessary in an cases where they were not volun-
tarny foUowed. Thus , under the dissent's approach , assuming the
general hearing wi1 simply provide further documentation of the
facts already found in this record , we might be in the position of
having to sue respondent again in the future to procure the exact
same injunction which the majority believes must be ordered
now.

Four Commissioners disagreed that in enacting the Clayton Act
Congress intended that its adjudicatory provisions were to be re-
placed by generaJ fact-finding inquiries. Fact-finding inquiries
have a vital purpose, but one of them is not to sidestep making a
flrm decision in a case in which formal complaint has been fied,
lengthy hearings held , a detailed initial decision rendered and
oral argument held before the fuU Commission not once, but

twice. Adjudication is a diffcult task and is subject to aU of the

vagaries of fact determination outlned by the dissent , but it can-
not be avoided on that account as the dissent wouJd apparently

prefer to do.

I do not agree with the dissent that the record in the instant
case is too inadequate to constitute a basis for a finding of liabil-
ity here. The Clayton Act was never intended to prohibit only
those mergers taking place after oligopolistic conditions had al-
ready been created 1;, a given market. Indeed , in my understand-
ing of the legislative history of the Act and of the case law which
has developed under it, the facts presented here by the instant
case constitute precisely the type of predictable lessening of com-
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petition which the Act was intended to cover and fuUy justify the
imposition of an injunction against respondent from making fu-
ture acquisitions which is the sole relief ordered here.

The legislative history of the amendment to Section 7 of the
Clayton Act makes clear that one of the major objectives of Con-
gress in enacting the amendment was to arrest the rising tide of
economic concentration by coping with monopolistic tendencies in
their incipiency and to prevent the elimination from any given
market of substantial independent units. (Senate Report No.
1775 , 81st Cong., 2d Sess. , pp. 3-5 (1950) ; H. R. Report No. 1191
31st Cong. , 1st Sess. , p. 8.

Judge Weinfeld summarized the legislative history of Section 7
in one of the earliest opinions handed down under amended Sec-
tion 7 as fonows :

A fair reading of both the Senate and House Committee Reports leaves no
doubt as to its major objectives. As stated in those Reports they were, in

some instances , haec verba, (1) to limit future increases in the level of econ-

omic concentration rcsuJting from corporate mergers and acquisitions; (2) to
meet the threat posed by the merg r movement to small business fields and
thereby aid in preserving small business as an important factor in the Amer-
ican economy; (3) to cope with monopolistic tendencies in their incipiency
and before they attain Sherman Act proportions; and (4) to avoid a Sher-
man Act test in deciding the effects of a merger. United States v. Bethlehem
Steel Corporation 168 F. Supp. 576 , 583 (D. , 1958).

As the meaning of Section 7'8 stricture against mergers having
the tendency substantially to lessen competition has been devel-
oped by the courts , an increasing emphasis has been placed by
these tribunals on increasing concentration as a significant factor
in determining whether there has been a substantial lessening of
competition in an industry. Similarly, the courts-as well as Con-
gress-have shown an increasing concern as to the importance of
arresting such concentration trends before the maintenance of

competition in an industry becomes an economic impossibility.
Thus , in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.S. 294 , 315

(1962), the Supreme Court stressed the fact that in its view " the
dominant theme pervading congressional consideration. . . was a
fear of what was considered to be a rising tide of economic con-
centration in the American economy." Again , in United States 

Philadelphia National Bank 374 U. S. 321 (1963), the Supreme
Court stressed the importance of concentration in determining

whether Section 7 has been violated:
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A fundamental purpose of amending was to arrest the trend toward
concentration, the tendency to monopoly, before the consumer s alternatives
disappeared through merger, and that purpose would be i1-served if the Jaw
stayed its hand until 10 , or 20 , or 30 more Philadelphia banks were absorbed.
This is not a fanciful eventuality, in veiw of the strong trend toward mergers
evidence in the area.

Furthermore:

This intense congressional concern with the trend toward concentration

warrants dispensing, in certain cases , with elaborate proof of market struc-
ture, market behavior , or probab1e anti competitive effects. Specifically, we
think that a merger which produces a firm controllng an undue percentage

share of the relevant market, and results in a significant increase in the con-
centration of firms in that market, is so inherently JikeJy to lessen competi-
tion substantially that it must b€ enjoined in the absence of evidence clearly
showing that the merger is not likely to have such anticompetitive effects.

In this same case the Supreme Court noted that it is a basic econ-
omic premise that competition is likely to be greatest when there
are many seners , none of which has any significant market share.

In a later decision the Supreme Court reiterated its concern
over concentration by repeating language which it had used in

Philadelphia National Bank to the effect that " if concentration is
already great , the importance of preventing even slight increases
in concentration and so preserving the possibility of eventual de-
concentration is correspondingly great. United States v. Alumi-
num Company of America 377 U.S. 271 (1963).

The Ninth Circuit, in striking down a merger in the paper in-
dustry, relied heavily on increased concentration , saying:

To borrow a phrase from Universal Cam.era Congress expressed a mood
that acquisition of a rival firm by a larger one, resulting in a substantial
increase in concentration of power in the absorbing concern, is to be prohi-
bited for the reason that such increased opportunity for domination wil

probably Jessen competition or tend to create a monopoly, It is this tendency
to concentration of power that condemns this merger. Crown Zellerbach Corp.
v. 296 F. 2d 800 (9th Cir. 1961).

In Procter Gamble Co. 63 F. C. 1465 (1963), the Commis-
sion pointed out

, "

Market concentration is a variable of market
structure, not of market behavior," However

, "

undue concentra-
tion increases the probability that behavior in the market place
wi1 be noncompetitive" (at p. 1551).

It is also clear from the legislative history that Congress in-
tended that Section 7 should be invoked to arrest a rising tide 
economic concentration by checking these anti competitive effects
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in their incipiency. The Senate report was explicit in this regard:
The intent here. . . is to cope with monopolistic tendencies in

their incipiency and weU before they have attained such effects as
would justify a Sherman Act proceeding. . ." S. Rep. No. 1775
supra pp. 4-5.

This preventative philosophy behind Section 7 was recognized

by the Supreme Court when it stated in Philadelphia National

Bank, supra that:

. . . (TJhe ultimate question under 7 (is) whether the effect of the

merger "may be substantially to lessen competition" in the relevant market.
Clearly, this is not the kind of question which is susceptible of a ready and
precise answer in most cases. It requires not merely an appraisal of the im-
med :ate impact of the merge?' upon competition, but a predi'ction of its im-

pact upon competitive conditions in the future; this is what is meant when it
is SQ.id that the amended S 7 was intended to arrest anticompeti,tive tenden-
cies in their "incipiency. (At p. 362 , emphasis added).

This same philosophy was followed in United States v. Continen-
tal Can Co. 378 U.S. 441 (1964), where the Court considered its
holding that the merger of Continental Can with Hazel-Atlas
Glass Co. violated Section 7 as "consonant with the purpose of

Section 7 to arrest anti competitive arrangements , in their inci-

piency." Thus, it is clear that the Commission s congressional

mandate is not to wait until concentration has become undue, but
rather to act when a movement towards oligopoly is discernible.

The record in this proceeding presents just such an incipiency

situation with which amended Section 7 was designed to cope.
The record conclusively establishes that the retail food industry,
while stiJ highly fragmented, is rapidly moving, through a series
of acquisitions , towards the more concentrated market structure
which Congress sought to prevent. While no one company ac-
counts for as much as 10 % of total sales and slightly more than
half of the top 20 companies in the industry have market shares
of less than 1 % of nationwide sales , nevertheless the market
share accounted for by the 20 largest firms has increased by 90/0

to a total of 30. 1 % during the period 1948 through 1958. During
this same period the independent and smaU chain segment of the
market lost a similar percentage.

As the dissent has observed , if one were to consider the years
1958 and 1964, rather than 1954 and 1958 , the trend of concentra-
tion of national food sales in the hands of the leading chains is
less dramatic. Nevertheless , whichever way you view these fig-
ures there can be no doubt that in the decade from 1948-58 the
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Jarger chains have been growing relatively and absolutely and the
smalJer chains and independents are suffering ever-declining mar-
ket shares. The slight drop in 1964 pointed to by respondents can-
not dissipate the unmistakable trend in this industry towards

ever-increasing concentration regardless of the precise future
projection which can be forecast. Most of this market shift was
achieved through mergers , and I am able to discern a definite
trend of expansion through acquisition in this industry.

Respondent was in the forefront of this merger movement. Res-
pondent's acquisitions accounted for 28. 970 of aU the food stores
acquired during the years 1949-1958 by the top 20 chains and

these stores accounted for 16.8 % of the total sales of those stores
acquired by such chains (Finding 19). Seven of these acquisitions
were chains with 11 or more stores , thus placing them among the
nation s 200 largest food retailers. Furthermore , many of the ac-
quired companies accounted for significant shares of their respec-
tive markets and demonstrated substantial increases in their sales
and net income in the years immediately preceding their acquisi-
tion (Findings 30 and 32 , Appendix B). While in making these ac-
quisitions respondent did not apparently gain a dominant position
in any of the markets which it entered, and indeed in some of
these markets respondent appears to have lost market share after
the acquisition , partialJy as a consequence of its acquisitions res-
pondent became the fifth largest national chain accounting for

6 % of nationwide food sales in 1958.
While the record indicates that some barriers to entry exist in

this market, they do not yet appear to be insurmountable. The re-
cord in this case contains no demonstration of any predatory con-
duct by respondent nor of any actual anti competitive effects hav-
ing developed in the markets in which respondent's acquisitions

were made. Yet the record contains evidence that the large chains
tend to live the "quiet life" and that the real competitive vigor is
only displayed by the regional chains. It is primarily these viable
regional 10caUy owned chains that are disappearing through ac-

quisition and which were the companies acquired by the respon-
dent.

In determining whether Section 7 has in fact been violated , we
are not required to find that competition has been or is being res-
trained or that monopoly exists. We must only flnd that " the ef-
fect of such acquisition may be substantialJy to lessen competition
or tend to create monopoly. A. G. Spalding Bros. v. 

301 F. 2d 585 (3d Cir. 1962). This quantum of proof was de-
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scribed by Judge
follows:

Weinfeld in Bethlehem Steel Corp., supra

The government is not required to establish with certitude that competition
in fact wil be substantially lessened. Its burden is met if it establishes a rea-
sonable probabilty that the proposed merger wil substantial1y lessen compe-
tition or tend to create a monopoly. A requirement of certainty and actuality
of injury to competition is incompatible with an effort to supplement the
Sherman Act by reaching incipient restraints (at p. 603).

It is apparent from this language that the determination of ad-
verse competitive effects is , in most instances , based on probabili-
ties rather than certainties. As the Supreme Court stated in this
regard in United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, supra:

Clearly, this (determination of effcctsJ is not the kind of question which
is susceptible to a ready and precise answer in most cases. It requires not
merely an appraisal of the immediate impact of the merger UpOn competition
but a prediction of its impact upon competitive conditions in the future.

It is possible , however , to predict from this record that the
food-retailing industry is moving towards a more concentrated
and less competitive structure. The fact that this is being accom-
plished by sman bites rather than in large chunks does not immun-
ize the industry from the protections of Section 7. In a similar sit-
uation , the Supreme Court condemned the horizontal aspects of a
merger, even though the resulting company accounted for only
570 of certain markets , saying:

In an industry as fragmenred as shoe retailng the contro1 of substantial

shares of the trade in a city may have important effects On competition. If a

merger achieving 5% contro1 were now approved , we might be required to
approve future merger efforts by Brown s competitors seeking similar market
shares. The oligopoly Congress sought to avoid would then be furthered and
it would be diffcult to disso1ve the combinations previous1y approved. Fur-
thermore , in this fragmented industry even if the combination controls but a
small share of a particular market, the fact that this share is held by a 1arge
nationa1 chain can adverse1y affect competition Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, supra.

The situation here is clearly analogous to that in Brown Shoe

supra. If one were to apply the usuaJ market share tests in this
industry, no merger , even between the giants , would constitute a
violation on a national basis. However, there is an incipient trend
towards concentration discernible in this industry and I beJieve
that the Commission is acting within the intent and spirit of the
Act in callng a halt to these acquisitions before the present mar-
ket structure ceases to exist.
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The desire to stem this increasing concentration in its inci-
piency is enhanced by the realization that the mergers challenged
in this proceeding are but part of a definite trend towards expan-
sion through acquisition present in the industry as a whole as

well as in respondent's business phiJosophy. Consequently, the

probable anti competitive effects resulting from these acquisitions
are increased when viewed as part of a trend. As part of a trend,
the movement towards concentration resulting from these acqui-
sitons is clearly accelerated. In BTOwn Shoe , supra the Supreme
Court commented on the effect of a succession of acquisitions
stating:
A company s history of expansion through merger present a different econ-

omic picture than a history of expansion through unilateral growth . Internal
expansion is more likely to be the result of increased demand for the com-
pany s product and is more likely to provide increased investment in plants
more jobs and greater output. Conversely, expansion -through merger is more

likely to reduce the available consumer choice while providing no increase in
industry capacity, jobs or output. It was for these reasons , among others
Congress expressed its disapproval of successive acquisitions (footnote 72).

The Commission previously considered the history of acquisi-
tions by a respondent in Foremost Dairies, Inc. 60 F. C. 944

(1962), stating:

It is our opinion that the cumulative effect of a prior series of acquisitions
by a respondent is an important element in determining the legality of a par-
ticular acquisition under consideration (at p. 1082).

Consequently, when an industry is in the throes of a trend to-
wards concentration , with respondent in the forefront of the

movement, even minor increases in concentration must be struck
down and the trend halted.

Furthermore, one of the principal considerations cited in sup-
port of the amendment to Section 7 was the desirability of retain-
ing local control over industry and the protection of small busi-
ness. The tribunals in considering acquisitions challenged under

this Act have been aware of this express concern of Congress.
The Supreme Court in Brown Shoe Co. , supra states:

. . . not only must we consider the probable effects of the merger upon the
economics of the particular markets affected but also we must consider its
probable effects upon the economic way of life sought to be preserved by Con-
gress. Congress was desirous of preveniing the formation of further oligopo
lies with their attendant adverse effects upon load control of industry
and upon small business. 'Vhere an industry was composed of numerous in-
dependent units, Congress appeared anxious to preserve the structure (at

333).
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This same opinion cites with approval the language of Judge
Learned Hand in his opinion in United States v. Aluminum Com-
pany of America 148 F. 2d 416 , 429 (2d Cir. 1946), to the effect
that "throughout the history of these (antitrust) statutes it has
been constantly assumed that one of their purposes was to perpet-
uate and preserve for its own sake and in spite of possible cost an
organization of industry in small units which can effectively com-

pete with each other. " In Crown Zellerbach v. 296 F. 2d

800 (9th Cir. 1961), the Court pointed out that "Congress was not
concerned about increased effciency; it was concerned about the
competitor, the small businessman whose little independent
units are gobbled up by bigger ones." More recently, the Supreme
Court gave effect to this policy in striking down Alcoa s acquisi-

tion of Rome Cable Company, saying:
Preservation of Rome rather than its absorption by one of the giants wil

keep it "as an important competitive factor," to use the words of S. Rep. No.
1775 , p. 3. Rome seems to us the prototype of the small independent that
Congress aimed to preserve by Section 7. United States v. Aluminum Com-
pany of America 377 U.S. 271 (1964).

The companies which have been acquired by respondent and by
others in the retail food industry are just the type of independent
locally owned businesses which Congress was desirous of preserv-
ing. Furthermore, their replacement by the large chains which
are more inclined to lead the "quiet life " results in a reduction in
the probabilities that competition wi1 be aggressively keen in
these markets.

The record in this case contains substantial evidence respecting
the anti competitive impact of this increasing concentration trend
in the retail food industry which in my judgment respondent has
failed to rebut. On the basis of this record I am convinced that
the acquisitions challenged herein, when viewed within the
framework of this industry and its discernible trend toward con-
centration , pose just the incipiency situation with which amended
Section 7 was intended to cope.

The prediction of a continuation or lessening of competitive vi-
tality is at best an imperfect science. Economists agree only on
the diffculties of making judgments on inevitably incomplete and
imperfect data. My appraisal as to the effect on competition of the
evidence respecting concentration and its alleged anticompetitive
impact in the market must be made within the context of the
facts of this industry, an industry which in many respects is
unique: an industry which by its inherent nature has no substi-
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tutes or alternatives available; an industry which is dominated by
the large supermarket enjoying a type of "monopoly" by virtue of
its image to the consumer as a low-price store, thus diminishing
the effectiveness of the competition which in fact may exist from
the smaller chain retailers in the market which do not convey
this image; an industry in which the usual entry barriers repre-
sented by capital requirements and know-how do not exist to any
large extent , but in which such barriers are imposed instead by
the preferences of shopping-center promoters and financiers for
the large reputable national chain for their supermarket tenants;
and finally, an industry in which, for aU of those reasons , such
small food retailers as may continue to exist cannot be looked to
as a source of either actual or potential effective competition to
the emerging dominating national chains.
With the number and type of localized markets totaling

hundreds of thousands which exist in the retail food industry, di-
rect evidence of anti competitive impact flowing from increases in
concentration in this highly fragmented industry wil in all prob-
abiliy not reveal itself until the entire market structure has been
altered. By a judicious selection of acquisitions a national chain
could bring about the virtual elimination of viable regional chains
without any immediate impact being reflected in the individual
markets in which the acquired chain was operating. If we must
allow respondent, as well as others in this industry, to pave their
road to dominance with the elimination of viable regional compet-
itors merely because no single acquisition reaches proportions
generally proscribed, then I believe that the Congressional man-
date in this regard would be effectively thwarted. Therefore, I
find that under the circumstances presented by this record Sec-

tion 7 has been violated by respondent through its extensive ac-
quisitions.

I am in agreement with the majority that the evidence of re-
cord in this proceeding does not require respondent to divest itself
of the acquisitions which have been found to violate the statute. I
do not agree with the dissent that unless the degree of competi-

tive impairment required to justify divestiture is found , no liabil-
can be found. Rather , the test of remedy in any antitrust suit

is to fashion a decree "which wil effectively redress proved viola-
tion of the antitrust laws " and there is no need to go any further
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in the way of relief. United States v. Du Pont 366 V.S. 361
(1961) .
The majority has found that respondent's acquisitions have vi-

olated the statute because they are advancing the trend towards
concentration through mergers in the retail food industry and
that this concentration trend in this industry carries with it a

high and inevitable' anti competitive potential. It is essential that
this trend be halted before competition is eliminated totally. The
majority has concluded that divestiture is not necessary here in
order to remedy the competitive impairment which has resulted
from respondent' s acquisitions. I believe with the majority that an
injunction imposed on respondent from making further acquisi-
tions wil be suffcient to ensure that the competitive elements
which stil survive in this market wi1 not be snuffed out by con-
tinued and unchecked acquisitions by respondent in the future.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER

MARCH 4 , 1966

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this
matter on March 26, 1959, charging that certain of respondent

National Tea Co.'s acquisitions violated Section 7 of the Clayton
Act , 15 V. C. 18 , as amended and approved December 29 , 1950
and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 V. C. 45.

Hearings were held before a hearing examiner of the Commis-

sion , and testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposi-
tion to the allegations of the complaint were received into the re-
cord. In an initial decision filed April 8 , 1963 , the examiner found
that said charges of law violations were not sustained by the evi-
dence and ordered the dismissal of this proceeding.

The Commission, having considered the appeal filed by counsel
supporting the complaint and the entire record , and having deter-
mined that the initial decision should be vacated and set aside
now makes this its findings as to the facts , conclusions drawn
therefrom , and order , the same to be in lieu of those contained in
said initial decision.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. The respondent, National Tea Co. (hereinafter sometimes

National Tea" or "N atjonal" )! is a corporation organized in

1902 , under and by virtue of the laws of the State of I1inois , with
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its principal offce and place of business located at 1000 North
Crosby Street, Chicago 10 , I1inois. It is controlled by Loblaw
Grocerterias Co. , Limited , a Canadian corporation and subsidiary
of George Weston , Ltd. , of Canada. Loblaw Grocerterias of Can-
ada purchased a substantial portion of National' s common stock
in 1955. As of June 1 , 1957 , it held 34. 170/0 the rest being divided
among National's offcers and directors (1.77%) and some 6, 000
other stockholders (64.6 %). In 1962 , after the instant complaint
was issued , LobIaw of Canada acquired more National stock
bringing the total to approximately 45 %. Loblaw of Canada , at
the time it acquired its controllng interest in National Tea, also
controlled a New York corporation , Loblaw, Inc. , which operated
over 180 food stores in western New York , Pennsylvania , Ohio
and West Virginia, with annual sales of over $240 milion in

1957. One hundred fifteen of those stores located in the Youngs-
town and Pittsburgh areas, with annual sales of $115 milion
were transferred from Loblaw , Inc. , of New York to National Tea
in 1962. It was this transaction, paid for with National stock

that brought the Loblaw of Canada stock interest in National
from approximately 35 % to 45 

2. National Tea operates a chain of retail , self-service , cash and
carry food stores deaJing in groceries, fresh fruits, vegetabJes

bakery and dairy products, frozen foods , meats , poultry, fish and
other items. It also operates its own meat packing plants in Colo-
rado, Minnesota, and Michigan; a feed lot for finishing cattle in
Colorado; a general food plant in Chicago that processes its pri-
vate brands of coffee, tea, pepper , salad dressing, peanut butter
olives, preserves , vinegar, syrup, jelles, soft drinks and deter-
gents; and bakeries located in Detroit , Chicago , Milwaukee , Min-
neapolis, and Denver! In 1959 , respondent operated 910 retail
stores located in 18 states, with sales of $829 518 276 and net in-
come (after taxes) of $9 025, 208 (1.090/0 of sales). ' The stores
purchased from respondent's own manufacturing plants products
having a wholesale value of $47,498,153 , or 90/0 of the total
food products purchased by the stores. It also buys in substantial
volume from manufacturers who are owned or controlled by its
parent and stockholder interests.' In addition , respondent retails

1 ex 324 , p. 2.
z ex 10, p. 1
J In 1959 respondent purchased dairy products , principally milk, cream , and ice cream

totaling S16 319 OQO, from Hawthorn-Mellody Farms Dairy, of Chicagu, which is contro)Jed by

Mr. Cuneo, one of National's principal stockholders. It also purchased bakery produr.w total-
ing SI,455,OQO from Weston Biscuit Company, owned by the Weston interests. ex 43- , p. 12.
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private label products produced by other food manufacturers and
processors. In 1958, its purchases of such private label merchan-
dise amounted to $62. 608 857, or 9.8% of the $638 588 395 the
company paid for the merchandise it sold in its retail stores.' Al-
together , private brand merchandise accounts for up to 20 % of
National's total business.

3. The relevant lines of commerce involved in this proceeding
are the sale of groceries and related products , as a class , and indi-
vidual grocery and related products (including fluid milk and
cream , frozen desserts, and frozen fruits and vegetables) as a

class , at the manufacturing, wholesaling, and retailng level.
4. The relevant geographic areas or sections of the country are

on the retailing side , (a) the nation as a whole; (b) the separate
states or combinations of states in which National operated stores
on January 1, 1959; (c) the separate counties or combinations of

counties in which National operated stores on January 1 , 1959;
and (d) the separate cities and towns , or combinations thereof , in
which respondent operated stores on January 1 , 1959. On the buy-
ing side (i. at the manufacturing and wholesaling level of com-
petition), the parties stipulated that the relevant geographic mar-
kets are national , regional , or local , depending upon the product
or products considered. The evidence as to effects was limited by
agreement , however , to the national market, with the exception
of two individual product lines (fluid milk or cream and frozen
desserts) as to which evidence might also be offered as to effects
at the buying level in 8 standard metropolitan areas.

5. It was stipulated that both National Tea and the acquired
firms were engaged in commerce.

6. National Tea , the 5th largest retail grocery chain in the
United States , is approximately 9 000 times the size of the aver-
age single-store independent with which it competes. In 1958 , it

operated 932 retail stores located in nearly 300 counties in 18
states. Its sales of $789 205 000 that year were 1.670 of aU food

store sales in the United States 670 of all food store sales in
the 18 states in which it operated in that year , and 670 of all food
store sales in the nearly 300 counties in which it operated.' (Na-
tional' s 932 stores were located in more than 500 cities and
towns; in the 399 cities for which census data was available, re-

4CX 322.
ex 39, p. 5.

e Tr. 547-561; Amwering Brief of Respondent, p.
1 ex 455- 23: ex 455- 33: ex 455- 34.

, n. la.
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spondent' s market share averaged some 10.2% in 1958. ) The ac-

companying chart shows respondent's position in 1958 in relation
to the other 19 of the country s 20 largest food retailers of
1960.' (Page 313.

7. National Tea s rise from a small regional food chain in 1945
to its present position as the 5th largest in the nation has been
accomplished primarily through a series of mergers occurring in

the period 1951-1958 , all of which are challenged in this proceed-
ing. Respondent' s sales for each of the years 1951 through 1958
are shown below, together with the sales volume-in the 12
months prior to the acquisitions challenged here-f the compa-
nies it acquired in those years: "

Year National's Sales

Sales Volume of
Companies Acquired

Dur:ng Year

1951
1952
I953
1954
I955
1956
I957
I958

$36I 321,000
405 220,000
462 282 000
520 300 000
575 585 000
617, 636 000
681 132 000
794, 162 000

$ 8,362,000
542 000
467 000

22,980 000
I8,627 000

788 000
198 000

36, 648 000

$251 612 000TOTAL:

The 26 acquisitions n made by respondent during that period , the
number of stores acquired from each , the sales of each of the ac-
quired firms in the 12 months prior to its acquisition

, '

and other
summary details are shown in the accompanying tabulation.

8CX 460.
g ex 455- 23; ex 455- 24; ex 455- 26.
10 ex 9. P. 5; ex 455-

11 Three of the acquired firms-Maker s of Marshall, Maker s of Albion, and Tom Makers

listed in the accompanying chart aTe frequently treated 8S a single acquisition in some of
the record references and discussions. In addition. another of the acquired firms , Pick. Save
of Park Forest, Illinois, is no longer challenged (respondent sold the single store acquired

and withdrew from the market), Accordingly, the number of acquisitions involved is some-
times referred to in the record as 23 , rather than 26,

12 ex 455-J. Each of the 26 acquisitions, including particularly the assets acquired , the
purchase price, and the location , by county, of the acquired stores , B.re individua\!y described

in ex 69 (Gamble-Skogmo); CX 70 (Piggly-Wiggly): ex 74 (C. F. Smith); CX 93 (H. A.

Smith); CX 97 (Food Center); ex 117 (Montesi); ex 130 (Eden ton-Lamb): CX 132 (Lo-
gan s); CX 138 (George T. Smith); ex 151 (Dole s); ex 160 (Tom Maker, Maker s of

Marshall alld Maker s of Albion): CX 173 (Kalamazoo Market Baskets); ex 184 (Capitol
Stores); ex 192 (Ashton); ex 196 (Barkett's); ex 202 (De Vall-Horner); CX 215 (ToIerton
& Warfield); ex 224 (Slim s); ex 233 (:;iJer s); ex 239 (Food Bank); ex 2M (Ilinois
Valley Stores); ex 257 (Pick- Save); ex 260 (Del Farm); and CX 268 (Guidone).
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8. National Tea Co. was founded by Mr. George Rasmussen
who started a single store in Chicago in 1899 , incorporating his
firm in Ilionis in 1902. Numerous acquisitions were made during
the 1920' , including an 88-store acquisition in 1921; three acqui.
sitions in 1923 , including one 71-store firm and one 98.store com-
pany; five acquisitions in 1927 , four of which had 92 , 160 , 60 , and
73 stores , respectively; several acquisitions in 1928; and a 28-
store acquisition in 1930." By 1929 , the company operated a chain
of 1600 stores with sales over $90 milion. It languished, however
during the 1930's. George Rasmussen died in 1936, and the com-
pany lost money the three following years. In 1938 , its sales were
$55. 5 milion. By the end of World War II in 1945 , the number of
stores operated by the company had dwindled to 749 , but sales

under the influence of a wartime economy, had reached a new re-
cord of $107 milion. Profits , however , were only $913 000 , about
one-third of the 1929 record.

9. National's merger program began with a change of manage-
ment and control in 1945. Mr. John F. Cuneo , a Chicago flnancier
bought a substantial share of the company s stock in early 1945.

Robert V. Rasmussen , son of National's founder , remained as the
company s nominal chief executive until 1947 , but Cuneo put the
actual management of National in the hands of Harvey V. McNa-
mara , a former Kroger executive for some 30 years , on March 21
1945. McNamara was made executive vice president and general
manager at the time and later, after the resignation of Rasmus-
sen , was made president. "For present day investors , the perti-
nent history of the National Tea Co. actual1y began in 1945
when control of the company changed hands and Mr. H. V.
McNamara , now its President, was brought in as Executive Vice
President and General Manager." " Or as the Commission s Chief
Economist put it: "Anyone familiar with the growth history of
National Tea would understand readily why I chose 1945 as a
starting point in my analysis. This was the year in which Presi-
dent Harvey McNamara assumed command at National and
pJanned its merger accelerated growth program." " At that time
respondent had stores located in eight states: Michigan, Indiana
Ilinois , Wisconsin , Minnesota , North Dakota , South Dakota, and
Iowa!' However, they were " located primarily in northern I1i-

"ex 444-
14 ex 324, p. 2.

Ibid.
Tr. 1937.

"Tr. 683.
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nois , Wisconsin and Minnesota. . . ." " The company had three
warehouses at the beginning of 1945: one in Chicago , another in
Milwaukee, and the third in Minneapolis.

10. Beginning with McNamara s employment in 1945 , National
began a plan of expansion designed to cover aU of the then 48

states. "The first major expansion by the new management of the
National Tea Co. , under Mr. H. V. McNamara, President , and the
first major expansion in many years , was the acquisition of the
Standard Grocery Company of Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1947
with this to be foUowed in quick succession by the acquisition of
additional stores and operations as enumerated above , which has
given the National Tea Co. the reputation of the fastest growing
food chain in America.

" " "

WhiJe National Tea Co. now operates
in only 18 states, we are looking forward to the 48."" New
branch" warehouses were to be established in strategic loca-

tions, to be fonowed by expansion "to fiU the gaps between
branches and stores.

" " "

Our future is pin-pointed on the map-
it is just a question of how far and how fast we can move-al-
ways of course, living within our means for best operating
results.

" " "

Later National's Eastern boundaries wil be extended

into neighboring states. EventuaUy, as increased population and
sales-volume opportunities in the West make it economicaUy
sound , National wi1 move westward. Plans are already formu-
lated for such an expansion, " 2

The possibility of further expansion through the acquisition
of other businesses must also be considered , as we are receptive to
growth in this manner, " 24 

OUY expansion plans, other than
anticipated entry into Canada and expansion within our present
territory, include continued interest in the acquisition of such re-
gional chains that might fit into our present operations in the mid-
dle-west.

" " "

The Company has been carrying out a policy of ex-
panding its operations by opening new stores when desirable
locations become available and by the acquisition of such lo-
cations from others. The Company intends to continue this expan-
sion program.

" '" "

The Memphis acquisition solidifies the Na-

CX 324, JJ. 2.
w ex 188-

Tr. 647.
CX 7, p. 13.

22 ex 14-
21 ex 7, p. 13 (empha8iB added).
2'1ld. at 6.

ex 17-
CX 41--3.
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tional Tea Co. area of operations from North to South throughout
the Central States, now reaching uninterrupted from the Can-
adian Border to the Gulf of Mexico. With the completion of stores
now operating or under lease National wil serve a 14 State area
running from Minnesota down to Louisiana , and from the Dako-
tas across to Ohio. " 27

Finally, increased sales can be attributed in part to our new
acquisitions , which , although operated by your company only the
smaller part of these three quarters , were responsible for our ac-
celerated increase in sales reported for most recent periods." 28 In
1954, a newspaper account of an interview with McNamara
quoted him as saying: "This is my aim and the aim of Garfield
Weston, our principal stockholder. We plan to cover the United
States like a book." 28 After acquiring the 27-store Mi1er s chain
of Denver , Colorado, National announced that the acquisition was
a significant step towards making National what the name im-

plies , a national chain which wil eventually spread from coast to
coast." eo Areas not yet entered by respondent are characterized
as territories "not previously invrued by National Tea
Company. " 31

11. The acquisition of other food retailers was pursued system-
atically. McNamara , the company s president , personnally visited
many of the areas to be entered and firms to be acquired , and both
he and the board of directors passed upon all mergers and all
store openings and closings. A former associate of his at Kroger
a Mr. Webster , was brought in as vice president "to carry out the
Company s expansion program and operations. " 32 Expansion in-
cluded both "taking over regional chains

" ,.

, and building new
stores around those acquired nuclei. It is not National's usual
practice to enter into a retail market on a store by store basis

but rather with a group of stores with a warehouse out of which
we can operate our retail operation."" Areas to be entered
whether the entry is to be by building new stores or acquiring

other retailers in the area, are inspected carefully to determine
the potential profitability of grocery operations there. Some of
the most important factors bearing on the profitability of retail

T ex 118, p. 2.

ex 26.
9 Tr. 656.

30 ex 237-
31 ex 218-B (emphasis added).
2 ex 42, p. 12; ex 57.

ex 164.

'ex 319.
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grocery stores in a given geographical area are: (a) "the number
of people within an area ; e, (b) the income of the consumers in
the area; 36 and (c) "the competition." 37 Before entering an area

respondent investigates the number "of homes in a given area, the
type of homes , the type of income area, how many people are
served in the area , what other areas are close by. " 38

Respondent considers "the competition from a standpoint of
the size store and things like that " and may weigh the "competi-
tion , as to whether it is hr11'd 01' soft.

"" 

WeU , in a great many
stores that have been closed , the information has been because of
results in that store and that is largely operators opening up. In
other words , competition can be probably the major factor.

" "

12. National planned its geographical expansion and aggres-

sively sought out companies to be acquired in the selected areas.
For example , its 1957 acquisition of the 28-store Mi1er s chain of
Denver was the culmination of negotiations with various Denver
chains that had been going on since at least 1950. National hired
and sent out a Mr. Charles Potter to negotiate the deal." A Den-

ver broker wrote National in 1956 that "as per instructions , the
pressure is gradually being applied. . . . (WJ e are having lunch
with Mr. Miller tomorrow." " This broker also reported knowing
that National had been negotiating with two other Denver chains
noting that he had " told Mr. Miller that 1 felt reasonably sure
that if National did not come in (into DenverJ one way they
would probably come some other route.

" "

13. National generally exacted from the former owners of the
companies it acquired an agreement that they would not compete
in a described area for a specified period of time. For example, the
former owner of the 27-store Miller s chain of Denver agreed that
he "wi1 not , for a period of five years from the Closing Date, di-

rectly or indirectly. . . engage in any business in which the Com-
pany (National TeaJ is engaged as of the date of this agreement
within an area having a radius of two hundred fifty miles from

Tr. 429-430.
36Tr. 70g- 710 , 1012.
J1 Tr. 430, 449.

Tr. 709.
Tr. 430 (emphasis added),

,oTr. 445.
"Tr. 763: ex 312. According to ).cNamara , Katjonal' president, Potter "works out of

Washington, D. C. . . . Maybe he is supposed to be a lobbyist, but we don t have lobbyists

work for us, " Tr. 760-761.
ex 344.

., ex 317.
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the City limits of the City and County of Denver
Colorado. . . . " 44

The owners of one of the acquired retail organizations, the
Montesi family of Memphis, Tennessee , similarly agreed not to
compete with National for five years "within the City of Mem-
phis or within a radius of two hundred fifty (250) miles of
Memphis. . . ." There was special consideration there: "National
agrees that it wil pay Fred Montesi for not competing as afore-
said Ten Thousand ($10 000. 00) Dollars on March 15 , 1956 and
Ten Thousand ($10 000. 00) Dollars on the 15th day of each March
thereafter to and including March 15, 1960, providing Fred
Montesi does not so compete during any of such years.

" "

14. There is testimony here that vigorous price competition in
food retailing does not come from the large, national chains such
as National Tea, nor from the small, corner "mom and pop
stores , but comes from an intermediate sector of the il\dustry, the
local" and "regional" chains. One of respondent's offcials de-

scribed his competition as foUows :

Q. Now , would you say that the greatest competition. , . was coming
from mom and pop grocery stores, or from so-called interstate retail chains?

A. , I can t say it was coming from interstate chains. I believe they
pTetty well shared our opinion. Certainly it didn t come from the mom and
pop grocery stores.

Q. I see.

A. It came from local competition which operated more than one store.
Let' s say it that way.

In 1959 , National's president , McNamara , while ostensibly calling
for an end to "below-cost" pricing, issued what was, in effect, a
call for his more vigorous competitors to raise their prices: "
are hopeful that after the industry had had an opportunity to an-
alyse earnings for 1958 , some offending operators might merchan-
dise with a little more inteUigence in 1959 for the general benefit
of the industry, as well as the public. This is essential to the im-
provement of earnings, the protection of investment and the
steady growth of the industry. In our opinion , a profit margin of
1 % cents out of the sales dollar would be fair to everybody, op-
erators , shareholders and consumers alike." 47 One of respon-
dent' s offcials testified here that: "Many times, because of the
Hex 236 , p. 11.
45 ex 128. Similar a.greements were entered into with Louis

Montesi. and John Montesi. ex 124-127.
'6 ex 481 (stipulated testimony), pp. 253-2S4 (emphasis added).
1 ex 332-

Montesi, Frank Montesi , Joe
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items that you have on sale and the impression you make on peo-
ple, they might think you are sellng at a cheaper price, and
maybe you are not. If you are a good merchant , you don t always

have to give things away to make a good salesman. Anybody can
give it away. . . . You don t have to be smart to do that.

" "

15. Since the volume of business in any given area is dependent
primarily upon the number of consumers in that area and their
income, the building of a new store adds to the number of sellers
without increasing their aggregate sales, thus tending to reduce
per store sales volume and intensify competition for the available
business. The acquisition of an existing operator, on the other

hand , permits the acquiring company to enter an area without
causing this added competitive pressure. The acquisition simply
replaces one seller with another , thus causing no increase in com-
petitive rivalry that might force prices downward. Hence the
principal "asset" acquired in a retail food merger , whether it is
the acquisition of a direct competitor in the same market or a po-
tential competitor in another market, is the acquired flrm s exist-

ing share of the local food business. One of respondent's offcials

testified that, in deciding to make one of the major acquisitions
involved here , National' s "judgment was based on volume of busi-
ness he did and facilities he had." " Or as the Commission s Chief
Economist testified here, when a firm makes "a market extension
merger" into a new geographical market

, "

it buys a going concern
it bUY8 in effect a part of that market. 00 Respondent' s own econo-
mist testified that the "purchasing company acquires an immedi-
ate volume of sales" and thus at least a "short-term position in
the market.

Thus a series of acquisitions , each by a large interstate chain
ordinarily disinclined to seek vigorous price competition " and

each eliminating a local or regional chain possibly less adverse to
competing vigorously on the basis of price, may transform a once
competitive market into one more characterized by "gentlemanly
behavior and higher prices. National Tea s own documents ack-

nowledge that it has a "policy of taking over regional chains

" "'

'3 Tr. 968-969.
49 Tr. 4.67. And: " Thill latest BCQui!lition of Montesi Stores in Memphis gives National an-

other $15 milion in annual ssles. 

. . 

" ex 118. " (AJcquisiticn of the (Tolet'ton & WarfieldJ

Iowa firm wi1 add approximately $80,000 000 to National Tea s 81lnUaJ ssIes volume. 

. . 

ex 218.

T:r. 1715 (eml'hasis added).
!lTR. 1860.
2 ex 481, pp. 258-264.
p ex 164.
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and this record makes it clear that both it and the other large in-
terstate chains have followed that policy.

16. The retailng of food is by far the largest single industry in
the United States. In 1958 , the country s expenditures for food to-
taled $69.1 bilion, or $397 for each man, woman and child in the
nation , an estimated 22.3 % of the consumer s total disposable in-

come. " The $49 bilion of this sold in "food stores"" in 1958 was
some three times the total sales of the giant steel industry ($16
bilion) " and more than 20 times the sales of all retail shoe
stores (just over $2 bilion).

17. The retail food industry has also been one of the country
most highly fragmented industries. In 1948 there were an esti-
mated 460,913 retail food stores in the United States , and 358 671
grocery" stores." Moreover, about 9070 of all retail grocery

stores are owned by single-unit operators, that is , firms that own
only one store, as contrasted with those that own two or more
stores. Hence there were, in 1948 , approximately 338 900 retail
grocery firms some 7 % of all business enterprises in the United
States (about 4 milion firms in 1950) and about 19% of all retail
businesses of every kind (1.7 milion). 08 By way of comparison,
there were less than 180,000 gasoline service stations, 119,000
wearing apparel stores , 85 000 automotive dealers, and 20 000 re-
tail shoe stores.

18. Since 1945, the food industry has experienced an increasing
trend toward concentration. The number of retail food stores has
decreased from an estimated 460,913 in 1948 to 355,508 in 1958,

and the number of retail grocery stores from an estimated
358,671 to 259 796, a decline of some 100 000 08 or more than 25%.

Economic lnquiru Into Food Marketing. Part I (Staff Report to the Federal Trade Com.

mission , January 1960, hereafter Food Inquir1l' p. 86.
M The Cemus Bureau defines " food stores --tandard Industrial C!alBiflcation (SIC) 6"_1:

Establishments primarily aeJlng food for home consumption and preparation." Tr. 1708.
This does not inc1ude the sales of establishments selHnK prepared foods and drink. for on-

the-premises consumption, such as restaurants, barB, and so forth. The !Isles of " food
stores, " then , are onJy a part of the totaJ "food" IBles mentioned above. And, al noted be-
low, "grocery store" sales (SIC 641) are a subclassification of "food store" sales (SIC 54.).

National Tea. a "grocery chain," is thus an operator of both "food ntores" and "grocery
stores." By stipulation of the parties, both of those Cennun classifications are re1evant markets
for the purposes of this proceeding.

Tr. 1690.
1 ex 455- 82. See n. 55, supra for the distinction between "food stores" and "grocery

stores.
Food Inquiry, p. 47.

9 CX 455- 32; tr. 1691-1692, 1699, 1928-1929, 2157. Respondent argues that this decline
in the number of units in due to the so-call supermarket revolution the replacement
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Sales have shifted sharply from the one-store " independents" to
the "chains" (11-or-more stores).eo Between 1948 and 1958 , the
approximately 180 firms in this 11-or-more store class had in-
crcased their share of an United States food store sales from an
estimated 30.4% in 1948 to 4070 in 1958 , while the share of the
more than 300 000 single-unit operators , and the some 3 000 food
retailers with 2-10 stores , declined from an estimated 69.6% in
1948 to 60% in 1958. '" Further , there is an even sharper trend
toward concentration within the 180-firm chain sector itself, with
the 20 largest flrms enjoying more than three times the sales
volume of the other 160 chains: "'

Food SiO?'e Firms by Number
of Stores Operated

10 Stores
l1-or-more (other than 20 largest)
20 largest of 1960

Food
1948

$21 551 000 000
895 000 00D

520 000 000

Store Sales
1958

$29,432 000 000
856 000 000
734,000 000

F;(Jod Store Firms by Number
of Sto?'es Operated

10 stores
ll-or-more (other

than 20 largest)
20 largest of 1960

The chart below shows this shift
United States food store sales: "'

Sales as of U.

Food Store Sales1948 1958

69.6% 60.

$30 966 000 000 $49,022 000 000

in terms of percentages of an

of Change

-9.

21. 30.
+0.
+9.

of small , clerk-sel'vicf: stores with large, self-service supermarkets. Since a supermarket, by
rlefinition, has sales of $375 000 annuaJly (tr. 1706), compared with annual sales of $69 000
for the average On! store independent (Food Inquiry, p. 54), one supermarket can uf course
replac". five such stores. This does not explain, however, why the conversion from small to
large stores requires a change of owneT8hip f!' om five independents to one of the 20 larg-
est cnains.

eo A "chain " is "variously defined as any unit , any retail firm which has 2 or more stan'
four or more stores or 11 or more stores. The most commonly used definition today is 11 or
more stores , although some individuals , some trade publieations, stil refer to 4 or more
stores. " 1'1'. 1692, Thus, " chains " are those firms operating 11 or more stores , and " indepen-
dents " arE' those firms operating 10 stores or less.

e1 ex 45!i- 22: CX 455- 28; ex 455- 32: ex 677.

"' ex 455- 7.-28: tr. 1946. "For example, as reccntly as 1958 , all chains (firms with 11 01'

more storesJ other than the top 20 had combined sales smaller than A & P, " 1'1', 1941.
J ex 455- 28, The economist-witnesses for the Commission and for respondent differed

over the cxact magnitude of these changes and numerous exhibits ", crc introdueed on the
point. Rut no matter which figm'es are used , the gencral trend remains: the 20 largest
chains of 1960 , in the period 1948-1958, had gained some 8-9 percentage points at the ex-
pense of the small independents, Sec ex 455- . characterized by the Commission s Chief
Economist as " the most Pl'ecise estimate possible" of this trend toward increased concen-
tration in the industry (tr. 1696). As the Supreme Court said in Brown Shoe Co. v, United
States, 370 U. S. 294 , 342 , n, 69 (1962), "in cas('s of this type precision in detail is less im-

portant than the accuracy of the broad picture presented.
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This shift of more than 9% of the national market from the in-
dependent sector of the industry to the chain sector represents a
loss of some $4 bilHon " in annual sales (97'0 of $49 bi1lon) by
the independents , a loss that is nearly twice the sales volume of
the entire retail shoe industry. Thus the one-store grocery retail-
ers , although stil numbering some 250 000 firms , now have aggre-
gate sales of only slightly more than the 20 largest chains ($20.
bilion for the 250,000 single-unit firms," $14.7 bilion for the 20
largest chains). The table below shows this 1948-1958 sales
growth of the 20 largest grocery chains of 1960: "

Rank

1960 Chain Sales in 1948 Sales in 1958

A & P 837 000 000 $ 5 095 000 000

Safeway 277 000,000 225 000 000

Kroger 826 000 000 776 000 000
American (Acme) 417 000 000 875 000 000

National Tea 270 000 000 794 000 000

Food Fair 142, 000 000 734 000 000
Winn-Dixie 79, 000 000 666, 000 000

Grand Union 116 000 000 504 000 000

First Nat'l. 354 000 000 532 000 000

Jewel 153,000 000 444 000, 000

Colonial 169 000 000 437 000 000
ACF -Wrigley 363 000, 000

Loblaw 000, 000 285 000, 000

Red Owl 000 000 200 ODO 000

Stop & Shop 000,000 194 000 000

Mayfair 24, 000 000 117, 000 000

Lucky 000 000 142 000 000

Van 000 000 000 ODO

Thriftimart 000 000 163 000 000
Penn Fruit 000 000 162 000 000

TOTALS: $6 952 000 000 $15 802 000, 000

19. This shift of the food and grocery market from the single-
unit independents to the chains, and from the smaIJer chains to

the 20 largest, has been accomplished in large part by mergers.
MTr. 1694.
ex 455- 22.

M ex 455-D. The figures here arc
ex 455- 32.

calendar year sales. rather than fiscal. year sales. See
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During the period 1949-1958 , the 20 " largest chains of 1960 made
1.47 acquisitions, acquiring 1 676 stores having aggregate sales
of $1.49 bilion. National Tea Company led this merger move-
ment, acquiring more stores, and stores having more sales
volume, than any other chain in the United States. As shown in
the tabulation below, National acquired 28.9% of the stores , with
1.6.8 % of the sales volume, of aU acquisitions made by these top
20 chains: "

Stores Acquired Sales Volume Acquired
1949-1958 1949-1958

Percent of top 20 Percent of top 

store acquired
Chain Number acquisitions DolJare volume

A & P
Safeway 33,016 000
Kroger 130 I74 064,000 11.
American (Acme) 34,442 000
National Tea 485 28. 251,612 000 16.

Food Fair 107,731 000
Winn-Dixie 306 18. 221, 070 000 14.

Grand Union 128 128,417 000
First Nat' 247 000
Jewel 55,234 000
Colonial 121,906 000
ACF-Wrigley 101 173 854 000 11.
Loblaw 1.0 17,400, 000 1.2

Red Owl 589,000
Stop & Shop 1.0 186,000 1.3
Mayfair 895,000
Lucky 612,000
Van
Thriftimart 1.2 250,000 1.4
Penn Fruit

TOTALS: 676 499,525 000

81 The lar8'l!st ot the 20, A I: P, made no acquisitions during this period. Another, First
National Stores, acquired onJy one store. Von s and Penn Fruit made no acquisitions during
the period 1949-1958, but acquired 38 and 9 stores, respectively, in the two following
years. 1959-1960. ex 465-

18 ex 455-1; ex 456-
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In the following 3-year period , 1959-1961 , additional acquisitions
by these firms brought the tota1 sales volume acquired by them
between 1948 and 1961 to approximately $2.2 billon , or "about
fifty per cent as great as the total sales of all grocery chains of 11
or more (stores), other than the top 20 chains.

"" 

Included in
the 1948-1958 acquisitions by the 20 largest firms were more
than 40 chains with 11 or more stores , thus accounting for a sub-
stantial part of the decline in the number of such chains from an
estimated 210 in 1948 to about 180 in 1958.

20. Dr. Wilard F. Mueller, Director of the Federal Trade

Commission s Bureau of Economics, and an economist with parti-
cular qualiflcations in the food industry," gave the following ex-
pert opinion as to the significance of this increasing trend toward
concentration in food retailng: " If the top 20 chains of 1960 and
aU other chains with 11 or more stores were to continue to ex-
pand their market shares at the respective rates which they expe-
rienced between 1954 and 1958 (CX 455- 28), by about 1984

chains of 11 or more stores (about 180 of them) would be doing
all of the grocery store business , with the top 20 of 1960 doing 84
percent and all others 16 percent.

"" 

This wou1d of course mean
the complete elimination of the more than 300,000 single-unit
independent food retailers stil surviving at the present time, as
well as the approximately 3,000 small local and regiona1 chains
that now operate from 2-to-l0 stores each.

21. The sales volume acquired by National Tea during the pe-
riod 1951-1958 , by acquisition and by year of acquisition, was as
follows: 70

eaTr. 1718: ex 455-1; ex 455- 59.
o Tr. 1711. While other firms left this ll-or-more stores classification for other causss, and

stil others entered that classification and thus replaced Borne of the acquired and other-
wise departing companies, this does not disturb the fact "that, in the absence of mergers

and acquisitions, there wouJd now be 49 more food chains in operation-st lesst if we
assume that none of the 49 would have dropped below 11 Btores or Jiquidated comp1eteJy in

the interim, Food InquiT'j, p. 146.
n Dr. Mueller did research work in the economics of the food industry while a profeuor

in the Department of Agricultura1 Economics at the University of California and is the co-
author of a recent book (Muel1er & Garoiafl, Changes in the Market Structure of Grocer1/
Retailino (U. of Wis. Press, 1961)), tr. 16le-1611J.

12 Tr. 1941-1942 (emphasis added).
18 CX 455-
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Year
Companies Acquired

During Year

$ 8 362 0001951 I Gamble-Skogmo
1952 I C. F. Smith

. Plggly-Wiggly NW
I George T. Smith
Dole Super :Jarkets
Food Center
Capitol Stores

1955 Ashton
! Montesi
H. A. Smith

1956 ! Maker s (3)

i Barkett'
, Edenton-Lamb

1953

1954

1957 1filler
Tolerton & Warfield

Logan
De Van-Rorner
Ilinois Valley Stores

I Pick- SavcI Del Farm

: Food Bank
Kalamazoo Mkt. Basket
Guidone (Arlington Market)
Slim

1958

TOT AL:

Sales Volume of

I Acquired Companies

$ 8 362 000

36,053 000
927 000
737 000
825 000

467 000

980 000

802 000
200 000
625, 000

247 000
908 000
633 000

499 000
802 000
798 000
099, 000

053 000
357, 000
650 000
285 000
158 000
200 000
945, 000

$251 612 000

Yearly Total

542 000

30,467 000

980 000

627 000

788 000

198 000

648 000

$251,612, 000

22. Appendix A to these Findings lists the 16 states in which
the stores of the acquired companies were located , their respec-

tive dollar sales in each state in the 12 months prior to their ac-
quisition , their approximate share of all food store sales in their
counties of operation in each state , and National's market share
in those county markets in 1958. This data is summarized
below: "

Acquired Company s Sales National's Total
ns Estimated of Food Sales ns of Food
Store Sales in Counties Store Sales in

of Operation Counties-1958State

\Visconsin
N ortb Dakota

Indiana
Ilinois

11 ex 455 47; tr. 1720.

08%

1.2

09%

11.85
11.0
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State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Michigan
Louisiana
Iowa
Tennessee
Missouri
South Dakota
Alabama
Nebraska
Colorado
Wyoming

Acquired Company s Sales National's Total
as Estimated % of Food Sales as % of Food
Store Sales in Counties Store Sales in

of Operation Counties-19581.5 IO.1.64 5.26 4.25 9.30 7.78 4:7375 7.24 8.30 6.
13.04 11.
I9.61 20.20.41 21.20

23. Appendix B lists the more than 100 counties in which the
acquired stores were located , the sales of the acquired stores in
those counties in the 12 months prior to their acquisition, and
where available data permits , an estimate of the county market
shares held by the acquired stores at the time of acquisition.
These county market shares ranged from a Jow of .42% of the
Hennepin County, Minnesota , food store sales acquired from two
of the Gamble-Skogmo stores, to a high of 35.86% of the West
Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana, market held by one of the ac-
quired Capitol Stores supermarkets.

24. The 485 acquired stores were located in nearly 200 cities
and towns. Appendix C lists the acquisitions chronologically, a
number of the cities and towns in which the acquired stores were
located (census universe data are not available for many of the
smal1er towns), the sales of the acquired stores in the 12 months
prior to acquisition , and the estimated share of the city markets
held by the acquired stores in the 12 months prior to their acqui-
sition. These range from a low of . 54 % of the Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, market held by two of the acquired Gamble-Skogmo
stores , to a high 41.4770 of the St. Ann , Missouri , market held by
one of the acquired Food Center stores.

25. Eight (8) of National's 26 acquisitions in the period
1951-1958 were either whol1y or partial1y "horizontal" in charac-
ter. Respondent was already operating one or more stores in: (a)
5 of the 20 cities involved in the Gamble-Skogmo acquisition; (b)
Duluth, the only city involved in the Piggly-Wiggly acquisition;
(c) 2 of the 5 cities involved in the H. A. Smith acquisition; (d) 5
of the 74 cities involved in the Tolerton & Warfield acquisition;
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(e) Chicago , the only city involved in the Del Farm acquisition;
(f) Kalamazoo, the only city involved in the Kalamazoo Market
Basket acquisition; (g) Indianapolis, the only city involved in the
Guidone (Arlington Market) acquisition; and (h) Fort Dodge
Iowa, the only city involved in the acquisition of Slim s. Appendix
D lists those 17 cities and towns , the 8 companies from which the
stores were acquired , the number of stores involved , the estimated
market share of the acquired companies in those towns, and

where available, National's own estimated market share in 1954
and 1958. For example , National had 8.1 % of the Worthington
Minnesota, market in 1954. In 1957 , it acquired Tolerton & War-
field , which had one store located in Worthington with an esti-
mated 8. 28 % or more of the City s food store sales. In 1958 , after
the acquisition, National had 16. 5% of that market. In Chicago

National had 9.6 % of the market in 1954. In 1958 , after the ac-
quisition of Del Farm (estimated 1.6%), National had 11.11'0 

that vast market.
26. Each of the "horizontal" acquisitions noted above , includ-

ing the acquisition of Del Farm , of Chicago , in 1958, involved the
elimination of a competitor in a relevant local market. Competi-
tion in food retailng is not limited to the "few blocks" between
two nearby stores , as suggested by respondent here. This would
presumably be the distance consumers are wiling to walk in the

course of their food shopping. While a particular store s most in-
tense competition may come from the one or more competitive
stores that are located within walking distance of his place of
business , the automobile has greatly enlarged the consumer s geo-

graphical shopping range, and the supermarket has capitalized on
that fact. Respondent's own witnesses emphasized that:
(WJ hereas the corner grocery store only drew customers in its

very immediate vicinity, housewives can now drive to supermar-
kets , thus bringing more stores into competitive reach of each
other.

"" "

The supermarket with adequate parking facilties
draws its patronage from a wider area than the old-fashioned
small grocery store that drew its customers primarily from
within easy walking distance.

"" "

(TJ he modern supermarket
is keyed to automobile transportation , adequate parking facilities
and so on , with the result that each supermarket draws its pa-
tronage from a sizeable area. That is quite in contrast to the old-
fashioned grocery store which depended (for its clientele

Tr. 1829.

Tr. 1845.
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(on) the people within easy walking distance of the store.
Respondent' s president, McNamara , conceded that, in cities and
towns with populations of 25 000 or less, the "trading area" he
is concerned with is "the city as a whole."" In the larger cities
however, he sizes up his "competition" by examining the "neigh-
borhood where we are locating; not in the city as a whole because
we don t think we draw the city as a whole. . . ." " This is parti-
cularly true if "there are natural trade barriers such as a railroad
running through an area. That would make it two individual areas
so then you say maybe you should put a store on both sides of the
area. " 80 Since a city with a population of 25 000 would normally
consist of some 1 000 city blocks, respondent's president may be
said to have argued for submarkets , in the larger cities, of no

more than 1 000 square blocks undivided by any "natural trade
barriers such as a railroad running through an area. " 81

27. Since the 12 Del Farm stores acquired in Chicago were all
located within a dozen city blocks of one or more stores operated
by respondent at the time of the acquisition , 80 subdividing Chi-

11 Tr. 2166-2167. A Memphis independent operating one Jarge supermarket, a Mr. Montesi,
described the area from which he drew his customers as followB: " In a two-mile radius we
can can upon one third the population of Memphis fpopulation 497,524 in 1960J. In ad-
dition we re on the main track for many out-oi-state customers. "'''e draw traffc from
Mississippi and Arkansas, Some of our out-oi-town customers give us orders in the $100-
and-up class. " RX 6-

18 Tr. 724-725.
19 Ibid.
IITr. 725.
81 See Handler

, "

Recent Antitrust DeveJopments, " 63 Mich. L. Rev. 59, 72 (Nov. 1964).

cetiousIy describing a reJev&llt market encompassing only "those food outlets that cater
to the wants of the residents in the immediate vicinity of K and 21st Streets," Washington

The examiner found that, "In general , Del Farm s stores were located in different com-

petitive areas in Chicago than respondent' s stores," citing the testimony (tr. 979) of one of

respondent' s offcials, Initial Decision, p. 247. Respondent explains that: "As the map
(CX 480) shows, the Del Farm Stores were located on Chicago s south side, whereas respon.

dent' s stores are generally spread over the north side and throughout the suburbs." Answer-
ing Brief of Respondent, p. 32, However, CX 480, an enlarged map of Chicago with the
location of both the acquired Del Farm stores and Natonal's own stores marked on it
shows clearly that each of the 12 acquired stores are located no more than a few blocks

from one or more of respondent's stores. This is confirmed by the street addresses of the

Del Farm and National stores. (Compare CX 395-D and CX 67 (in camera) and 68.) For
example, four of the Del Farm, and four of the National, stores were located as follows:

Del Farm Stores National Tea Stores
1810 S. Blue Island Ave. 1828 S. BJue Island Ave.
1340 Milwaukee Ave. 1480 Milwaukee Ave.

2438 W. North Ave. 2558 W. North Ave.

544 W. 31st St. 613 W. 31st St.
Hence, these Del Farm stores were either in the same block, or in the next block, from a
National store. Further , two of these addresses (the Milwaukee and W. North Ave. addr€'ses)
lire on the north side of Chicago, while the other two are on the south side. This is true
of the other Del Farm and National stores. As the map (CX 480) indicates, 6 of the Del
Farm s entire group of 12 stores are located on the north side, the other 6 on the south
,ide. At least 50 of National's own stores are on the north side, and at least a similar

number are on the south side.
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cago into "neighborhoods" of 1 000 square blocks would not place
those stores in different "markets" from those of National's own
pre-acquisition stores. However, this record makes it clear that
there are in fact competitive forces operating on a city-wide basis
in even the largest cities. It may very wen be that a housewife
located on Chicago s north side does not , even though she now
shops by auto , divide her food purchases between a supermarket
on the north side and another supermarket on the city s south

side. But this does not mean that the price she pays on the north
side is not influenced by prices on the south side. Aside from the
question of "barriers" in the city-about which there is no evi-
dence in this record-there is the obvious fact that housewives
patronize a number of supermarkets within what they regard as
an acceptable driving range. Thus, taking the distance between
Chicago s north side and south side as 100 city blocks (some 12
miles), and assuming that there is at least 1 supermarket every
10 blocks '" a housewife located between two of those supermar-
kets , and willing to drive , say, 15 blocks (some 2 miles), could
shop at two supermarkets northward or two southward, that is

the first 4 (numbering from north to south) of the 10 stores in
our 100-block north-south line. Hence , those 4 stores are compet-
ing directly for this particular shopper s patronage; if the two

northernmost stores , #1 and #2 , should make a substantial cut
in prices , #3 and #4 would have to meet it or lose her business.
But when those two stores lower their prices to keep their
northern" customers from going to #1 and #2 , they wil1 di-

vert "southern" customers from #5 and #6 , who will , in turn
have to lower their prices. Thus, store # 1 on the north side
doesn t compete for the same individual customers as store :tHO

on the south side , but #1 competes with #2, #2 with #3 , and
so on , until the chain reaction , unless stopped by some "natural
barrier " runs the length of the community and reaches #10 it-
self.

A Commission economist testified that competition in food re-
tailing " is a good deal more complex phenomena than just com-
peting directly for customers. . . . Certainly the most important
thing to a particular store is whether there is another store
across the street or within the same block. . . . In this sense it is
a very personal and direct kind of competition. However. . .
(theyJ in turn are subjected to competitive conditions which are

S3 See ex 480.
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pervasive within the entire community, " 84 Those "competitive
conditions" that are "pervasive within the entire community" are
city-wide advertising and relative similarity of price throughout
the city. The large daiJy newspapers in these big metropolitan
areas generaUy permit an advertiser to buy ads in either their
city-wide edition , or in their "sectional" editions northwest
southeast , etc. National and the other large chains genera1ly limit
themselves to city-wide advertising, finding few "neighborhood"
variations that require special advertising attention. Respondent
stipulated that , - while the price of certain individual products
might "sometimes" vary within the various neighborhoods in a
city, " ( w J ithin a particular city or town individual grocery prod-
ucts sold by National Tea stores are genera1ly sold at the same

price.""' A city- wide advertisement of prices natura1ly affects
prices in a1l sections of the city. Finally, respondent's own
offcials testified that prices are determined "by town and city,
and would depend on the going retail price in the city.

" "' "

(WJ e
consider the Peoria trading area a radius of some 30 , 35 miJes

something like that." " When a "price war" occurs in the food in-
dustry, it generally occurs on a city-wide basis.

28. The 12 stores acquired from Del Farm in Chicago were also
sellng the same line of products , to the same class of customers
as respondent's own pre-acquisition Chicago stores. At the time of
the acquisition, 1958 , National operated more than 100 stores in
the city of Chicago , and enjoyed more than 91'0 of the city s some
$1.11 bi1ion food store sales. (National and three other large

chains had more than 38% of the market in 1958. ) Del Farm s 12

stores had less than 21'0 of this vast Chicago market, but their
sales , both individually and together, could hardly be considered
insubstantial. In 1958 , they had sales of more than $18 mi1ion.
Individually, the 12 stores were far larger than the average su-
permarket or the average of respondent's own stores. In 1958

National' s 932 stores had averaged sales per store of $847 000

with 501 of them se1ling between $1 millon and $375 000 and 137

sening less than $375 000 "" the minimum for the "supermarket"
class. The street addresses and sales of the 12 acquired Del Farm

o'Tr. 1768, 1774.

Tr. 1467.
M ex 481 , lJ. 246.
s, Tr. 43. 436. Peoria , in 1960, had Ii population of 103,162. ex 452-
88 ex 481 (milk price war in Indianapolis); t1" 1558-1559 (bread price war in Peoria).
88 ex 455- 26.
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stores in the 12 months prior to their acquisition by respondent
were as fol1ows: '"

Sales of Acquired storeStreet Address in 12 mOB. prior to(Chicago) acquisition

1810 S. Blue Island Ave. $I,146,204
3749 S. Cottage Grove' Ave. 1 966,5256417 W. Higgins Rd. I 601,5564530 S. Kedzie Ave. 1,484 0821340 Milwaukee Ave. 1 614 666
4708 Milwaukee Ave. 981,574*800 West North Ave. 2 047,5202438 West North Ave. 1 217,8801536 N. Pulaski Rd. I 016 1764217 West 16th St. 1 219 788**6330 So. Park Ave. 2 648 160544 West 31st St. 1 433,556

"'Covers sales only from opening date 7-10-57 to 3-14-58.
"'*Covers sales only from opening date 8-14-57 to 3- 58.

The size of these stores and their dynamic growth history
squarely contradicts the hearing examiner's finding that they
were somehow inferior to the National stores located only a few
blocks away (some within the same block) or served a different
class of "clientele." The only establishments identifled on this re-
cord as serving any class of customers other than those buying
general lines of food and groceries are the so-cal1ed "specialty
stores (meat stores , bake shops

, "

gourmet" stores , and so forth).
Nothing in this record suggests that the 12 Del Farm stores , one
of which had sales of $2.6 milion annual1y, served any such lim-
ited class of customers. And while respondent' s own manufactur-
ing plants supplied only coffee " to the Del Farm stores in 1958 , a
partial list of their 1958 purchases from other suppliers , totaling
more than $5 milion , includes nearly a dozen of the same product
lines handled by respondent's other stores." For example, Del
Farm s 1958 purchases of fresh beef, pork, veal and cured
smoked pork amounted to $4 459 600; respondent' other
branches handled the same products.

29. K ational later disposed of one of these 26 acquisitions and

00 ex 395-
91 See finding number 30 infra.
2 ex 382- (in camera). The Del Farm bra:nch a160 purchased

from 'Veston , respondent's parent company. ex 377.
i3 Compare ex 384 (in camera) with ex 383 and ex 389 (in camera).

Ibid.

crackers Bnd cookies
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withdrew from the community altogether. This was Pick- Save,
a one-store retailer in Park Forest, Ilinois. In the 12 months
prior to its acquisition in March 1958, its sales were $357 000.
Another of these acquired firms , Kalamazoo Market Baskets, of
Kalamazoo , Michigan , was bankrupt at the time of the acquisition
and was in fact acquired by respondent from a trustee in bank-
ruptcy.

30. The other 24 of the 26 acquisitions chaUenged here in-
volved thriving concerns , many of which operated the largest and
most modern supermarkets in their areas. Seven of them were
chains with 11 or more stores , and thus among the country s 200
largest food retailers. For example, Del Farm , a 12-store Chicago
chain with sales of $18 milion and net income of nearly $112 mil-
lion at the time of the acquisition in 1958 , had nearly tripled its
sales and profits in the preceding 8 years: '"

Year
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
I957

Del Farm Sales and IncomeSales Net Income

$ 6,864 170
286,262
475, 503

11,447,834
11,744 839

491,358
136 000

17,653,433

$182,022
113,023
171 309
169 938
250 307
363,968
441 288

Del Farm s 1956 before-tax income was 3.1 % of its sales, com-
pared to National's own before- tax income of 2.470 in that year.

Miler , the 27-store Denver chain acquired in 1957, had in-
creased its sales from $24.4 milion in 1952, to $42.5 milion in
1957, and its annual net income from $526,011 in 1952 , to

209 501 in 1956. "' De Van- Horner, a 7-store chain of Mobile
Alabama , acquired in 1957 , had increased its sales from $2 522 498
in 1953, to $7 878 039 in 1957, and its profits from $23 595 to
$183 657." Food Center, a 28-store chain , St. Louis , acquired in
1953 , had increased its sales from an estimated $21 265,044 in
1950 , to $30 467,000 in the 12 months prior to its acquisition by
respondent, and was operating profltably.'" Capitol Stores, of
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, acquired by National in 1954 , had in-

95 ex 395-D; ex 628-635.
9! ex 455-J; ex 596; ex 600.
91 ex 606-C; ex GID-
98 ex 455-J; ex 545-565.
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creased its sales from $12 005 372 in 1950 , to $19 002 725 in 1952

and its proflts from $381,432 to $597 615 (1952).
31. The "market extension" acquisitions involved here formed

the nuclei around which National constructed 8 new "branch" op-
erations. In 1945 , the company had 3 warehouses located in Chi-
cago , Milwaukee , and Minneapolis, respectively. Its retail stores

while located in 8 states (Michigan , Indiana , I1inois , Wisconsin
Minnesota, North Dakota , South Dakota , and Iowa), were concen-
trated primarily in the three warehouse states , northern I1inois
Wisconsin , and Minnesota. '"' Respondent now has 13 warehouse
branches , 8 of which were established through 9 of the acquisi-
tions challenged here:

New Branch

Detroit
Kalamazoo
St. Louis
New Orleans
Memphis
Denver
Sioux City
Del Farm-Chicago

Year Established by Acquisition of:

1952
1952
1953
1954
1955
1957
1957
1958

C. F. Smith

George T. Smith-Dole
Food Center
Capitol Stores

Montesi
Miner
Tolerton & Warfield

Del Farm

Most of these acquisitions included the warehousing facilities nec-
essary to the establishment of the new branches. The other acqui-
sitions were used to enlarge operations in these new branches or
other branches of the company.

32. The character of the firms acquired by respondent , their fa-
cilities , sales volume , future prospects, and their potential contri-
bution to National's future profits and growth are described in a
number of documents written by respondent' s own offcials con-
temporaneously with the acquisitions, particularly its press re-

leases and annual stockholder reports.
Many of the acquired stores were characterized as

supermarkets. " 101 Others were described by National as
large" 102 supermarkets. Stil1 others were characterized as "mod-

ern " the " largest," or the " largest and most modern " 103 super-

ex 455-J; ex 566- 2; ex 567-

See 7111. 17 and 18, supra.
101 ex 71 (5 of the 6 Piggly-Wiggly stores); ex 141 (George T. Smith); ex 156, 188

(Dole); ex 188 (Food Center); ex 195 (Ashton s); ex 118 (Montesi); ex 164 o,Iaker
stol'es); ex 237 (MiJer s); ex 218 (Tolerton & Warfield); ex 213 (De Van-Horner); ex
254 (IJlinois VaJley); ex 244 (Food Bank); ex 229 (SHm s).

l()'CX 188 (Dole s); CX 118 (Montesi).
"" CX 195 (Ashton s); CK 4 (Food Center); ex 6 (Montesi); CX 164 (Maker s); ex 237

(Miler s): ex 218 (Tolerton & Warfield); ex 229 (Slim s).
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markets in their respective marketing areas. For example, Na-
tional described the 28-store Food Center chain, of St. Louis , as
the largest regional chain of super markets in the St. Louis

area. . . ;0' Capitol Stores (28 stores), of Baton Rouge , as the
second largest in sales volume in the State of Louisiana. . . ; 105

Ashton s (1 store) as the " largest in Gulfport , Mississippi. . . the
most modern super market in this area. . . ; 106 Miller , as "28 of
the largest, most modern supermarkets in the Denver area of Col-
orado and Wyoming. . ." and as "one of the best in the west, and
particularly the most successful in the Denver area ; '" and
Slim s (1 store), of Fort Dodge , Iowa , as "one of the largest and
most modern super markets in the state of Iowa, which was com-
pleted less than a year ago. " 'os National' s president testified that
George Smith had some good super markets. . . . Very active

good stores. Some were very large." m While he thought three of

the De Van-Horner stores were "just fair " three others were

very good." Food Center had "some" poor stores , he said , but
some of the others were " real good ones." no Asked if he consid-

ered the 27 -store Miler s chain , of Denver , a "top organization
he replied: "I certainly did." m And even the C. F. Smith stores
in Detroit (210 stores), many of which were small and obsolete
gave National not only $36 mi1lion in sales volume that it could
gradua1ly transfer to its own supermarkets,''' but 66 stores that,
while ultimately replaced , were then good stores.'" Tolerton &
Warfield was "believed to rank first in dollar sales in about two-

'"' ex 4.
ex 4.

lDOCX 195.
1D1CX 237.
lOSCX 229.

'"" Tr. 812- 813.
lloTr. 817.
"'Tr. 788.

See RX lQ, Table C , showing the IIradual closing- of the Smith stores in Detroit and the
transfer of their sales volume to National's own newly built stores. For example , National

osed a Smith store located at 20921 Schoolcraft, Detroit, on December 3 , 1955 , and opened

a new tore at 22450 Schoolcraft on January 24 , 1956, By 1958 (the aCQuisi' ion was made

in 1952), aU but 1 of the appruximately 15G stores acqui)'ed in Detroit had been closed , but

the 20 new stores built to take their place had sales of about $15 milion. ld. The minutes
of a National executive committee " Also authorized the entering- into a five year contract

with George T. Smith for the payment to him of 55. GOG annually providing he does not

engage in the chain store grocery business in the State of Michigan during- that period.
ex 65 , p. 1.

11' " Sixty-six of the rSmithJ stOTes are complete food units with meat markets. The Smith
Stores have maintained an outstanding reputation for produce merchandising in the Detroit
mnrket... " ex 78.
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thirds of the cities and towns , including Sioux City, and second in
the other cities and towns.

" '"

Confirming its announced policy of acquiring "regional chains,
respondent described Logan s (9 stores), of Nashvile, Tennessee
as "another regional chain which wil expand the company s op-

eration in the south" ; no De Van-Horner (7 stores), of Mobile, Al-
abama, as "the second acquisition of a regional food chain in the
South within a week" ; no Ilinois Vaney stores (7 stores), of Peo-
ria, Ilinois , as "the flrst acquisition of a regional food chain for
the new year and Food Bank (3 stores), Colorado Springs,
Colorado , as the "second acquisition of a regional food chain in
the state of Colorado within a year. " no

These acquisitions were further described by National in its
public statements as (1) beachheads for further expansion , and
(2) contributors to sales volume and profits. The C. F. Smith ac-
quisition (210 stores) was announced as the beginning of "
$10 000 000 expansion program for Detroit and Southeast
Michigan ; no Piggly-Wiggly NW (6 stores), as "one more step in
the expansion plans of the National Tea Co. to develop or acquire
additional stores in the cities and states in which the Company
now operates, as we1l as in further expanded territories as pre-
sent negotiations materialize ; '" George T. Smith (6 stores), of
Lansing, Michigan , as a base that "wi1l be used to expand their
(National' sJ operations in the Western part of the state ; m

Food Center (28 stores), St. Louis, as "a desirable base of opera-
tions for further expansion into Missouri and downstate
Ilinois ; m Capitol Stores (28 stores), Baton Rouge, Louisiana
as a "great opportunity for expansion into new areas not now
occupied" ; m Ashton s (1 store), of Gulfport, Mississippi , as " the
first unit in a planned expansion program for the gulf coast
area.. . ; '" Montesi (8 stores), of Memphis , as " the foundation
of building a new branch of operations for the company and plans
are already under way for expanding this new branch to 40 or 50
stores in the Memphis area of Tennessee and the bordering states
11 ex 40 , pp. 11-12.
mcx 133.

ex 213.
mCX 254.
mcx 244.mcx 188.
1.0 ex 71 (emphasis added).
"'ex 141-
mcx 4.
mlbid.
114 CX 195.
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of Arkansas and Mississippi. . . ; m Miler s (27 stores), of Den-
ver, as "a new branch of the company, and plans wil be developed
immediately for expanding this new branch to approximately 60
stores in the Denver territory, which wil include in addition to
Colorado, the bordering areas of Wyoming, Kansas and
Nebraska. . . ; m Tolerton & Warfleld (85 stores), of Sioux City,
Iowa , as an addition of "approximately $30 000 000 to National

Tea s annual sales volume " and "a nucleus for a new branch. . 
from which the company wil expand to the border-line area of
its present Minneapolis and Davenport branches northward and
eastward as well as into new territory south and west of Sioux
City, not previously invaded by National Tea Company ; m Lo-
gan s (9 stores), of Nashvile, as a "bolstering" of "the com-
pany s Memphis operations in the tri-state area of Tennessee, Ar-
kansas and Mississippi, in line with the company s expansion

pattern ; m and De Van-Horner (7 stores), of Mobile , Alabama
as "part of the company s pattern for expanding to fiU in the gaps
between branch headquarter cities.

" '"

The acquisitions involved here made immediate additions to
National's sales volume and , with certain exceptions noted below,

prompt contributions to earnings. "Earnings (of Food Center
stores St. LouisJ since acquisition have proven very
satisfactory." DO Capitol Stores "operates 28 stores in the State of
Louisiana in a rapidly expanding area and is expected to make a
substantial addition to the Company s future earnings. " m "This
latest acquisition of Montesi stores in Memphis gives National an-
other $15 milion in annual sales , aU of which should give the Na-
tional Tea Co. total annual sales volume of approximately $600
milion pressing close to 4th place position among America s larg-
est Food Chains. . . " m "Our newest acquisitions in Port Huron
Michigan (H. A. SmithJ . . . and our new Memphis branch
(MontesiJ . . . should begin to show their real value to overaU
company results during 1956 as our expansion plans develop in
these new areas, " 133 "Substantial progress was made in our recent
acquisitions during the year. Detroit and Kalamazoo branches

mcx 118.
126 ex 237.

12 ex 218 (emphasis added).

mCX133.
12CX 213.
130 ex 4.

131 Id.
132 ex 118.

mCX6.
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which we acquired in 1952; St. Louis Branch acquired in 1953;
New Orleans branch, acquired in 1954 , aJ1 contributed substan-
tiaJ1y to our increased earnings in 1955." m This 1955 report to
the stockholders noted that the company s "increa.sed sales can be
attributed to many factors predominant among' which" was
among others

, "

acquisition of regional food chains in new
territories. . . , " 135 The 1956 report, noting "record" sales and
profits in the last quarter of the year , declared: "This achieve-
ment is particularly rewarding after the earlier 1956 expense of
setting new acquisitions into operation. . . and indicates that we
have invested wisely and wel1 for the continued growth of N a-

tional Tea Co." le Respondent's 1957 stockholders report , noting
its "major acquisitions" during the year (Miler , 27-store Den-
ver chain; Tolerton & Warfield, 85-store Sioux City chain; Lo-
gan , 9-store Nashvile chain; De Van-Horner, 7-store Mobile
chain; and Ilinois VaJ1ey, 7-store Peoria chain) and their contri-
bution to "greater profits " added: "The improvement in earnings
is not experienced so quickly as is the increase in sales , because
there are many expenses of setting the new acquisitions into oper-
ation which first must be absorbed. . . . It is expected that the
fuJ1 effect of the expansion wil be realized in 1958. . . . Costs of
expansion have been absorbed but benefits wi1 be reaped in the
future. . . ." m Several of its acquisitions, National reported
have not had time to contribute to earnings suffciently to offset

initial expenses in setting up our operations. However , these new
additions to our company should begin to reflect advantageously
to our net income for the balance of the year.

" '"

33. National's 1959 report to its stockholders, noting a 16.

gain in sales and 9.78% gain in profits over the previous year , de-
clared that the year s progress was particularly significant be-
cause it had been accomplished "without the benefits realized in
previous recent years from expansion through acquisition of
other regional food chains or groups of stores." m There were no

ex 6.
135 Id.
lIe ex 7, p. 4.
131 ex 8 , P. 2. "The benefits to our sales and profits from these new acquisitions should

begin to show in our third quarter operations. " ex 24a. And

, "

increased sales can be at-
tdbuted in part to OUI' new acquisitions , which , although operated by your company only
the smaner part of these three quarters, were responsible for our accelerated increase in
sales reported for most recent periods. " ex 26.

13R ex 1\), The Commis ion s Chief Economist testified that "New sto)'es customarily be-
come profitable within a year after opening, " tr, 1\)48, and that acquired stores generally
have temporary sales declines until the acquiring company has "time to consolidate its po-
sition " in the market. Tr. 1952.

CX 10, p, 2,
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acquisitions in 1959 because "we did not find the opportunities
suffcientJy attractive to your board of directors for expansion on
a profitable basis through the acquisition route. . . .

" '"

34. National's spreading of its geographical areas of operation
has not "thinned out" its market position. The increase in its ag-
gregate sales from $270 milion in 1948 to $794 milion in 1958
increased its nationnl market share from 0.9 % in 1948 to 1.6 %
in 1958. '" Its state market share was the same in both 1948 and

1958- 6% '" -but the number of states in which it enjoyed
that market share had increased from 8 to 18. That is, in 1948 , its
total sales of $270 milion amounted to 4.6 % of all food store
sales in the 8-state market ($5.7 bil1on) in which it then oper-
ated , whereas its vastly increased sales of $794 mi1ion in 1958
amounted to 4.6 % of all food store sales in the greatly expanded
18-state market ($17 bi1ion) in which it operated that later
year. 143

National' county market shares show substantially the same
pattern of growth. The Commission s Chief Economist testified
that "National Tea expanded its operations from (143) counties
in 1948 to 292 in 1958. Its market share in these counties was

about 9 per cent in 1948 and 8.6 percent in 1958. " '" In other

words

, "

National Tea, in 1948 through 1958 , has consistently held
about eight to nine per cent of the market share of the counties in
which it operated." '" Again , however, as with the state market
shares , this figure fails to convey the true size of National' s enor-
mous growth. Thus, in 1948 , with sales of $270 milion , respon-
dent had 9 ro of a 143-county market ($2.9 bi1ion), whereas in
1958 its total sales had tripled to $794 milion, or 8.6% of a 292-
county market ($9.2 bilion) .He Respondent argues that, since 
had 9ro of its 143-county market in 1948 and "only 6ro of a

292-county market in 1958 , this showed that National was suffer-
ing a decline in market position. In fact, if only its "old" counties
are considered , respondent definitely increased its over-all county
market share. Thus

, "

if the identical counties are compared. . .

lW Ibid. National' s 1958 report had noted that "we are continuously exploring opportuni-
ties for cxpa.nsion through such acquisitions." ex 9 , p. 4. "Future requirements for ad-

ditional financing, if any, will depend solely on whether future acquisition8 of food chains

wiI be for cash or stock" (emphasis added), Ibid.
H1 ex 455- 18; 455- 20.
H2 ex 455- 33; tr. 1719.

.., 

Ibid.
lH Tr. 17HI. "This is a wd hted average of its share of sales in those counties in which

it actually operated in each year. Ibid. See ex 455- 34; tr. 1947.
HOTr. 1720-1721.
14e ex 455- 34.
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National' s share increased from 8. 7% to 270 between 1954 and
1958. " W The real point, however

, "

is that National has main-

tained an average county market share of about 9% even though
it more than doubled the number of counties in which it operated
between 1948 and 1958." "s

National' s position in the various city markets has similarly
improved. While census universe figures are available for only
399 of the more than 500 cities and towns in which respondent
operated stores in 1958 , an analysis of this available data shows
that its weighted average share of an food store sales in those
399 cities increased from 870 in 1954 to 10. 270 in 1958.'" This

270 gain in this vast group of markets represents an increase in
respondent' s own sales volume in those 399 cities of about $235
milion, or 50%-from $469.6 milion in 1954 to $704.1 milion
in 1958. In other words , while National was increasing its own
average share of those 399 markets , the markets themselves were
growing in size (from $5.8 billion total food store sales in those
399 cities in 1954 , to $6.9 bilion in 1958).''' 

Limiting the comparison to National's " old" markets-the 267
towns in which it was already operating in 1954 (thus excluding

the "new" towns it entered between 1954 and 1958)-respon-
dent' s average market share declined slightly, from 10.5% in
1954 to 10. 370 in 1958. '" (Its absolute sales volume in those dties
increased , however, from $469.6 milion in 1954 , to $540.6 milion
in 1958. ) Limiting the comparison stil further-to the 103 towns
National entered. by acquisition (and for which , as noted , census
universe data is available) -respondent' s average market share
increased from 7.8% in 1954 to 10.4% in 1958. '" Again this gain
of 2.6 % in these 103 cities and towns represents a vast gain in
absolute dollar volume for National-from $262.3 milion in 1954
to $394.9 milion in 1958 , an increase of about $132 milion, or

50 %, over 1954.
Nor has National lost market share in the 17 "horizontal" ac-

quisition towns. In 1954, respondent had total sales of $180.5 mil-
lion in those towns , or a weighted average market share of 270
(of a $1.9 bilion market) ; in 1958, its sales had increased to
$211.9 milion , or 10% (of a larger $2. 1 bilion market) 

H1 Tr. 1947; ex 455- 51.
"8Tr. 1947.
lWCX 460; tr. 1751-1753.
lroCX 460.

Ibid.
mlbid.
15J CX 479.
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gain of .8% in market share, and $31 mi1ion , or some 16%, in
respondent' s own absolute sales volume.

Thus , the examiner s finding that respondent's post-acquisition
market share declined in "substantially all" of the acquisition
areas is plainly erroneous as a matter of fact. There were declines
in some markets , but these were obviously Jess than the examiner
found '" and were more than made up by gains in other cities.
After a detailed analysis , the Commission s Chief Economist tes-
tified flatly that

, "

for the group of cities in which National made
acquisitions it increased its sales and market position. . . . The
record on this point is perfectly clear." m All of this, together
with the boast of respondent's president that the company
sales have increased approximately 700 per cent since 1944

" '"

hardly suggests that National has failed to hold on to the fruits
of its acquisitions.

35. National Tea s movement into new markets has been paral-
leled by the other large chains. The 20 largest chains of 1960, the
number of states in which each of them operated in 1948 and
1958 , and the number of counties in which each of them operated
in 1948 and 1958 are shown below: m

Number of operating Number of operatiJ1g
states counties

Chain
1948 1958 1948 1958

A&P 231 132
Safeway 543 581
Kroger 687 575
Acme 141
National 143 283

Food Fair
Winn Dixie 166
Grand Union
First Nat'l.

Jewel
Colonial 169 184

4 The examiner accepted respondent'
s estimates of its market shares, in a number of

hand-picked cities, for 1959, a non-census year. They were based on the so-called " straight-
line" extrapolation, i. , Rssumed that universe figures for 1959 would be a straight projec
tioD of averal!€ 1954-1958 growth. Such estimates are not reliable. Thus , food store sa res in
what Census calls the "North Centraj" region of the country increased by 2. 14% from 1966

1957, but by 6.44% from 1957 to 1958. In the "Southern " region, on the other hand
there was an increase of 8.80% from 1956 to 1957, but only 3.37% from 1957 to 1958. See
Commission counsel' s brief, p, 62.

m Tr. 1943 (emphasis added).

"''I ex 332-
m ex 465- 29.
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Number of operating Number of operating
states counties

Chain
1948 1958 1948 1958

ACF-Wrigley
Loblaw
Red Owl I58 102
Stop & Shop
Mayfair
Lucky
Von
Thriftimart
Penn Fruit

Between 1954 and 1958 , the 16 of these chains that used mergers
as a means of growth expanded their average area of operations
from 6 to 8 states each , and from 113 to 132 counties. Some ex-
panded much more rapidly than others. National, as noted, led
the way, expanding from 187 counties in 1954 to 283 in 1958;
Winn-Dixie , from 64 to 166 counties; ACF- Wrigley, from 6 to 36
counties. This geographical expansion has been accompanied by
large gains in assets and sales volume. Thus , despite the fact that
these chains operated in far more counties in 1958 than in 1954

each of them retained the same average share of an food store
sales in their counties of operation in 1958 as in 1954, 8. 6%.
With each of them averaging 8.6 % of an food store sales in the
counties in which it operates , only 12 of them would be required
to give them , in the aggregate 100ro of the market in any given
community.

36. The cities and towns entered by National Tea are also
being entered by the other large chains. A study was made in this
proceeding of the sales , by cities or groups of cities, of the 14

largest chains (including National Tea itself) operating in the 18
states in which National Tea operated in 1958.'" Nine of the 14
were among the nation s 20 largest chains; the others were large
regional chains. '" To avoid the disclosure of the sales of individ-
uaJ third-party chains , the data was compiled for only those cities
in which 3 or more of those chains reported sales. The study cov-

1!8 This data was gathered from the 14 companies by Commission subpoena, Bnd compiled
by Price Waterhouse. ex 416-

9The 14 were:
A & P
Sa!eway
Kroger

ACF-Wrigley
Red Owl
Borman

Kational Tea

Winn-Dixie
Jewel
Colonial

Consolidated
Eagle
Dilon
Marsh
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ered 156 cities (or groups of cities) in which National operated in
1958 and for which complete data could be obtained.' Included in

this group were 49 of the cities or groups of cities National had
entered by one or more of the acquisitions challenged here, and
another 37 were cities respondent had entered by building new
stores but in which the expansion was a part of a merger-ac-
quired branch. In the entire group of 156 cities studied , the total
number of food stores declined by 14%, while the number of
stores operated by these 14 chains increased by 14ro. National's
average market share in those communities increased from 2.9 %
to 6.3 %, an l the number of stores it operated in them increased
from 295 to 424, a gain of more than 40%. '" The 14 chains in-
creased their combined market share in those 156 communities
from 23. 1 % in 1954 , to 32. 1 % in 1958.'

In the 86 communities National had either entered by merger
or serviced from a merger-acquired branch , there were numerous
entries by other chains. In 1954 , 3 or more chains (including Na-
tional itself) had been operating in only 31 of the 86 cities
(36%); by 1958 , 3 or more of them were operating in 71 of those
86 cities (82.6 %). In that 4-year period , 44 of those 86 cities had
been entered by 1 additional chain; 17 cities, by 2 additional
chains; and 2 cities , by 3 additional chains. The number of chains
decreased in only 1 of the 86 cities. Sales data were available for
both 1954 and 1958 for only 29 of those cities. In 1954 , the un-
weighted market share of the chains in those 29 cities was
45. ro; by 1958 , it had grown to 54. 6ro.

37. All but 1 of the 14 largest chains operating in National's

markets in 1958 made one or more acquisitions in those communi-
ties since 1950. For example , ACF-Wrigley acquired 2 chains that
operated in St. Louis; Borman made an acquisition in Detroit;
Colonial acquired 14 stores in Indianapolis; Safeway made an ac-
quisition in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and another in Chey-
enne , Wyoming; Red Owl acquired a 17-store chain in Denver;
Consolidated made an acquisition in 22 of National' s markets, and
others in 11 of them; Dilon acquired 7 stores in Denver; Jewel
Tea acquired a 41- store chain that operated in 10 of National'

markets; Kroger acquired a company that operated in 5 of N 
tional's markets; Marsh made acquisitions in 4 cities where Na-

16P See ex 416-B for a description of the various classifications of the cities analyzed in
ex 416- , the Price-Waterhouse study.

161 ex 453, 454 , 482.
162 ex 482.
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tional operated; and Winn-Dixie acquired a 39-store chain that
operated in 4 of National' s markets. m

38. Listed below are a number of cities in which National's
chaUenged acquisitions occurred and in which 3 or more of these

largest chains had 50 % or more of the city market in 1958: '"'

City No. of Chains Chains ' Market 

COLORADO
Colorado Springs 62.
Denver 64.
Englewood 60.
ILLINOIS
E. Peoria 72.
Peoria 59.
INDIANA
Indianapolis 58.
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge

50. I 

MICHIGAN
Pontiac 50.
Wyandotte 64.
Ypsilanti 75.
Birmingham 62.
Rosevile 60.
Mt. Clemens 67.
Trenton 91.6
Port H uran 60.
Albion , Marshall & Charlotte 82.4
MISSOURI
University City 51.9
Maplewood 75.

39. The Denver, Colorado, market provides one of the most
striking ilustrations of this trend toward oligopoly in food retail-
ing. National Tea had begun negotiations for the acquisition of
the 27-store Miler s chain as early as 1950,'"' finally completing
the merger on May 15 , 1957. This acquisition gave National ap-
proximately 20% of the Denver market. At that time, Safeway
was the only large chain in Denver , having entered the city in
1931 with the acquisition of the 1 392-store MacMarr chain. '" In
1957, immediately after National's acquisitions of Miler , Dil-

lon acquired the 8-store King Soopers chain.'" Thus, in 1958
163 ex 436-447; ex 455-V through ex 455- 16; ex 455- 7 through ex 455- 59.

ex 454. (See ex 416-A for the identity and aggregate sales volume of the chains
operating in these markets.

ex 312.
J6S CX 446-
lBCX 439-
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those 3 chains-National Tea, Safeway and Dilon-had sales of
$92 757 039 in Denver , or 64. 1 % of all food store sales in the city.
Finally, in December 1959 , Red Owl entered Denver by acquiring
the Marr chain , a company that had annual sales of $40 milion.
Hence, 4 chains now dominate the Denver market.

40. National Tea, with 1958 sales of $794 milion, was, as

noted , some 9,000 times larger than the average single-store inde-
pendent with which it competed and about 20 times larger than
the average of the 180-grocery chains with 11 or more stores, ex-
cluding the top 20. About 90'10 of the nation s grocery retailers
operate only a single store. And even the 19th and 20th of the 20
largest chains operated only 27 and 47 stores, in 2 and 4 counties
respectively, with sales of less than $100 milion, or just over

10'10 of respondent' s own annual sales. National enjoys a number
of advantages not available to its smaner competitors. One of
those advantages is the fact that it receives from its suppliers

price concessions , and promotional and advertising allowances or
payments , that are not given to those competitors. For example
the tabulation below shows the purchases of dairy products by
National's Denver branch and several of its local competitors

from Beatrice Foods in December 1961 , together with the various
price and other concessions received by each: '"

Total purchases Total discounts

from Beatrice Price and allowances

Retailer December 1961 discounts Dollars Percent

National Tea $218 102 $21, 786 $27 308 12.

King Soopers 206 684 778
Furr Food 604 489 504

Castillo Gro. 692 7.4

American Way Gra. 559
Blair 214
Dvorak' s Gro. 158
F & F Market 143 none none none

Groceteria 122 none none none

Thus, while National received concessions totaling 12.5 % of its
purchases from Beatrice during the month, King Soopers, for

example, received concessions of only 4. '10 of its purchases, a
differential of 7.9%. Since before-tax profits in food retailing sel-
dom exceed 3 '10 it is obvious that supplier-concessions of this

ex 455- 57.
169 ex 648-656. See also ex 289-299.
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type place the smaller

tage.

41. The concessions from this particular supplier are even more
signiflcant , however. They totaled , as noted above, $27 303 for the
month of December 1961; on an annual basis, they would amount
to over $300 000. In 1959 , National' s total profits on its entire
Denver branch operation was $1.35 mi1ionY' Therefore, while
respondent' s purchases of dairy products in the Denver branch
amount to some 6% of all products purchased by that branch , the
$300 000 in concessions received on those purchases is equivalent
to more than 20 % of all profits realized by the branch' s entire
operation.

firms at a serious competitive disadvan-

42. Certain of these dairy products purchased from Beatrice
were "private label" merchandise. For example, National
bought fluid milk bearing its own private label, rather than Be-
atrice s label. On this item, National received, on its December
1961 purchases only, price discounts of $6 881.17, or 14% on its
purchases. Since none of respondent's competitors in the Denver
market bought such private label milk , none of them received
that 14% price concession. '" National also bought private label
butter from Beatrice. On this it paid 65 a pound , while all but
one of its Denver competitors were paying 70 a pound for Be-
atrice s own "Meadow Gold" butter. 173 Moreover, respondent re-
ceived an advertising allowance of 152 a payment from its
supplier for the advertising and promotion of National's own pri-
vate label butter.

'" 

None of its competitors received such an al-
lowance.

43. Respondent supports below-cost operations in many local
markets out of earnings derived from other markets where it op-
erates profitably. In particular , it uses earnings from its high-
profit areas to finance massive advertising programs , and thus
build up sales volume , in those cities and towns where it operates
below-cost. For example , National had net profits of $1.35 milion
in its Denver branch in 1959 , but net losses of over $1 milion in
Memphis in 1959. Its net advertising expenditures per dollar of
sales was approximately 5 times as large in Memphis as in

17 ex 528-
17 A number of National' s various private label suppliers are listed in ex 321-322.
mcx 648-656.
J7CX 648-
114 ex 64B-
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Denver. The chart below shows the gross sales and net advertis-
ing expenditures of 7 of National' s branches in 1959: m

N,t
Advertising Advertising as

Branch Gross SnIes Expenses Percent of Sales

Memphis $ 21 755 000 $237 639 1.09%
Davenport 703 000 152,560

Minneapolis 203, 000 319,514
Indianapolis 83,821, 000 298 031

Chicago 259 059 000 773 925

Denver 266,000 105 581

Del Farm 19,696 000 (42 876) "" 22)

National' s sales and before-tax losses m in Memphis for the years
1955 (it entered Memphis by acquiring Montesi in 1955) through
1959 are shown below: H8

Memphis Branch Before-taxYear Sales (Loss)I955 $ 2 631,262 ($ 53,029)1956 12,906,804 ( 243,355)1957 15 807 290 ( 389,020)1958 18 535 900 ( 625,052)1959 21 755,265 ( 1 149, 598)

44. Losses have also been incurred in respondent's expansion of
its other branches. For example , its before-tax losses in its Detroit
branch in 1958 and 1959 were $1 806 226 and $1 330 338 , respec-
tively. '" Its sales , however, are increasing. In 1954, that branch
had sales of $32 mi1ion; in 1958 and 1959, $63 milion and $66

milion , respectively.
45. National does not have to support unprofitable operations

in a particular market indefinitely. In due course its massive ad-
vertising, promotions , acquisitions , and the building of new stores
brings its market share to a point where its stores in those areas
begin to show a profit. For example, National sustained losses in

';.

'CX 528- D; t1'. 1952.
)7" Parentheses indicate that advertising allowances received from suppliers exceeded total

advertising expenditures.
17 National is " able to write off this Joss against profits earned in other branches, " Tr.

1951. In 1959, for example, respondent's profit and Joss stat€ment shows a loss in the Mem
phis branch of 5559 598. However , it "wrote off" another 5590 000 of losses in that iJranch

against tax liability on earnings in its other branches. " lIenee, NationaJ's 1959 Joss for
this branch amounted to $1 149,598 (CX 357 in camera). This is a Joss which a Jess diversi-
fied firm wouJd have been forced to assume, since it could not have written off over one-

half of its losses against profits earned elsewhere. " Tr. 1951-1952.
m CX 357 (in camera).
17 ex 355 (in camera).
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its Davenport branch for several years. As the chart below indi-
cates , that branch has now emerged from the red: m

Davenport Branch Before-tax
Year Sales Profit or (loss)

1956 $17 128 595 ($136 555)
I957 788 669 ( 179 774)
1958 27,220 199 ( 173 099)
1959 702 983 088

46. The per-dol1ar-of-sales cost of advertising is directly re-
lated to sales volume in a particular marketing area. The absolute
cost of running a full-page food ad in a daily paper in a given city
is the same whether the advertiser has 10 stores with sales of $5
milion or 100 stores with sales of $100 milion; but the relative
cost, per donar of sales , is vastly different. Further, as volume
and hence market share increases , an increasingly large share of
the chain s advertising costs can be shifted to suppJiers. For ex-

ample , as pointed out above , respondent's Del Farm branch (the
12 stores acquired from Del Farm in 1958) had a negative adver-
tising expenditure of $42 876 in 1959 it received $42 876
more from its suppliers than it actual1y spent on advertising.

47. As noted above , National's "average" market shares in the
counties and cities in which it operated in 1958 were 8.6% and
10.2%, respectively. However, this "averaging" fails to reveal

the extent of respondent's power in some of these markets. Thus
in its "counties of operation in Arkansas , in 1958 , it did only 1.
per cent of the business , whereas in the other extreme , which is
Wyoming, in its counties of operations it did 21.2 per cent." '" But
even these figures involve an "averaging " of a number bf county
shares within a given state. It is in considering the counties indi-
vidually that respondent's real market power appears. Thus

, "

121 of the 292 counties in which National Tea operates , it does

over ten per cent of the business. So in these counties it is a very
substantial factor as a retail competitor." '" In other counties Na-
tional' s market share is much greater. In 1958, it had 15% or
more of al1 food store sales in 58 counties 2070 or more in 27
counties , over 25 % in 15 counties , 30 % or more in 9 counties
35% or more in 4 counties , and over 450/0 in 1 county. 183

Respondent' s market position also varies widely from city to
180 ex 356 (in cameTa).
m Tr. 1720; ex 455- 34.

Tr. 1721; ex 455- 35.
18. ex 455- 35.
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city. Census data permitted an analysis of its market share in 399
of the 514 cities in which it operated in 1958. In 48 of those 399
cities , it had less than 5% of all food store sales; in 141 , less than
10%. Respondent had 1070 or more of the market, however, in
258 cities. In 175 of them , it had 15% or more; in 120 , 20% or
more; in 73 , 25 % or more; and in 29 cities, more than 3570 

the market.''
48. National Tea, being "a large firm which operates across a

large number of local markets " is thus " in a position to carryon
pricing policies in a particular local market and not be under or
restricted by the competitive restraints of that market." '" When
a firm "operates across many markets , in some of which it enjoys
substantial power and profits, it is not subjected to those res-
traints which competition and consumers ' preferences place on
firms operating in competitively structured markets." m National

Tea is in fact operating at a Joss in a large number of cities and
towns. In 1958 , as noted , its more than 900 retail stores were lo-
cated in some 514 cities. A study of its 1958 sales and proflts in
399 of those cities (those for which census data was available)
shows that, in 66 of them , or more than 1670 of the cities studied
respondent' s stores did not even meet their own direct store ex-
penses , much less contribute anything toward the operation of the
branch warehouses , branch advertising, and their share of home
offce expenses. In at least another 49 of those cities , NationaJ's
stores met their own direct store expenses, but failed to meet

those indirect costs of operation. '" Therefore , in 1958 , respondent
was operating at a net loss in at least 115 , or some 3070 of the

399 cities studied (and thus in at least 2070 of the entire 514 cit-
ies and towns in which it did business in 1958).'"'

49. Respondent's accounting system computes the profltabilty
of its store operations in accordance with the following formula.
Deducting the cost of goods sold from gross sales leaves a "gross
profit." Then , deducting the store s own "direct expenses" (pay-
roll, rent, etc. ) from that gross profit leaves what respondent
calls "store contribution" (to branch warehouse and home offce
overhead" ). Profit or loss is determined by subtracting that

branch warehouse and home offce "overhead" from the "contri-

l!1CX 463.
Tr. 1728.

1s. Tr. 1953.

' Thus, "of all 841 stores operating during all 12 months of 1959. over
any contribution to the cost of their warehouse overhead. " T/'. 1953.

19s ex 365-A; ex 461.

100 did not mfike
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butions" made by the stores. '"' For example , N ationaJ's "profit and
loss" statement for its Memphis branch in 1959 is as follows: m

Memphis Profit and LOBS-1959
Sales
Gross Profit
Direct Store Expense
Store Contribution
Overhead (warehouse , store , advertising, and

administration)Federal Income Tax (590 000)Other Income 22,882Net Income (559 598)

Thus , the stores in the Memphis branch lacked $151 819 earning
enough to pay even their own direct store expenses. The branch
overhead , including the cost of operating the warehouse , and of
advertising in the branch area , amounted to $1 020 661 , bringing
total losses in the branch store to $1 172 480. Even after a
$590, 000 tax offset against profits earned in other areas , and a
contribution of $22 882 from "other income " the Memphis
branch sustained a net loss for the company of $559 598 in 1959.

50. The "overhead" expenses incurred by respondent's 13
branch operations varies from one branch to another. For exam-
ple , in 1958 its Del Farm branch in Chicago (one of the acquisi-
tions chanenged here) had the lowest overhead of the 13, only

070, or 2 ' per donar of sales. The Memphis branch, at the

other extreme , had the highest overhead of them all , 4.7 % (p.
353J : '"
Since advertising expenditures are a part of "overhead " the fact

that the Memphis branch has particularly large advertising costs
while the Del Farm branch in Chicago collects more in advertis-
ing aUowances from its suppliers than it actually spends on ad-
vertising, '"' accounts for a part of the difference in their respec-
tive overhead expenses.

$21 755 265
192, 501
344 320

(15I,819 )

020 661

189 ex 365- ddines these various terms used in National's accounting system: "Sales
less cost of goods=gl"oSS profit. Gross profit less direct store cxpenses=store contribution.

Total store contribution less oVErhead plus other income (or less othcr expense) =income be-
fore federal income tax.

" "

Direct store expenses" include; Payroll; payroll tax Rnd benefits;
utilities; store maintenance; laundry and unif01'ms; supplies; taxes and licenses; rent: de-
preciation; miscellaneous expense; cartage. "Overhead" includes "warehouse expense, all
store expenses not deducted from gross profit to arrive at store contribution (i. e., such in-
direct costs as supcrvision , auditing, insurance and some direct costs such as bankin" charg-

, certain supplies and other items which arc too smaJl to distribute over a number uf
stores), advertising expense and administration (including an allocation of headquarters ex-

pense). (Emphasis added.) See tr. 1753-1755.
'''0 ex 357 (in camera). Parentheses indicate a negative or loss factor.
l ex 466 through 478.

' Finding number 43 supra.
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Indianapolis
MinneapoHs
Milwaukee
Detroit
Kalamazoo
St. Louis

Kew Orleans
Memphis
Davenport
Denver
Sioux City
Del Farms
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No. of
Stores

Branch HOverhead"
as % of Sales-1958

2I6

124

(Chicago) 
Unweighted average:

51. The relative profitabilty of National's store operations in
various cities can be seen in the chart below. For example, in one
city, after deducting the cost of goods sold and direct store expen-
ses , National' s stores realized a "contribution" of' more than 10f

Contribution" Ratio (Sales less cost
of goods and direct store expenses) Number ,of cities

10.0% to 10.
0% to 9.
0% to 8.
0% to 7.
0% to 6.
0% to 5.
0% to 4.
0% to 3.
0% to 2.

1.0% to 1.9%
0% to 0,
0% to -

1.0% to - 1.9%
0% to -
0% to -
0% to -
0% to -
0% to -
0% to -
0% to -

-9.0% to -
10,0% to - 10.
11.0% to - 11.9%
12.0 % and over

"'One city - 20. and another 26.1%.
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per dollar of sales. (Deducting the unweighted average branch
overhead" of 3.470, the net profit left here would be some 

per dollar of sales. In 1958 , National's over-all before- tax profits
were 2.77% of sales. ) At the other extreme, in 3 cities respon-
dent' s stores lacked more than 12r per dollar of sales meeting

even their own direct store expenses , much less contributing any-
thing to warehouse and headquarters "overhead" or to net
profit (p. 353J : 

52. One of the principal reasons for the wide variation in res-
pondent' s profits from city to city is the fact that , as was stipu-
lated here '" it varies its prices from city to city to meet local
competition. Intense local competition tends to lower prices. '" The
chart below shows the wide variation in the "gross profit" real-
ized by National in some cities as compared with that realized in
others (gross profit, as noted above, is the difference between sell-
ing price and cost of goods sold, with no deductions for either

store or overhead expenses). For example, in one city this gross

profit margin was more than 20r per dollar of sales. At the other
extreme , in another city it was less than 11r per dollar of sales , a
difference of some 9r in the gross markup taken in the two
cities: 196

Gross profit ratio
(to sales)

20. 0 % to 20Ji 
19.5% to 19.
19.0% to 19.
18.5% to 18.
18.0% to 18.4%
17.5% to 17.
17.0% to 17.4%
16.5% to 16.
16.0% to 16.4%
15.5% to 15.
15.0% to 15.4%
14.5% to 14.
14.0% to 14.
13.5% to 13.
13. 0% to 13.40/0

12.5 % to 12.9 %
12.0% to 12.

Number of cities

19 ex 461.

,., Tr. 1467; finding number 27. supra.
1"5 " Intensified competition in several trading areas forced us to sacrifice

in urder to maintain traffc and hold customers in our stores. " ex 9 , p. 2.

JOOCX 462.

profit margins
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Gross profit ratio
(to sales)-Continued

11.5% to 11.9%
11.0% to 11.4%

10.5% to 10.

Number of cities-Continued

399
Arithmetic
Median

mean - 16.
- 16.

53. There is a striking correlation between the relative profIt-
abilty of respondent's operations in the various cities and the
market share it enjoys in those cities. That is, in those cities
where it has a relatively large market share , its profits tend to be
relatively high; in those cities where its market share is relatively
low, its profits tend to be relatively small. The Commission s Chief
Economist, Dr. Wilard F. Mueller , testified that he had "made a
comparison (of) the market share which National Tea enjoys in
various cities and the sorts of gross profit ratios and average con-
tribution to profits which they enjoy in these cities. These com-
parisons reveal a very striking relationship between National
Tea s market share in cities and the magnitude of its average
gross profit and its average contribution to proflts from those
cities , contribution to overhead from those cities , contribution. For
example , in the 48 cities in which National Tea enjoys a market
share of less than five per cent , the average contribution to over-
head of stores from those cities is a negative 2.3 per cent. And the
average gross profit is 14.9 per cent. At the other extreme , in cities
in which National Tea enjoys a market share of 35 per cent and

above, and there are 29 such cities , National Tea has an average
contribution to overhead of six and a half per cent, or approxi-

Average Average
Market Share Number gross profit Contribution

(percent) of ci ties ratio ratio

percent percent
35. and over 17.
25.0% to 34. 17.
20.0% to 24. 17.
15. 0% to 19. 170
10. 0% to 14. 17.

0% to 16.4 1.6
9 % and under I4.
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mately eight cents higher than in the flrst group of cities I men-
tioned." m The correlation is shown below (p. 355J : m
It is clear , therefore , that the stores in the 258 cities where Na-
tional has more than 10 % of the local market are in fact sup-
porting its losses in the 141 cities where it has less than 1070 

the market.
54. This "subsidization" of operations in cities where market

share and thus proflts are low, out of money earned in other cities
where market share and profits are high , is ilustrated by a com-
parison of National' s operations In Memphis and Denver in 1958.
As noted , respondent had only 870 of the Memphis market in
1958. Further , only two other national chains were operating in
the city, A & P and Kroger. Together , those three chains had sales
of only $34.7 milion '" or 24.1 % of the city s total food store
saJes. '"" In Denver , on the other hand , which K ational Tea had
entered in 1957 by acquiring the more than 20% of the market
held by the 27-store Miler s chain , respondent had 21.4% of all
Denver food store sales in 1958. And National's 21.4% of the
Denver market , together with that of three other chains , totaled
no less than 64. 170 of all food store sales in Denver in 1958.

The difference between holding 870 of a non-chain maFket like
:vemphis , and 24. 1 % of a chain-dominated market Jike Denver , is
ilustrated by a comparison of the "gross profits" and "contribu-
tions" earned in the two cities in 1959. Its Denver stores had
gross profit margins (sales price less cost of goods sold) ranging
from 16. 82r per dollar of sales for one store, to a high of 19.70if
in the top store. In the Memphis stores , on the other hand , gross
margins ranged from a " high" of 15.49r to a low of 13. 06r for
each dollar of sales. The Denver stores , as a group, exceeded their
own direct store costs, the branch's "overhead" of 570, and
made substantial contributions to the company s profits. More
than half of the Memphis stores failed to meet even their own dir-
ect store expenses , having direct, individual store losses ranging
from $8 542 to $27 123.'" Altogether , the Memphis stores had di-
rect store losses of $64 078. Considering the two branches as a
whole (rather than just the cities of Denver and Memphis '" ), the

' Tr. 1756.
lG8 ex 463. See also ex 660, which " compares National's market position and profitability

in various counties. The correlation is unquestionable, " Tr. 1947 (emphasis added).
'"" ex 416- IV.
200 ex 454-C and D.
1 ex 454-

2W ex 400- (in camera) ()1emphis stores) and ex 400- 15 Bnd 11; (Denver stores),
"1 National Tea stores in other cities in the Memphis branch are also losing money. See

f)., Nashvile, Tennessee, store " contributions," ex 400- 9 and 10.
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Memphis branch had before- tax losses of $1 149 598 in 1959, on
sales of $21 755 265 , or a loss of more than 5f on each dol1ar of
sales; '0. the Denver branch had before- tax profits of $1 604 887
on total sales of $50 266, 066 '" or nearly 3.2% of sales.

55. Respondent attributes this wide variance in the relative
profitability of its operations in different cities to a variety of fac-
tors, particularly to alleged differences in the "effciency" of its
managers in some cities as compared with that of its managers in
other cities. In view of the testimony of National's president that
he doesn t approve of ineffcient management and doesn t hesitate
to "switch (store managers) around " 206 it is unreasonable to
suppose he would have tolerated the kind of " ineffciency" implied
, for example, the Memphis losses cited above. Moreover, as

the Commission s Chief Economist pointed out in his testimony
on this point, if managerial ineffciency and the various other
factors advanced by respondent were responsible for these city to
city variations in profits , then high and low profits should be dis-
tributed at random throughout the more than 500 cities in which
National operates. "Profitability does depend upon many factors.
However , one would expect that the factors mentioned by him
(respondent' s economist-witness) would tend to result in a ran-
dom distribution of profits unassociated with National's market
share, for practicaIJy aU of the factors which he mentions would
be at work whether National had a large or a smaU market
share. The intended thrust of his presentation is to deny that N 
tional can and does adjust its pricing and other competitive pol-

icies in accordance with its market position. Yet National' s own
counsel have stipulated that

, '

Respondent' s prices may vary, de-
pending on local competitive conditions from one city or town to
another within any particular warehouse area. . . , '" 207 " , in
effect, argues that it makes no difference to a firm s profitabilty
whether it has 1 

%, 

1070 or 25% of the business in a market.

" '"

Yet: "Even Livingston admits at one point that the intensity of
competition limits both National' s market share and its profits. He
says

, '

Third, the leading competitors may be more capable in
some cities than in others; thus making it more diffcult to
achieve a large market share and also more diffcult to earn a sat-

2D' ex 357 (in camera). The magnitude of this Joss is indieated by the fact that it rep-
resents over 5% on saJes, whereas large chains enjoyed averagc profits, before taxes, of
about 2. 8 percent in 1958. " Tl'. 1952.

05 ex 362 (in camera).
000 Tr. 687-689.
207 Tr. 1949 (emphasis in original).
20B Tr. 1948.
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isfactory profit.' " "" It is abundantly clear that respondent does
in fact , subsidize its operations in those markets where intense
competition keeps its prices and profits low, out of profits earned
in other markets where competition is weak and prices and prof-
its are thus relatively high. It is also clear that there is , in fact, a
direct relationship between the market share enjoyed by National
Tea and the other large chains "sharing its opinion" that price
competition should be avoided and the relative profitabilty of Na-
tional's operations. As the Commission Chief Economist
summed it up, " have never seen a closer relationship between
the market dominance of a firm in an individual market, or a
group of markets , and its profitability than the records in this
case depict. . . nor are the inferences better borne out by any
group of statistical data as to the advantages which a conglom-
merate firm enjoys than is true in the case of this financiaJ data
we have analyzed" here.

56. National Tea thus has several competitive advantages not

possessed by its smaller competitors. Its great purchasing power
(its purchases totaled $638.5 milion in 1959) enable it, as found
above, to secure from its suppliers price concessions and promo-
tional payments not available to smaller retailers. Its integration
into manufacturing, with the capacity to process stil more of its
own products if dissatisfied with its suppliers ' prices , is another
aid in its efforts to get price advantages denied to its smaller com-
petitors. Further, the geographical scope of its operations (18
states, 292 counties , and more than 500 cities and towns), as
pointed out above, permits it to subsidize below-cost operations in
more than 100 cities where competition is strong out of proflts
earned in other cities where competition is weak and profits high
using those other-market earnings in the subsidized area for vari-
ous competitive offensives, particularly intensive advertising.
While independents affliated with a good wholesaler can and do

sell as cheaply as the chains , it is my opinion that some are not
able to convince the public that this is true because they do not
have the money to spend on advertising." '" Finally, National'

109 Tr. 1949. O:ne of respondent's witnesses, contending that the supermarket has brought
more competition price-wise " stated: "This :5 attested by the red1lced groBs margin 

the supermarket as compared with the old clerk-service stores. , . ." Tr. 1828- 1829 (em-

phasi !ldded). As proof that National was not " charging lower prices " in Dyersburg, Tennes-
see, one of itB witnesses testified that " the gro88 profit was consistently higher " there. Tr.

1872 (emphasis added). Another testified that " there was a coffee war on recently, and that
couJd affect your mark-up. 

. . .

" Tr. 943 (emphasis added).
1a Tr. 1760.

21Tr. 2194.
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great resources give it a decided advantage over its smaller com-
petitors in the matter of securing both the opportunity and the
wherewithal to grow by building new stores.'" As one witness in
this proceeding put it

, "

independents have practically no chance
in new shopping centers that are being buil in the New Orleans
area, because of the lack of finances. Those building the shopping
centers prefer to have leases from the national chains rather than
from local independent merchants. . . . (I) n the rapidly devel-
oping shopping centers the independents are practically frozen
out because of lack of finances.

" ",

Another witness testifled that: "Landlords and Joan companies
who control the heavy traffc areas such as shopping centers pre-
fer the national or regional chains as tenants. In my opinion, it is

only a rare instance in Alabama that an independent has a prime
location. While recently funds to assist independents in financing
new stores for modernization programs have been made easier to
secure, it is my opinion that it stil is most diffcult for many in-
dependents to expand and grow as rapidly as his national or local
chain competitor. " 214

57. There is one advantage, however, that National Tea does
not enjoy over its independent competitors-superior effciency.
Respondent' s offcials and witnesses have argued repeatedly here
that National Tea is, in effect, less effcient than its local

competitors. m There is some evidence that this is true. For ex-
ample, in 1959, respondent's Memphis stores, on an average
gross profit" margin (difference between cost of goods sold and

12 " (WJhen 11 Jarge chain entel's a Dew market via merger, it is iri a position to expand
its merger-achieved beachhead by saturating the market with new stores," Tr. 1944. See RX
10.

213 Tr. 21H8-2189.
214 Tr. 2194.

It is said that "the economies achieved by the supermarket are primarily in the retail
(storeJ operation. Thus the store that is a unit in a chain has no significant advantage !of
economy) over one that is not,

" '

Tr. 1839. " Indeed , quite the opposite seems to be the case.

The very best competitors are the ones with the ' local touch.' Such 'Joca!' supermarket op-
erators can best satisfy the particular customers in their area. They get to know those cus-
tomers. They are part of their own business community. They can set their prices to meet

Jocal ' competitive needs. . . . " lTJhese operators obvjously have more knowledge of the local
needs and peculiarities of the markets in which they operate. " Tr. 1829-1830. " (TJhe big
chain stores have store managers who are not quite thr; same type of merchants , who do
not possess the same abilty as the local entrepreneur , who knows his market , who can make
on the spot decisions, who knows a great deal more about the food retailing, possibly, in
terms of merchandising than the store manager of the chain unit. " Tr. 2067. 1"ational con-
tends it "has been at a serious disadvantage" vis-a-vis its smaJl competitors , and its counsel
argues that the small but afHliated retailers " frankly run rings around us. . " Tr. 1899 , 1451.

Bee also tr. 1811, 1833. The hearing examiner found no evidence that National's " over-all or-
ganization Slives it a decisive advantage in cffdc1lCY ovcr its smaller rivaJs " (Initial Decis-

ion Ii. 263 , emphasis added), and respondent quotes that conclusion with approval. Answering
Brief of Respondent, pp. 3, 7.
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sales price) of some 14. per doUar of sales, had direct store
losses of about $64 000, or just under 1 per dollar of sales.
Average "overhead" for the Memphis branch in 1959 was 4.
per doUar of sales , thus bringing the total loss of the Memphis
stores to well over 5 for each dollar of sales. Having lost more
than 5 on a gross margin of 14. , the "break-even" point for
those stores in J959 would have been a markup of some 19%. One
of respondent's exhibits in this record, a food pubJication
article m reporting an interview with one of National's Jarge , in-
dependent competitors in Memphis, a Mr. Montesi,''' quotes Mr.
Montesi as follows:

Question: I assume this mechanization (of his single, giant supermarket
in Memphis) has had its effects upon your operating costs. Wil you touch
upon this for a moment?

Answer: Sure. Our percentage figures are no secret. Labor costs average
in the vicinity of 5.5 per cent. Our rent is one-half of one per cent. One of

our largest costs-promotion which includes coupons-runs about two per
cent. Our advertising cost for the one store is one per cent. An- al1 figuring
supply, heat, Jight and power and other incidental expenses , we re operating

our store on 10 per cent of total sales. This leaves us with a substantial net
since the store operates on a 15 per cent margin.

Question: The five points you re left \vith is suhstantial1y above the indus.
try average , don t you think?

Answer: Sure. But it' s the result of effciency not bilking the customer.m

In other words , Montesi says he takes a markup of 1570 incurs
costs of 10%, and thus realizes a net profit of 5%, or 5 on each

donar of sales. National Tea s Memphis stores, on the other hand
took about the same markup in 1959 (14. 570), but lost more than

on each dollar of sales. The two operations are not entirely
comparable , of course. Montesi was presumably giving his cur-
rent figures at the time of the quoted interview, August 1962

whereas respondent's figures are for its 1959 Memphis operations.
But even after making reasonable allowances for these differ-
ences , it seems clear that Montesi' s single , large store is at least
as effcient-if not more so-than National's multi store (11 stores
in 1959) Memphis operation.
21 ex 400 (in camera).
mRX 6.
21R RX 6-C. Montesi was acquired by respondent in 1955 but later, after the 5-year re-

strictive covenant expired . re-entered the market.
21& RX 6-C. Mr. Montesi further explained that it was also the result of "volume.

" "

The

primary advantage is that you buy cheap. If you buy cheap you can sel! cheap. If you sell
cheap you get a built- in base of eustomer loyalty that's very important." RX 6-

2:0 The Memphis situation is not an isolated example. As found above . National Tea is in
fact selling below cost (ineJuding both direct and indirect expenses) in more thlln 100 cities.
And, as respondent has reminded us , the fact " that a chain operates at a loss in a p9rt1c-
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58. The increasing size of individual food and grocery stores
has nothing to do with the steady growth of the 20 largest chains
at the expense of the independent sector of food retailing. While
the substitution of a single "supermarket" (minimum annual
sales of $375 000) for 6 "corner grocery stores" (average sales of
$60 000 per year) tends to reduce the total number of stores, it
does not explain whv , when this technological change occurs , one
of the 20 largest chains , rather than the independent sector of the
industry, should emerge as the owner of the new supermarket. As
noted above, the 20 Jargest chains of 1960 increased their share of
al1 United States food store sales by some 8-9 % in the period
1948-1958 (from an estimated 20.1 % to 30. 1 %) at the expense
of the independents (down from an estimated 69.6% to 60%), a
shift of some $4 bilion in annual sales from the independent sec-
tor to the top 20 chains. Approximately $1.5 bilion of this, or
nearJy half, was gained directly m from their acquisitions during
that period (further acquisitions during 1959-1961 brought the
total sales volume acquired by the 20 largest chains to $2.2 bil-
lion). The so-caUed "supermarket revolution" had nothing to do
with this merger wave; that was the work of the 20 largest
chains themseJves, following the pattern set by National Tea
Company.

59. Nor is there anything in the "voluntary" and "cooperative
group programs m to offset this increasing trend toward concen-
tration in the food industry. First , such sales growth as they have
apparently enjoyed is not due to the fact that their individual re-
tailer-members are growing, but simply to the fact that they have
succeeded in signing up new members."" This simply relabels
particular independents, taking them out of the "unaffliated"
class and putting them under the "affliated" label; the aggregate
sales of al1 members of the independent sector-including both
the affliated and unaffliated continues to decline.'" Further

uIar area does not mean that independents competing with it on the 8a.1ne gr088 margin wi1
also be operating at It loss," Answering Brief of Respondent, p. 2.5, n. 17 (emphasis added).
There is not only no evidence in this record of any instance in which Natiunal pn dato)'iJy
forced prices below its CQmpetitor costs, but positive testimony by independents that they
know of 110 such practices by respondent. See tr. 2188.
221 An acquisition s total contribution to the acquiring firm s ultimate growth may exceed

the amount of the acquired company s sales volume at the time of the acquisition. Tr. 1712-
1713.

222 "A 'cooperative ' is a group of retailers who have ba-nded together to own a warehouse
whi1e a 'voluntary' is where an independent wholesaler ' sponsors ' a group of I"etailers. " Tr.
1819-1820. See also tr. 2096.

223 Tr. 1954-1956.
no In fact, " the members of these groups are experiencing an extremely high mortality

rate. " Tr. 1954.
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the "voluntary" and "cooperative" groups are themselves losing
their independent character. Thus many of them are joining the
current merger wave, acquiring retail chains, wholesalers, and

manufacturing facilties. no For example, Consolidated Foods
Inc. , of Chicago

, "

was primarily a wholesaler, having acquired at
least 13 grocery wholesalers in its growth history. . . . It subse-

quently transformed itself , largely through mergers , into a large
food manufacturer as well as wholesaler. . . . (D) uring the last
decade it began integrating into food retailing, largely through
mergers. After a series of acquisitions involving over 250 food
stores. . . Consolidated Foods today can boast that (, of) its
sales of $500 mi1ion plus , slightly less than one-third is in whole-
saling, and the remainder is equally divided between retailng and
manufacturing. . . . Significantly, this is one of the voluntaries
which the respondent has cited as an example of the vitality of
the independent sector of food retailing.

" '"

Further , the "cooperatives" and "voluntaries" are now acquir-
ing members who are not independents at all , but large chains. In
1958 , for example , 24 of the 180 chains with 11 or more stores
were members of cooperative groups. 227 In fact, one cooperative
is composed exclusively of chains with annual sales of $15 mi1ion
or more (the equivalent of some 45 supermarkets of the minimum
$375 000 annual sales class).m In 1960 , it had 28 member-chains
with combined sales of $1.5 bi1ion , substantially more than Na-
tional's own sales. " Among its chain members in 1960 were ACF
Wrigley (the country s 11th largest chain) and Weingarten (l9th
largest chain) , " 229

Finally, however, there is nothing a "cooperative" or "volun-
tary" buying organization can do to help the individual , one-store
member who must compete in a city where a national chain is op-
erating its stores below cost. As noted , N ationaJ Tea s stores are
sening below cost in more than 100 of the approximately 500 cit-
ies in which it operates , subsidizing them out of earnings in the
other cities. A one-store member of a "cooperative" or "volun-
tary," on the other hand , cannot call on other members of the
group in other cities to give him a part of their profits; the mem-
bers of these groups aggregate their purchases for the purpose of

mcx 633: tr.
mTr. 1957.
mTr. 1956.
mlbid.

Ibid.

1956-1962.
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achieving economies in buying and engaged in various other forms

of mutual aid , but they do not share or "pool" their profits. Each
, in the final analysis , an independent businessman who must ei-

ther earn a profit in hjs own store or go under. 
230

60. The acquisitions challenged here may have the effect of in-
juring the wholesaling and manufacturing sectors of the indus-
try. Prior to those acquisitions , 26 firms operating some 485 retail
stores , with annual sales of approximately $250 milion, were

buying their food products from suppliers of their own choice.
Since many of the more than 5 000 food products sold in grocery
stores are bought by the retailers in a single , national market
those 26 acquired firms formerly competed with each other on the
buying side, bidding against each other in the purchase of meats
produce , etc. Now, those 26 competing purchasing-offces have

been eliminated , and a single buyer-National Tea Company-
confronts the suppliers that fomerly sold to the acquired compa-
nies. The number of customers available to food manufacturers
and wholesalers selling in the national market has thus been re-
duced from 26 to 1. Moreover , the supplier who formerly sold to
the 26 acquired firms , and who now attempts to sell to N ationaJ
Tea , is confronted by not merely a reduced number of customers
but by a customer of an entirely different character. Whereas
even the largest of the 26 acquired firms had annual sales of
only" $42 million and thus annual purchases of perhaps $35 mil-

lion , Kational Tea s 1958 sales were $789 milion and its pur-
chases $638 milion , or nearly 20 times those of the largest of the
retailers it acquired. And some of the smaller retailers acquired
by respondent-such as Food Bank , the firm with 3 stores in Col-

orado Springs , Colorado , with an estimated 18;10 of aU food store
sales in the city, but an absolute sales volume of "only" $4.2 mil-
lion-had only a fraction of 1 % of National's bargaining power
with suppliers. Suppliers , even when they themselves are large
and powerful , get lower prices for their products when they sell
to National Tea than when they sell to its smaller competitors.

'"'

Many of the food manufacturers-packers, canners , processors

23"Tr. 1962.
231 StipuJRtion , tr. 1260. " OUT (Chica.goJ branch purchases from uppliers all over the

country. " Tr. 10.%. See also tr. 103J.
"01 As noted above, NationaJ bought dairy products from Beatrice , in Denver , fa)" as much

as 12.5% Jess than the smaller Denver grocers were paying, and as much as 7. 9% less than a
very substantial Denver chain (King Soapers-annual sales of more than 540 mjJion) was
paying Beatrice. ex 648-656.

(Footnote 234 fol!ows.
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etc.-are quite small , however, a fact that enhances National'
relative buying power stil more. '"

Further, these acquisitions have entirely foreclosed manufac-
turers and wholesalers no from a substantial part of the business
of supplying those acquired stores. National Tea , as noted above
operates its own manufacturing and processing facilities , includ-
ing meat processing plants , bakeries, and a general food plant
that produces such products as coffee, tea , peanut butter, soft
drinks, detergents, and so forth. In 1959, National "bought"
$47 498 153 worth of food products, or 6.9 % of its total pur-
chases , from its own manufacturing and processing facilties. It
also purchased some $17 milion worth of goods from manufac-
turing firms owned or controlled by its parent or stockholder in-
terests. Thus , if the 26 acquired firms have now been required to
turn from theIr former suppliers for 7 % of their purchase re-
quirements (some $200 milion), those independent suppliers
have irrevocably lost a very substantial volume of business. And
of course National can expand the output of its manufacturing fa-
cilities and thus preempt a stil larger share of the patronage of
its own stores if at any time its over-all buying power , together
with the leverage its maufacturing facilities necessarily gives it
over its manufacturer-suppliers , fails to secure from those sup-
pliers what respondent considers a satisfactorily low price.
61. The probable effects of National's acquisitions on the

buying side of food retailng appear even more substantial
when considered in the context of the current merger movement
in food retailing. National acquired , in the period 1948-1958, 26
retailers with 485 stores (28.9 % of the 1 676 stores acquired by
the 20 largest chains) having annual sales of $251 milion

201 One of respondent' s offcials testified that: "I know of no packer , other than probably
some extremely small packers, that would give any kind of advel'tisillg alJowance or discount
on (meat.) products. " Tr. 5H. This witness further testified that National does not like "deal-
ing with the big packers" and their "department heads. " It prefers, instead , to "build con-
nections with our smaller independent packers, because we always felt we got a better deal
of handling their products. " Tr. 531. " In Memphis alone we do business with 32 packers.
Tr. 530.

'3' A loss of business by an independent manufacturer necessarily means an equivalent loss
by the independent wholesaler through whom the manufacturer s 'Product was formerly dis-
tributed. But the wholesaler has additional losses as well. "The extent to which the chains
have integrated backwards to take over the wholesale)" s function appears in the analysis of
sources of chain store merchandise. Of the $15. 2 bjlion purchased by 1.56 corporate groce)'
chains in 1958 , over 86 percent came from independent producers , assemblers or manufac-
turers: 8 percent from company-owned manufacturing and assembly plants: less than" 6
percent from wholesalers. Food Inquiry, p. 7. Hence Ii chliin s licquisition of a retailer that
formerly bought from a wholesaler (who in turn bought from an independent manufacturer)

might cost the wholesaler s manufacturer-supplier only 8% of that retailer s business , (as-
suming the acquiring chliin does not switch to another manufacturer), but cost the whole-

saler himself 94% of it.
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(16.8% of the sales volume acquired by the 20 largest chains).
During that period, as noted, those 20 chains increased their

share of a1l United States food store sales by some 9 %-from
21 % to 30.1 %-a gain of more than $4 bilion , $1.49 bilion of
which was gotten from the 147 companies they acquired. Other
acquisitions in the next 3 years brought the total number of re-
tailers acquired by the 20 largest chains to 187- 199 stores with
annual sales of $2.2 bilion , '" a sum almost as great as the sales
in 1958 , of a1l of the other 160 chains with 11 or more stores
($3.4 bi1ion).m "By 1958 the overa1l trend toward concentration
had progressed to a point where the great bulk of retail food
sales was concentrated among relatively few centers of power-
over 40 percent among fewer than 200 corporate chains with 11
or more stores and the bulk of the remainder among fewer than
500 voluntary and cooperative groups. This represents a very
high degree of concentration , even at the national market level , in
an industry of this vast magnitude. And, of course, as has been

stipulated to , many products are sold to retailers in regional , and
some in local markets , where the degree of concentration in buy-
ing and se1ling obviously is considerably higher than it is at the

national level." '" For a local supplier serving only a particular
city, the effects of this increasing concentration at the retail level
can be particularly adverse. For example, 3 chains (Safeway,
National Tea , and Dilon) had 64.1 % of all food store sales-and
thus of an food store purchases-in Denver , Colorado , in 1958. In
Trenton, Michigan, 4 chains have 91.6% of the market.'" In
these and numerous other markets the local food suppliers are
faced with the necessity of se1ling to 3-5 chains on the latters
terms or not at all. If the present merger movement continues,
this market structure may in time emerge in most cities and
towns throughout the country.

The almost incredible decrease in the number of competitors in
the food retailing industry evidenced by this record has occa-

sioned , and wil occasion , an imbalance in the bargaining position
of retaiJers vis-a-vis their suppliers. While some very large firms
operate at the grocery store supplier level , these suppliers are for
the most part infinitely smaller than the respondent and the other
large chains which mergers have produced. Such large buyers are
in a position to buy all or most of the output of smaller suppliers

ex 455-1; ex 455-8; ex 455- 57-59.
23Tr. 1717.

238 Tr. 1960-1961-
239 See ex 454.

(Footnote 242 fonows.
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with the result that such suppliers become solely dependent upon
the largesse of their customers. Moreover, the very nature of the
product of many suppliers , perishable food stuffs, favors the
buyer, for it is impossible to withhold goods for a better price.
The grower of lettuce , the baker of bread and the producer of
fresh milk must find a buyer within the few hours their products

remain marketable. With national and local grocery store shelf
space in the hands of fewer and fewer buyers, the balance of
power has and is shifting to the point where sman suppliers are
in danger of becoming the economic serfs of their customers.

CONCLUSIONS

1. National Tea Co. and each of the 26 acquired food retailers
enumerated in Finding number 7 , above, were engaged in com-
merce, as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act and 
the Federal Trade Commission Act at the time of the acquisition.

2. Respondent's acquisition of two of those firms , Pick- Save
of Park Forest, Ilinois , and Kalamazoo Market Basket , of Kala-
mazoo , Michigan, was not unlawful. National subsequently sold

Pick- Save and discontinued all operation in Park Forest, Ili-
nois. The other firm , Kalamazoo Market Basket, was an adjudged
bankrupt at the time of the acquisition.

3. Respondent's acquisition of the remaining corporations de-
scribed in Finding number 7 (as contrasted with the individual
proprietorships and partnerships listed there), may have the ef-
fect of substantially lessening competition at the manufacturing,
wholesaling, and retaiJing levels of the food industry, in the vari-
ous markets described in the above findings , and are unlawful
under Section 7 of the amended Clayton Act, 15 D. C. 18 , and
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 D. C. 45.

4. Respondent's acquisition of the remaining individual pro-
prietorships and partnerships described in Finding number 7 may
have the effect of substantially lessening competition at the man-
ufacturing, wholesaling, and retaiJing levels of the food industry,
in the various markets described in the above Findings , and are
unlawful under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
15 D. C. 45.

5. The Commission is not "foreclosed" from proceeding against
5 of these acquisitions simply because, after initial investigation
in 1953, it "closed" the inquiries "without prejudice " 242 nor

12 The Commission wrote to :-ational: "On the basis of the available facts, it appears that
the matter does not warrant further investigation by the Commission, and it is accordingly
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against 5 more of these acquisitions-those involving non corp 01'-

ate firms-simply because , in the examiner s view, the Commis-
sion s counsel "abandoned" the complaint's charge that those ac-
quisitions violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act. '" As a matter of fact , at one point in the hearings complaint
counsel expressly reminded the examiner that "we have a Section
5 count. . . . " 244 In any event , however , as the court said in 

Lorilla1'd Co. v. Federal Trade Commission 186 F. 2d 52 , 55-
(4th Cir. 1950), "it is unthinkable that the public interest should
be allowed to suffer as a result of inadvertence or mistake on the
part of the Commission or its counsel where this can be avoided.
See also United States v. Vulcanized Rubber Plastics Co. 178 F.
Supp. 723 , 726 (D. Pa. 1959).

6. This record is replete with evidence of the competitive vitaJ-
ity of these noncorporate firms acquired by respondent.'" Bar-

kett' , a proprietorship, operated a large supermarket in Charles-
ton , Missouri, with sales of $908 000 per year , some 18% of the
food store sales in its county. Food Bank , a partnership, operated
3 stores in Colorado Springs, Colorado, with total sales of

284 831 , and estimated 1870 of that market. Guidone (Arling-
ton Market) had only 1 store in Indianapolis , but it was a giant
supermarket with annual sales of $5 200 000 , an estimated 9870
of that vast market, a market in which respondent is now the
dominant factor with more than 2070 of an food store sales. Ash-
ton , a proprietorship, operated a very large supermarket in Gulf-
port , Mississippi, with annual sales of $802 000 , or some 8 % of

bein closed without prejudice, RX 14-15 (emphasis added). See Parke, Austin Lip8comb
Inc. v. Pederal Tra-de Commi88ion 142 F. 2d 437 , 441 (2d Cir. 1944).

jJ It has long been settled that, if II "practice. . runs counter to the public policy

declared in the Sherman and Clayton Acts , the Federal Trade Commission has the power to
suppress it as an unfair method of competition. Fashion Originators' Guild of America 

Federal Trade Commis8ion 312 U.S. 457. 463 (1941) (emphasis added). And the question
of whether an anticompetitive acquisition can be held "unfair " and divestiture ordered under
the Federal Trade Commission Act was apparently settled in Pan American World Airways
Inc. v. United State8, 371 U. S. 2\16 (1963). See also United State8 v. Philadelphia Nat. l Bank
374 U. S. 321 , 339-340, n. 17. (The Federal Trade Commission Act, unlike Section 7 of the

amended Clayton Act, is applicabJe not merely to " corporations " but to "persons" and
partnerships " as well. 15 U. C. 45(a) (6). ) In such cases , no greater showing of competitive

injury is required than under the relevant provision of the Clayton Act. Grand UnirJl Co. v

Federal Trade Commil/8ion, 300 F. 2d 92 , 99 (2d Cir. 1962); American J'1,elV8 Co. v. Federal
Trade Commis8ion 300 F. 2d 104 , 108, 110 (2d Cir. 1962), cert. denied 371 1.. S. 824 (1962);
R. 11. Macy Co. v. Federal Trade Commission 326 F. 2d 445 , 450 (2d Gir. 1964). Here

therefore, the question of whether the challenged noncorporate acquisitions are "unfair
within the meanin of the Federal Trade Commission Act is whether their effects "may be
as Section 7 of the Clayton Aet declares, "to lessen competition, or to teml to create a
monopoly.

H Tr. 296.

These firms arc in fact larger than

here by respondent. See Findings, p. 315.

sevl'ral of the corporate organizations acquired
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the local market , a store respondent itself described as the " larg-
est in Gulfport , Mississippi. . . the most modern super market in
this area. . . ." "" Slim , a proprietorship, operated 1 store in
Fort Dodge , Iowa, with sales of $945,000 , about 8ro of the food

store sales in that city. At the time of this acquisition , National
Tea described Slim s as "one of the largest and most modern
super markets in the state of Iowa. . . ." W

There is , moreover , another of these chaUenged acquisitions to
be considered along with the 5 the examiner classed as noncorpor-
ate in character. Montesi , an 8-store organization operating pri-
marily in Memphis , Tennessee , consisted of 2 corporations and 9
individual proprietorships or partnerships. This family group
had annual sales of over $11 milion , with more than tro of the

Memphis market at the time of its acquisition in 1955. By operat-
ing it at a loss every year thereafter '" National increased the

sales of its new Memphis branch to over $21 milion in 1959. See
United StfLtes v. Grinnel Corp. 236 F. Supp. 244 , 254 (D. R.I.
1964) .

7. The examiner s "substitution" theory-the notion that there
can be no lessening of competition where one company simply re-
places another without further additions to the acquired market
share-flies in the face of the Supreme Court' s repeated rulings
that the intensity and effectiveness of competition depends not
only upon the quantitative factor (e. the number of competi-
tiors and the volume of goods offered in a given market) but upon
the character or the quality of the competitive forces at work

there. The Court has made it abundantly clear that who holds 

given market share can be as significant as the market share it-
self. " In an industry as fragmented as shoe retailing, the control
of substantial sharee of the trade in a city may have important
effects on competition. If a merger achieving 5 ro of control were
now approved , we might be required to approve future merger ef-
forts by Brown s competitors seeking similar market shares. The
oligopoly Congress sought to avoid would then be furthered. 

. . .

Furthermore, in this fragmented industry, even if the combina-
tion controls but a small share of a particular market the ffLct
thfLt this shfLre is held by fL IfLrge nltionfLl chain Crn fLdversely fLf-
fect competition. . . . (A) strong national chain of stores can in-
sulate selected outlets from the vagaries of competition in parti-

18 Findings, pp. 337 , 338.
mId.. at 337.
2'1 ld., at 349.
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cular locations. . . . Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.

294 343-344 (1962) (emphasis added). Or as the Court observed
in United States v. Alcoa 377 U. S. 271, 280-281 (1964): "The ac-
quisition of Rome added , it is said , only 1.3;10 to Alcoa s control of
the aluminum conductor market. . . . It is the basic premise of
that (antimergerJ Jaw that competition wil be most vital ' when
there are many sellers , none of which has any significant market
share

. . . . 

Preservation of Rome, rather than its absorption by
one of the giants, wil keep it 'as an important competitive
factor

. . . . 

Rome seems to us the prototype of the small inde-
pendent that Congress aimed to preserve by 9 7.

This is precisely what the instant case is about. Respondent re-
cognizes a distinction between "hard" and "soft" competition/Hit

and acknowledges that the latter comes from the large " interstate
chains" like itself whiJe "hard" competition , when it exists in a
market, comes from just the sort of "local competition 24Sa elimi-
nated by these acquisitions. It is this very removal of many small
hard" competitors and the "substitution" of a few large flrms

that produces the "oligopoly Congress sought to avoid Brown
Shoe , supra and increases the " likeihood that parallel policies of
mutual advantage , not competition , wnl emerge. Alca. , supra.

8. But even if we could accept the premise that National Tea is
an acceptable "substitute" for the firms it removed from these
markets , we would still have grave doubts about the legality of
these acquisitions. The Supreme Court's most recent merger opin-
ions have placed increasing emphasis upon the high value of even
potential" competition. United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co.

378 U. S. 158 (1964); United States v. Continental Can Co. , 378
U.S. 441 (1964); United States v. El PMO Natural Gas Co. , 376

S. 651 (1964). Here, National Tea had already formulated a
plan" to enter all of the then 48 states, to cover the country
like a book

" "

from coast to coast, " 249 As we understand the
merger law, a firm already on the periphery of a particular geo-
graphic market , with the known capacity and inclination to ex-
pand into that market, is even then reckoned as a deflnite compet-
itive force in that market. Its mere presence "at the edge of the
market, continually threatening to enter " exerts a competitive

pressure on the firms already in that market, a pressure that

" '

may restrain producers from overcharging those to whom they

"n ld., at 320.
48n lit 321.

ld. at 318-319.
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sell or underpaying those from whom they buy. 

. . .' " 

Penn-
Olin, supra at 173-174. In other words , if there are already 10
flrms in a given market, and an 11th firm is on the edge of it
threatening to enter " the aggregate competitive force in that

marketing area is not just 10, but 10 ph",. But if the 11th com-
pany, the one on the "edge " then buys out one of the 10 already
in that market , the "pius" has been removed and the total com-
petitive force has been reduced back to 10. The acquisition was
not a mere "substitution" of one-for-one; if it was reasonably
probable that the 11th firm was going to enter-by internal ex-
pansion , if not by acquisition-then one linn has been "substi-
tuted" for two , and competition has , to that extent, been lessened.

9. National Tea has not, as pointed out above , lost market
shares subsequent to these acquisitions.'" But such post-acquisi-
tion drops in market share, even where they exist in fact, are
meaningless standing alone. Certainly they would not prove that
National Tea , with assets of $147 mmion and sales of $794 mil-
lion in 1958 , was incapable of holding its own in any city it might
choose to enter when some 50 % of an grocery store sales are sti1
made by one-store operators with annual sales of less than
$100 000 . First, a slight drop in sales almost invariably accompa-
nies a change of ownership. Further , acquiring companies of Na-
tional's size can make allowances for this by acquiring extra-
large shares in the first place. For example, National bought
35.86% of the West Baton Rouge, Louisiana, market in 1954
thereafter letting it fall to "only" 31.8 %. Since respondent had
not operated there prior to the acquisition, its market share has
not "fallen " at an; it has increased from 070 to 31.8%.

Moreover , the examiner s analysis misconceives the test under
the merger law. Post-acquisition behavior and growth-here
National' s retention of "only 31.870 of the West Baton Rouge
market-is of course highly relevant to the question of whether
an acquisition may "tend to create a monopoly." But that is only
one of the issues under the merger law; the other is whether the
effect of the acquisition "may be substantially to lessen competi-
tion." The "competition" in a given market is the aggregate com-
petitive "pressure" exerted by its members on each other; to
relieve" a part of that pressure is, by definition, to " lessen

competition. Suppose , for example , respondent had simply closed
down and diBmantled those West Baton Rouge stores , in prepara-
tion for its own entry into that market. That "released" sales

ld. at 343.
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volume would have been promptly absorbed by the remaining

stores in the area , but this elimination of competing establish-
ments and the transfer of their sales volume to a reduced number
of competitors is the very definition of a " lessening" of
competition.'" The "test of a competitive market is not only
whether competitors flourish but also whether consumers acre well
served. " United States v. Philadelphia Nat' l Bank 374 U. S. 321
367 , n. 43 (1963) (emphasis added). Hence the law is concerned
not merely with what the acquiring firm retains but what it
takes out as well.

10. With the two exceptions noted, each of these acquisitions
has or probably wil have the effect of substantially lessening
competition. In the aggregate, however, their anti competitive
character is even more evident. "We cannot avoid the mandate of
Congress that tendencies toward concentration in industry are to
be curbed in their incipiency, particularly when those tendencies
are being accelerated through giant steps striding across a hund-
red cities at a time. . . . (TJ his is an appropriate place at which
to can a halt. Brown Shoe , supra at 346 (emphasis added).

ORDER

It is ordered That for ten (10) years from the effective date of
this order , respondent, National Tea Co. , shall not , without the
prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission , directly or indi-
rectly, acquire the whole or any part of the stock or assets of any
firm , partnership or corporation engaged in the retail sale of food
products.

It iB further ordered That the initial decision be , and it hereby
, set aside , and the Findings As To The Facts , Conclusions and

Order of the Commission be, and they hereby are, substituted
therefor.

It is further ordered That respondent, National Tea Co. , shall
within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order , flJe with
the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which it has complied with the order to cease
and desist as set forth herein.

Commissioner Elman dissented and has fled a dissenting opin-
ion. Commissioner Jones concurred and has filed a concurring
opinion.

1 One of respondent' s offcials testified that "competition" is increased by new "operators
opening up. " Tr. 44,:;; Findings, p. 320. Conversely. operators "closing down " must decrease

the intensity of competition.
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APPENDIX A

Acquired Co.'s Sales
Acquired Co.'s estimated National's Sales

Sales in 12 mos. food store sales a.s % of food store 

Acquired prior to counties of sales counties
State Company acquisition operation ofopemtion-1958

Alabama Van-Horner $9,099.000

Colorado Miler 39, 575 000 19. 20.

Food Bank 285 000

lHinois Food Center 831 000
Ill. Valley 053, OQO 1.2 11.0
Del Farm 17, 650 000

Indiana Guidone 200,000 11.5
Iowa Tolerton 11, 652, 000 7.41

Slim 945 000

Louisiana Capitol 980 000

Michigan C. F. Smith 980 000
G. T. Smith 737,000
Dole 825 000
H. A. Smith 625 000
Maker s (3) 247 000
Kal Mkt. 158, 000

),innesota Gnmble-Skogmo 118 000
Piggly- Wiggly 927, 000 1.15 10.

ToIerton 253, 000

Mississippi Ashton 802,000 1.64

Montesi 702 026

Missouri Food Center 27, 964 000
Barkett' 908 000

Kebraska Tolerton 613 000 13. 11.62

. Dakota Gamble- Skogmo 237 000

S. Dakota Gamble- Skogmo 1.732 000

Tole)' ton 369,000

Tennessee Montesi 4\18, 000
Edenton 633,000
Logan 798 000

Wisconsin Gamblc- Skogmo 674 000

Wyoming Miler 924 000 20. 21.20

SOURCE: CX 455- 47; CX 395.
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APPENDIX B

Sales acquired
No. of Sales of acquired stores stores National' s share

COl1nty acquired county mos. food store sales of county
stores prior acquisition county sales 1958

GAMBLE-SKOGMO (1951)

MINNESOTA
Hennepin 854, 068 12.
Itnsca 271,5€8
Koochiching 149,477 36.
Otter Tail 116,344 1.64 11.0
St. Louis 396,607 14.
Sibley 87, 768
Stearns 133,660 10.
N. DAKOTA
Cass 63,520
Walsh 173, 747
S. DAKOTA
Brown 453,941 11.2
Codington 157,900 14.
Davison 136, 354 10.
Pennington 984 206
WISCONSIN
Price 674 428 21.11

C. F, SMITH (1952)

MICHIGAN
Macomb $36, 053, 000
Oakland
Washtfnaw
WaynF 193

PlGGLY- WIGGLY NW (1952)

MINNESOTA
St. Louis 52, 927, 000 14.

GEORGE T, SMITH (1952)

MICHIGAN
Ingham $6,737, 000 12. 10.

DOLE' S (1952)

MICHIGAN
Calhoun $5, 079 000 14. 15.
KaJamazoo 746,000

FOOD CENTER (1959)

MISSOURI
St. Clair $30,467 000
St. Louis

St. Louis (City)

CAPITOL STORES (195.1)

LOUISIANA
Acadia
Ascension
Caddo

535,325
342 378
079,443

10.
19.
38.

See footnote at end of table, p. 376.
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APPENDIX B-ontinued

Sales acquired
No. of Sales of acquired stores stores National' s share

County acquired county mos. food store sales of county

stores prior acquisition county sales 1958

CAPITOL STORES (195,()-Continued

Calcasien 375 661

E. Baton Rouge 661, 759 22. 17.

Lafayette 625, 555 18. 28.

LaFourche lE3, 000 13. 15.

Orleans 836 065

Ouchita 635. 988

Tanl!iphahoa 476 616

Baton Rouge 670,851 35. 31.

ASHTON' S (1955)

MISSISSIPPI
Harrison 802, 000

MONTESI (1955)

MISSISSIPPI
Lowndes 702,026

TENNESSEE
Madison 208, 986 1.60 10.

Shelby 10,289 034

H. A. SMITH (1955)

MICHIGAN
Macomb $6, 625 000

-...

St. Clair 18.

Wayne

MAKER' S (1956)

MICHIGAN
Calhoun 81, 759 000 15.

Eaton 1.488, 000 13.

BARKETT' (1956)

MISSOURI
Mississippi 908,014 18. 13.

EDENTON-LAMB (1956)

TENNESSEE
Dyer 633, 450

MILLER' S (1957)

COLORADO

Adams 151, 290

Arapahoe 806, 121 12.

Denver 188, 699 21.56 26.

Jefferson

-- 

Weld 240 381 13. 12,

WYOMING

Laramie 924,490 20. 21.2

See footnote at end of table, p. 376.
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APPENDIX B-Continued

Sales acquired
No. Sales of acquired stores stores National' s share

County acquired county mos. food store sales of county
stores prior acquisition county 681es1958

TOLERTON WARFIELD (1957)

IOWA
'Voodbury 245 995 13. 14.
Palo Alto 253,628

Brien 589 143
Buena Vista 481.514
Kussuth 357 701
Plymouth 928, 114 16. 79 13.
Humboldt 388,298 10.
Osceola 287, 114 11.90 10.
Siol1x 818.858 16. 19.
Pocahontas 6S9
Monena 779
Calhoun 297, 184
Ida 585, 575 29. 31.0
Audubon 212, 630 11.
Dickinson 337, 886 11.33 14.
Carroll 155 942
Crawford 252, 805
Sac 289, 062
Cherokee 388 629 11.30 12.
Emmet 199, 092
Lyon 131, 722
MINNESOTA
Rock 330, 058 13. 11.
Nobles 431 978 23 12.
Pipestone 491, 065 13.
NEBRASKA
Dakota 601 104 13. 11.5
Platte 463 783
Ccdv.r 283 994 12. 11.9
Wayne 247, 980 11. 12.
Holt 358,402 13.
Burt 471,519 18. 18.
Pierce 386,641 28. 29.
Madison 212 738
Knox 533, 191 18. 18.
Cuming 445 809 16.44 11.1
Antelope 321 981 13.
Rock 123, 756 23. 94 19.
Boone 338 283 15. 17.
Stanton 57.263
Chen-y 395,459 20. 24.
Brown 254 958 17. 20.
Dixon 115, 929
SOUTH DAKOTA
Codington 482, 503 92 14.
Davison 412, 579 10. 10.

innehaha. 159,641
Lincoln 490, 015 19. 15.
l:nion 529 449 33. 37.
Yankton 585 323 12.
Clay 526, 120 24. 19.
Brookings 548 667 14. 21.3

See footnote at end of table, p. 376.
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Sales RCQuired

Ko. of Sales of acquired stores stores :Nations)' s share

County RCQuired county mos. food store sales of county

stores prior acquisition county salcaI9SE

'lOLERTON WARFIELD (1957 )--ontinued
Lake 266, 503 12.

Kingsbury 866

Turner 321, 326 13.

LOGAN' (1957)

TENNFSSEE
Davidson $3. 798,000

DE AN-HORNER (1957)

ALABAMA
Mobile 099,000 12.

ILLINOIS VALLEY (1958)

ILLINOIS
Peoria 524, 419 8.41

Ta:rewell 911 215

DEL FARM (1958)

!LUNGIS
Cook $18 377, 687 1.6 12.

FOOD BANK (1958)

COLORADO
EI PIlSO 284 831 13.

KALAMAZOO MARKET BASKET (1958)

MICHIGAN
J(alamazoo 52, 158 000

GUiDONE: (Arlington Market) (1958)

INDIANA
Marion S 5 200, 000 22.

SLIM' S (1958)

IOWA
Webster 945 000

SOURCE; CX 395-397; ex 455- Z-36 through 46.

Thcse percentagc fig-ures are approximations based on a comparison of the acquired
company s sales in thc 12 months prior to acquisition (CX 395- 397) with the sales of al
food stores in the county (CX 455- 36 through 46) in the next succeeding Census year

(1954 or 1958). For example, where the acquisition occurred in 1951 , the acquired companY
sales in the county for the preceding 12 months were compared with an food store sales
in the county in 1954; where the acquisition occurred in 1955 , Census universe figures for

1958 were used. Since population and hence food store saJes are generally increasing in

most areas , this method tends to overcstimate the county S total food store sales at the

time of the acquisition and thu." to understate the acquired comymny s actual market share

at that time.
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Sales of acquired stores Sales acquired
No. city town stores National' s share

City Town acquired months prior food store saIes of city or town
stores acquisition city town" sales 1958

GAMBLE-SKOGMO (1951)

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis 854,068 13.

Grand Rapids 271,568 17.

International FalJs 149,477 64.

Hibbing- 563, 200 25.
NORTH DAKOTA
Grafton 173 747 10. 11.7

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen 453 941 12.
Watertown 157, 900 15.

Mitchell 136,354 3.43 10.

C. F. SMITH (1952) 

MICHIGAN

PIGGLY- WIGGLY NW (1952)

MINNESOTA
Duluth S2, 927, 000 15.

GEORGE T. SMITH (1952)

jvlICHIGAN
Lansing $ 6 787,000 16. 14.
East Lansing

DOLE' S (1952)

lVICIIIGAN
Battle Creck

Kalamazoo
S5, 079 OOO

746,000
22.

7.46
16.

FOOD CENTER (1958)

ILLINOIS
AIton 959, 130
East St. Louis 1.872, 017

MISSOURI
Univet' sity City 102, 35CJ 10.
St. Ann 928,529 41.47 23;9
Maplewood 061.919 15. 18.
St. Louis 845 412

CAPITOL STORES (1954)

LOllISIANA
Lake Charles 375 661 10.
Baton Rouge 661, 759 23. 20.
Lafayette 1.625 555 20. 46.
New Orleans 836 065
Hammon.d 476, 616 20.48 30.
Crowley 535, 325
Thibodaux 163, 000

See footnotes at end of table, p. 379.
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Sales of acquired stores Sales acquired
No. of city town stores NationaJ' s share

City or Town acqlJired months prior food store sales of city or town
stores acquisition city or town sales 1958

ASHTON' S (1955)

MISSISSIPPI
Gulfport 802, 000 11.

MONTESI (1955)

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus 702 026 10.
TENNESSEE
Jackson 208 986 12.
Memphis 10, 289, 034

H. A. SMITH (1955) 

MICHIGAN

EDENTON-LAMB (1956)

TENNBSSEE
Dyersburg 633 450

BARKETT' S (1956)

14. 14.

MISSOURI
Charleston 908, 014

MAKER' S (1956)

MICHIGAN
Albion 656 000
Marsha.JI 103.000
Charlotte 1.488 000 33. 32.

MILLER' S (1957)

CQI.ORADO
Aurora $2, 151 290 21.05 23.
Enl!lewood 795,469 13. 27.
Denver 391 230 21.56 21.4
Greeley 240, 381 20.
WYOMING
Cheyenne 924 490

TOLERTON WARFIELD (1957) 5

IOWA
Sioux City $3, \186 755 13. 14.

MINNESOTA
Worthinl(ton 293 743

SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings 548, G67 20. 29,

'tVate,. town 482, 503 15.

Mitchell 412, 579 11.41 10.

Madison 266 503 10. 14.

LOGAN' (1957)'

TENlv ESSEE

See footnotes at end of table , p. 379,
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Sales of acqllired stores SIl1es acquired
No. of city town stores KationaJ' s share

City or Town acquired months prior f()od store sales of city or town
stores acquisition in city town 5111e31958

DE VAN-HORNER (1957) r

ALABAMA

ILLINOIS VALLEY STORES (1958)

IU, INOIS
East Peoria 617, 597 10.
Peoria 176.615 11.

Peoria Heights 347,804

-- 

Pekin 911, 215

DEL FARM (1958)

ILLINOIS
Chicago $18,377 687 1.64 11.1

FOOD BANK (1958)

COLORADO
Colorado Springs 284 831 18.D 13.

KALAMAZOO MARKET BASKETS (1958)

MICHIGAN
Kalamazoo 158 000

GUIDONE (1958)

INDIANA
Indianapolis $5, 200 000 20.

SLIM' S (1958)

IOWA
Fort Dodge 945,000

SOURCE: ex 395-397; ex 454, 479.
"'See note, Appendix B.

I City sales data for the 210 stores involved in this acquisition are not available. (148 of
the stores were located in the City of Detroit, and the others were located in some 40 or

more cities and towns in adjacent areas.) See, however, the county data, Appendix B.
2City sales not available.
a 18.50% of food store sales in county.
120,41% of food store sales in county.
5 This acquisition involved 85 stores, located in 5 Iowa cities: 4 Minnesota cities; 28

Nebraska cities: and 14 South Dakota cities. See county data, Appendix B.
G See county data, Appendix B.
7 See county data , Appendix B.
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State and City
Acquired
Company

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Grand Rapids

International Falls

Gamble-Skogmo

NORTH DAKOTA
Grafton
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
MINNESOTA
Duluth
MICHIGAN

Piggly-Wigg\y

Detroit
Mt. Clemens

MINNESOTA

H. A. Smith

Worthington Tolertoll
SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings
1.1adison
Mitchell
Watertown
ILLINOIS
Chicago Del Farm
MICHIGAN
Kalamazoo Kalamazoo Mkt.
INDIANA
Indianapolis Guidone
IOWA
Fort Dodge Slim

SOURCE: ex 395-397 , 479.
See note , Appendix B.

Syllabus

APPENDIX D

SaJes of ac- Acquired National'
ql1ircdstores saJes as % of city

Year No. of in 12 mos. est. % of 'ket
stores prior to foodstorc

acq, aeq. Ilcquisition sales 1954 195A

1951 854 068 19. 13.
1951 271, 568 31.8 :17.
1951 149, 477 4.8 41.5 64.

1951 173 747 10. 22. 11.7

1951 453,941 21.3 J2,

1952 927, 000 17. 15.

1955 IL. IL.

1955 IL. IL. 12.4

1957 293, 743 16.

1957 548,667 20. 23. 29.4
1957 26S, 503 10. 14.
1957 412 579 11.41 10.
1957 482 503 16.4 :15.

1958 377 687 1.64 '11.

1958 158, 000

1958 200 000 20.6 20.

1958 891, 023 10.6 7.

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

IN THE MATTER OF

ORDER, OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE, ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 8600. Complaint, Septernbe?' 30 , 1.963-Decision, March , 1966

Order requiring General Foods Corporation, one of the Nation s largest man-
ufacturers of packaged grocery products with hcadqual'ters in White

Plains, N. , to divest itself within one year of all assets and properties
of the . S. S. Company of Chicago, Ill., the dominant manufacturer and
distributor of household steel wool , to a purchaser not connected in any-
way with the respondent or any of its affliates or subsidiaries.


